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BACKGROUND 

Chapter I 

The works of R.Moses Almosnino,the subject of this study, 

contribute to the history of the Ottoman Empire and to the 11.ist

ory of the Jews in the Ottomen Empire during the middle decades 

of the sixteenth century. As his three volumes of Responsa ex

ist only in reference(l),this study differs from those based 

on Responsa literature. Almosnino•s writings do not answer relig

ious questions while indirectly illuminating some aspect of Jew

ish life. His writings that deal with his times are focused 

directly on the scene. Some of his other writings encompass 

philosophical,scientific end Jewish subjects of universal m�

nitude,that cannot be contained in the narrow confines of his 

times. 

Almoanino was not only a viewer and recorder of the times, 

but also en actor on the scenes. Born in Salonika early in the 

sixteenth century,at a time that his native city was becoming 

the religious capital of European Turkey for the Jews,he rose 

to a position of eminence as a rabbi,preacher,author and repres

entative of the Jewish connnun1ty at the Porte.He played an import

ant role in the communal affairs of Turkish Jewry,during its 

transition period from a largely immigrant community to a native 

one. 

Almosn1no 1 s works are mainly religio-ph!losophical 1rreat-
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ises,that have as their object to persuade the reader that by 

living in accordance with the laws of the Torah,man can exper

ience the highest felicity. While there is little in some of 

his rabbinical works that reveal his times,with the except1cmns 

of how he and some of his contemporaries interpreted universal 

and timeless principles,one of his works describes end relates 

the conditions and happenings of his times(2).Br1ef referenees 

are made in some of his works,to the part he played in helpint 

to bring about a greater stability from the relative disunity 

in the affairs of the Jewish community of Salonika.A brief back

ground of the Ottoman Empire and a more extended one of the Jew

ish community of Salonika,will prove helpful to understand Almos

nino1s work and his works. 

The Ottoman Emnire seized numerous provinces from Christ

ian Europe,extended its boundaries in the East to India,in North

ern Africa along the Meditteranean Sea,and virtually grew to the 

height of its expansion,under the leadership of the "Lord ofthe 

Age",Sultan Suleima.n(3).A military monarchy since the days of 

OrchanI (4),a dynasty of ten rulers had expanded its borders by 

conquests in four directions,so that in two hundred years the 

Ottoman Empire was territorially larger than the great empire 

of Charles V(5),Sule1men 1 s contemporary. The march of conquests, 

which was almost uninterrupted in two centuries,brought the prob

lem of ruling the conquered majority of non-Moslems. The Otto-
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man sultans succeeded in integrating the many subjugated nation

alities,by a generally practiced policy of tolerance,fairness 

end f1rmness(6). 

The nationalities that were conquered,while they enjoyed 

freedom and privileges,had to ?BY a head ta..x(haraj),from which 

the Moslems were exempt. The Jews were exempt from the 'blood 

tribute' end from military service(?). It was from the 'blodd 

tribute',or,children forcibly ta.ken from Christian families, 

that the most fearsome army in Europe,the Janissaries,was com

prised. 

Suleiman reigned over 21 races,with a population of about 

50,000,000,of which the Ottomans nwnbered 11,000,000. The 1 1/2 

million square miles of the Ottoman Empire were divided into 

21 goverbments and 250 sanjeks(states).The religious faiths that 

Suleiman's subjects professed were the Mohammedan,Greek Christ

ian,Jewish or Roman Catholic(S). 

One body of men composed the army and the government of 

the Ottomans,for the army and the government was one(9). The 

despot(Sultan,Padishah,Oaliph) was the center of the government 

and had his seat at the Sublime Porte.Central and local goverrn

ment,household and court,standing,feudal and irregular armies, 

all depended upon the sultan(lo). Suleiman ruled through the 

Ruling Institution" and through the "Moslem Institution",which 

correspond roughly to state and church,in a country where tlrtere 

is a state church(ll) .The "Ruling Institutionu was composed of 



Christian born children,forcibly taken from their Parents, 

trained in the sultan's schools and converted into Moslems. 

The Grend Vizir,who presided over the Divan as the sultan's 

represantative was frequently drawn from the 'blood tribute'(12). 

The Reis-Effendi(secretary-generel) and the mischandjis{under

secretaries) handled the firmans(deerees) and protocols of the 

government. The Defterdars(treasarers),under whom were the 25 

kalems(bureaus),that kept account of the income end expenditures, 

were also members of the D1ven{H1gh Council of the Empire)(l:3). 

The "Moslem Institution" personnel were Moslem-born.Its 

chief officer was the Grand -Mui'ti,who was.the head of the U~ema, 

hich had jurisdiltion over the law schools and the judges,dnd 

the religious functionaries,as the imams,muezzins end sheiks(l4). 

Subordinate officials executed the decisions of the avove ment

ioned;as an example,the Beys ruled the ssnJeks,the Agaa ruled 

the Janissaries,the Admiralty end the Harem. The ·"Ruling Instit

utiontt ,that controlled the Christian-born Janissaries,protected 

the "Moslem Institution" by the sword,while the latter kept the 

Moslem population obedient to the will of the sulten(l5). 

The seemingly well organized government left room for ab

uses end corruption.The Defterdars practiced tax-farming and 

sold the revenues from the lend to magnates for a lump sum. The 

magnates would sell the revenues to others at a profit.The 'laax

farming practice raised the tax burden on the subjects to stag

gering proportions.Bribery too,was a connnon practice,and govern-
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ment officials expected 1t{l6).Though it was the policy of the 

sultans to heed the decree of their religion,that is,to convert 

the conquered,to exact tribute from the unconverted,or to destroy, 

the subjugated were treated fairly and with tolerance.Life under 

the Ottomans was relatively free,when compared with life in the 

countries under the Cross(l7). 

The Jews in the Graeco-Byzantine Empire in the 12th. 

century ere few in numbers.Constant1nop~e,like Thebes,had a JBw

ish population of about 2,000,and Salonika had about 500.The 

other cities and towns had 200 Jews,or less in a community.The 

Greeks hated and molested them at will.This condition changed 

hen the Byzantines were conquered and replaced by the Ottmans(l8). 

When Crehan I captured Brusa,the largest Christian city in •sia, 

and showed the Jews tolerance and friendship,they organizedaa 

community in 1326(19).After Mohammed II conquered Constantinople 

1n 1453,the Jews were permitted to remain.Wherever the Ottomans 

conquered,the Jews were permitted to settle,and erect their own 

schools and synagogues. 

Mohammed II appointed R.Moses Capsali as the Hakem Be.slii, 

with the authority to preside over the Jewish eonnnunity in the 

Empire.Capsali apportioned the taxes among the connn.unities end 

individuals,so that the lump sum tax that the government imposed 

on the Jewish conmrunities could be paid.Capsali supervised over 

the tax collections,and the delivery ~f the taxes from theJJew

ish communities to the sultan's exchequer. He had the power to 
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inflict punishment,and he sanctioned the appointment of rabbis 

for the various communities.The Ger•an Jews that fled from Ger

many at about this times,because of persecutions,inf'luenced the 

Greek and oriental Jews to adopt some of · their rites and customs. 

Capsal1 himself manifested the strictness if the Germen school, 

by his severe attitude toward the Karaites. The Karaites,whose 

sect was dwind11ng,sought instruction from the rabbis.Capsalli 

showed the Karaites no kindness,and ruled that they should not 

be permitted to study the Talmud,beeause they rejected its teach

ings.The added Germen-Jewish elements did not change the atti

tude of the government,1~ bestowing upon all Jews the freedom 

of movement throughout the Empire,and the freedom to conduct 

business unhindered(2O). 

After the Jews were expelled from Spain in 1491,they immig

rated into Turkey in great numbers.Sultan Baya.zid II gave thtem 

welcome,end threatened with death anyone that would mistreat 

them.Capsali's task of hel?ing the Spanish and Portuguese immig

rant poor was difficult, as thousands of the irmni·grant Jews made 

Turkey into an Eastern Spain in one generation.The greater part 

of the 300,.000 Spanish-Jeriih exiles found asylum in Turkey. 

The sultans Bayaz1d,Sel1m I and Suleiman.I gave them the liberties 

that were given to the Greeks,Armenians and other Christian 

-groups.In a short while,the Jews proved themselves the most de

pendable minority group axnong all the rayas(non-Mosiems) ,to the 

Ottoman government(21). 
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Toward the end of the 15th. century,the native Breek Jews 

lost their superiority in numbers.R.Elias Mizrahi,became the 

Hakam Bashi ln 1495. An opposition grew to this office of govern

ment imposed leadership over the Jewish community,in the person 

of a rabbi.ihe opposition csme from the innnigrent Spanish Jws; 

among them were physicians end benkers,who had gained influence 

at the Porte.The office of Kekam Bashi also suffered loss of 

prestige,for there were now a number of eminent rabbis in the 

realm,to ~hom some connnunities turned for counsel and guidance. 

In consequence of the loss of influence and prestige of the Hak

am B~-ashi,the government entrusted the supervision of tax collect

ion to the Kahiya. The Kahiya was a Jewish officer who was made 

representative and advocate of the Jews,and who had access 'bo the 

sultan,to present the requests of Jews,or appeal for their pro

tection. The office of Hak8Jn Bashi contracted to supervision over 

spiritual matters,s.nd then its authority did not reach beyond .the 

confines of the canital(22). 

The rapid growth of the Jewish population of Salonika,dates 

to 1430,when the Turks captured the city.In Almosn1no 1 s lifetime, 

the Jews had a population major1ty(23). Jews probably settled in 

Salonika(Thessalonica)in the second century before Jesus(24). 

until the 14th. century,the Jewish community was Greek in charac

ter.Jews expelled from Hungary in 1376,wandered into Bulgaria, 

then to Salonika,where they established themselves in 1387(15). 

Some Barcelonisn and Majorcen Jews Cellle to Salonika,e.fter tlme 



or Spanish Jews(30). 

Prior to 1492,Salonika had the Greek congregations of the 

"Ez Hayyim" and rtEz ha-Daat". Its members spoke Greek and follow

ed the Romania rituals.Later,they intermingled with the Spanish 

Jews, adopted their customs and even spoke their language ( 31). 

Other elements in the city were the Ashkenazim,who had their 

own synagogue,the Kehillat Asbkenaz.Their customs were character

ized by the strict observance of the rituals,and they were :eever 

entirely absorbed by the Sephardim. There were the members of 

the congregations Apulia,Oalabria,Estruc,Italia and Otranto,that 

followed the Minhag Italiano,and the Sicilian congre~ation,whose 

customs resembled the Spanish. By 1570,the majority of Salonikan 

Jews,followed the Sephardic rites,and practically all spoke 

Castillian Spanish(32). 

The first Spanish refugees founded the synagogue "Guenu.sh 

Sepharad"; those that established the Majorcan congregation,un

doubtedly came to Turkey at about the same time. The CastillisJn 

congregation was established soon thereafter,and _within a q11tarter 

of a century,the congregations Ce.balan,Are.gon,Provemce,Portugal, 

Lisbon end Evora were established. Practically all of these com

munities practiced their own respective customs,until the middle 

of the 16th. century(33). 

A number of other congregations were created,some as a re

sult of population growths,others out of controversies between 

and within congregations. The Catalonian congregation split into 

the Catalonien synagogue and Catalan Hadash,because of disagree-
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massacres of 1391 in Spain{ 26) .·The German Jews(Ashkenazim) that 

were driven from Bavaria,had a flourishing community in Salonika 

in 1470.They held fast to their religious rites and customs, 

especially those pertaining to marriage end diet,and the Greek 

Jews adopted many of the Ashkenaz1c customs and rituals(27). 

Another element in the make-up of the population of Salonika, 

were the Italian Jews.Since the 11th. century,merchants from It

alian ports traded with Salonika and Constantinople.Some oa the 

Italian traders settled in Salonika.By 1423,their numbers increased 

to the point that there was an Itali·e.n as well as a Sicilian 

synagogue in the city.The same fate befell the Sicilian Jews as 

befell the Spanish Jews,because Sicily was Spanish territory. 

The numbers of members of the Sicilian Congregation grew~sf'Der 

the expulsion of ~he Jews from Spain.However,in the days of Al

mosnino,the Sicilian Jews had religiously lost their identity, 

h ving adopted the Spanish Jewish religious rites(28). 

Gre t numo,@rs of immigrants streamed into Salonika from 

Spain i 1492,from pl sin 1 95,from Portugal in 1495 and from 

Apulia in 1502.Jews fro th Provence entered Turkey in small 

numbers,a.fter Charles VIII annexed the Provence in 1487.After 

they were exoelled from the Provence 1n 1550,they crone in larger 

numbers.(29) French Jews that settled in Turkey following Bhe 

expulsion of 1394,or those that first settled in Spain or Germany, 

a.nd came to the Ottomen Empire later with the Spanish or Germen 

exiles,lost their identity end were absorbed by the Greek,Gtrrman 
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ments about congregational taxes. Differences concerning th• 

status of the Marranos split the ~isbon&ans into the Lisbon 

Yashan and the Lisbon Hadash. A similar fate befell the Sicily, 

Calabria and other congregations,for diverse reasons,as differ

ences on the selection of a rabbi,or,the rights of settled mem

bers as opposed to the newcomers. It is probable that· because 

of §he crossing of lines,that the Sephardic customs spread over 

the Salonikan community.This was the case when the Guerush Seph

arad joined with the Es Hayyim,and when the Sh~lom congregatbion 

joined that of the Provence{34). It is difficult to estimate how 

many congregations Salonika had in the middle of the 16th.cent-
I ury,or what percentage of the synagogues in the city were the 20 

that went up in flames in the fire of 1545,which also swept away 

5,000 Jewish habitations and 200 Jewish souls(35). 

The educational system,of providing its youth with the 

lmowledge of its faith and culture,was admired by the outsicre 

world,and its Central Talmud Torah was reputed to have been the 

best in the world{36).There were private schools that were lia.in

tained by tuition fees,and public schools subsidized by the com

munity.The latter was for the orphaned and the poor(37). The 

Central Talmud Toreh also had a secondary school and a Yeshiba. 

The Hebrat Talmud Torah,made up of a boa.rd of directors repres

enting the entire commu.nity,supervised the Talmud Torah's ~fairs, 

examined the pupils,end judged the curriculum and the teaching 

methods(38). It also gathered contributions to support the school, 
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end endow schola.rs.,specialists in the many fields of Jewish 

studies.,and helping in the support of a number of the city's 

smaller sehools(39). As a community house,the Central Talmud 

Torah was the seat of important citywide public meetings.It was 

here that Almosnino rendered his report on his activities at the 

Porte,in behalf of the Jewish community{40). 

When the powers of the Hakam Bashi were curtailed.,the 

kahals took the nlace of a centralized,unified Jewish conmru.nity. 

A kahe.lgoverned the affairs of its own congregational connnunity 

and was autonomous(41).Members of the congregation chose thflir 

own administrative officers,that decided on policy and executed 

it(42). It was as if the ajalmas of Spain,in the preceding cent

ury.,were transplanted to Salonika as kahals(43). A number of ka

hals had their own schools,yeshibahs,hospitals and Habra Kadi

shahs(44). The kahal collected taxes,provided for the instnuct-

ion of the young and adults.,distributed charities,provided for 

Pidyon Shebuim(redemption of captives),pres,rl.ded over the punish

ment of violators of communal law.Its authority was limited by 

the Government,to whip or imprison viola:bors; the malsin(Jewish 

informer ~ainst Jews) came under the kahal's jurisdiction. 

Seven members formed the Maamad ha-Kahal.They were elected 

during the intermediary d,~ys of the Passover.,to serve for a per

iod of one year.Between themselves,the seven selected a Parnes(pres

ident) and a Gabai(treasurer).Together with the Marbiz Torah(rabb1) 

the kahal administered civil matters,according to decisions based 

on the Talmud. The Marbiz Torah was the chief functionary arld 
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guardian of the Faith.He had charge of education,religion aDd 

acted as judge.ije signed marriage end div&rce contracts,admin

istered the fortunes of widows and orphans,adjudicated civil lit

igations growing out of disputes in business,and on matters of 

ritual. With the salaried da.ysnim,selected from the Maamad,the 

Marbiz Torah formed the Bet D1n(court). The court resorted mostly 

to persuasion to effect settlements. The kahal also engaged a 

salaried shohet(ritual slaughterer) and a Hazan(precentor.),imh.o 

assisted the rabbi in the synagogue,a melemed(teacher) and a 

shamash(sexton)(45). 

The Taxes that the Jewish community of Salonika had to pay 

to the government,were the haraj(head tax),which only the rayas 

(non-Moslems) had to pay each year{46).The ha.raj waw collected 

by a connnittee composed of representatives of all congregations. 

This committee submitted books to the government of taxable mem

bers,end the government determined the levy(4?).There was al3so 

the annual connnune.l tax on each community,according to its popul

ation numbers,and its estimated orth and wealth(48).Besides these 

t 10 main taxes,there was a tax on the slaughter of sheep,a certain 

number of sheep had to be delivered annually to the government, 

cloth to provi«e for the garments of the Janissaries(49),a "&BX 

on the cond•t s that brought water into the city,snd took tlee 

aste water out,a tax on wines(50) ,the Ava.riz(te.x on estate~)and 

other special taxes(51).0ne of the purposes of the mission of Al

mosnino to the Porte,was to plead for the annulment of the annual 
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sheep tax. 

To the Jewish connnunity,its members paid taxes to support 

their charitable and educational institutions,and for the salSE

ies of its personnel. The mas gabella(indirect tax.es) on meats, 

wines and some food stuffs,was levied through the shop-keepers. 

The kahsl got a lump sum in advance from the tax-farmer who ac

quired the franchise. A peeha(direct tax) was usually paid by 

the rich,and this was a subject of much haggling(52).Wh.en tlee 

circumstances required it,special levies were imposed by a com

mittee representing all kahals,on the whole community.The mussel

imlik was a tax on merchandise exported from or imported into 

Salonika,to pay for the special privileges that Almosnino obtained 

at the Porte,for the Jews of the city(53). 

The truces were raised in the following manner.Eacg cong

gregation submitted a list of its members to en official of the 

Turkish government.The official determined what the tax would be 

for the whole Jewish community. The kahal representatives met and 

chose a committee that represented all the kahals.The committee 

determined the assessments for each congregation. An individlnlal 

had the right to complain and protest if he thought his assess

ment was excessive.The cormnittee could fine the person that broke 

its regulations.Each member paid his tax to his own congregation, 

and he could not change his congregation,or the city of his resi

dence to escape his tax.The Turkish government backed the central 

co:rmnittee,which could confiscate a man's property,that failed 

to pa:v his taxes( 54). 
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Exempt from taxes were those that owned less than 1,000 

aspers,married women of whatever economic condition,men that 

lived off their wives• estates(nikse milog),and those that were 

not definitely established in the city.Wllile the ha.raj had to be 

paid by all,the Jewish community exempted the aged over 60,the 

blind and the crippled from the communal tax(55).In some instan

ces,the rabbis of Salonika were also exempted from taxes(56). 

The rabbis had tried to bring some semblance of unity 

into the Jewish community,that was split into many kahals. m 
early atte~pts,they dealt with Shehita(ritual slaughtering) and 

Bedika(exemination of internal organs to determine kashrut),for 

in some aspects of the law,the practices of some kahals war• at 

var1ance(57). Housing demanded urgent attention,because &f Dhe 

many waves of immigration,fires and plagues that occdrred often. 

The rabbis availed themselves of Talmudic precedent and law, the 

hazaka,which legalized the occupation of a house for a period of 

time( 58) .The principle of hazaka was amplified in the middle-ages 

to give added protection to tenents 1 against the raising of rents, 

unless special circumstances warranted it. It also enjoined 

Jews not to lease a house for a year from a non-Jew,from which 

another Jew had been evicted(59). 

In Salonika,the first ha.sc8lllot(Re.bbinic group rulings) on 

the hazaka to protect tenants were enacted by the rabbinical tri

bunal of R.Don Judah Benveniste,R.Joseph Fasi and R.Samuel Frenco 

in 1494.Suceeeding tribune.ls gave ~t further ampl1fications(60). 
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After three consecutive years of occupancy of a home or a store 

by a Jew,other Jews could not rent the premises from a non-Jewish 

landlord.If the store or home had been vacant for three consec

utive years,the haze.ka(tenure right) was forfeit{61). 

As the housing problem became more acute,the urgency fcrr 

alleviation grew,for there were many that circumvented or abro

gated the law.Fraudulent and fictitious purchases were made, 

calculated to possess or inhabit a property,which imposed great 

hardships on the poor{62). A hazaka could be sold end its price 

depended upon demand end supply,acts of God,as plagues and fires, . 
when the price was high.Jews preferred to be tenants,because 

owners had to pay high taxes. Sometimes ,Jews wielded the hazaka 

weapon against Turkish home owners.Knowing that the hazaka would 

protect him 1 a Jew would threaten a Moslem with vacating the pro

perty,thereby forcing the ~ental rate down.Such threats and nrac

tices were sharply condemned by the rabbis(63). Means were sought 

to remedy many of the abuses,by having the exact worth of tlee 

hazaka,or the transfer of the tenure-rights,announced from the 

nulnits of the synagogues(64),and to discourage some from resort

ing to non-Jewish courts,in the hopes of obtaining greater advan

tages in dower and in inheritance cases{65).Almosnino participated 

in this enactment. 

The most effective way that the Bet Din could assert :!3-ts 

authority,was by 1m osing the herem(ban).The ban took two forms; 

the milder form was the niddui,a form of social ostracism,atid the 
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more severe form,the herem,which denied the offender all relig

ious privileges. The duration of the ban lasted from one week 

to a month. In the case of a mals1n(informer)it lasted longer, 

and was announced from the pulp1t(66). 

The Me.rranos(crypto-Jews) emigrated from wherever Spa:bn 

and Portugal had their territorial poss.essions.,or,from Italy 

and France.,after having first fled to those lands(67). Salonika 

absorbed more of them,than any other city in the Tltrkish Empire. 

They developed connnerce,and brought the city to the position of 

being the second center of commerce in the realm.By virtue of 

their religious status,they created difficult problems(68). What 

was the status of their children,since they lived as Christians? 

The hascama of 1493,did not regard them as Jews,end from the 

standpoint of Jewish law, their marriages were invalid.As an ex

ample.,the widow of a Marrano was not bound by Yibom{levirate 

marriage law),wherein she was obliged to marry her brother-in-law, 

if the marriage was a childless one. In 1514,af-ter a ruling by 

R.Jacob ibn Habib,Marranos were regarded as Jews,and the widow 

of a Marrano could not rema.rry,unless her brother-in-law,not want

ing her,would release her through the Haliza ceremony.There was 

no unanimity on accepting the Marranos as Jews,and meny irritat

ing differences· between the Jewish community and the civil author

ities arose. 

Marrano marriages,at times, involved one party that did 

not go to Turkey to live,and did not ret'§lrn to Judaism.The dower 
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cle.ims,or inheritance claims encountered conflicting decisions 

in the civil end in the rabbinical courts.According to Jewish 

law,Christian children of a Marrano could not inherit if the par

ent d16d in Turkey.In general,rabbis ruled legacies in favor of 

those that remained true,or returned to Judaism.Some rabbis felt 

that Marrs.nos should not be returned to the Jewish fold,w·ithout 

malkut(flagellation) being inflicted upon them.Others maintained 

that those that voluntarily returned to their faith,should be re

garded as Jews. The Marrano problem also involved international 

complications,as in the case of sultan Suleiman,who interceded in 

behalf of his Marrano subjects,whose goods were confiscated in 

Ancona,and whom Pope Paul IV 1mprisoned(69}. 

A number of fires and plagues added to the troubles of the 

Jews in Salonika,in the first half of the 16th.century.The fire of 

1545 was particularly devastating(70).A plague took its tol1 in 

the very same year,and others followed in 1550,1552~1554,1556, 

1561 and 1564(71).During such epidemics,the rabbis of congregat

ions fled to neighboring villages.In their absence,unprincipled 

rabbis usurped their positions.They brushed aside existing hascam-

· ot,to favor the malcontents that put them in office.The outstand

ing rabbis in Salonika,among them Almosnino,whose authority and 

stations were secure,banned the actions of the usurpers(72).Th1s 

hascema was enacted in 1565. 

On the more favorable side,Jews practiced in Turkey,the com

mercial acumen,and the indistriel skills that they lmew in Spain. 

They were leather tanners,jewelers,goldsmiths,and the textile 
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trade was almost entirely in their hends. They engaged in con

struction end mining.Because they had relatives living in Euro

pean ports.,in Flanders and in Italy,they were able to develop 

international traffic in wheat.,silk.,leather end cloth. They were 

successful,in spite of th...-e additional duty that the government 

imposed upon them,above that which the Moslems had to pay. 

Jewish agents from Salonika could be found in Italian end 

North African ports.,selling Turkish raw materials and cloth. They 

followed the Turkish armies in their many battles,and supplied 

_them with their meeds. They farm-leased taxes and customs. 

Part of the credit for the orderly development of commerce., 

belonged to the rabbis.,because of the Minhag ha-Soherim ordinan

ces that they enacted473) .These ordinences.,based on Je ish law 

and prevailing business practices,where the Jewish law was not 

clea.r,or offered no precedent.,were regarded by the rabbis as bind

ing as Talmudic law(74). The growth of wealth could best be guaged 

by the striking fact that within a half century.,the community was 

able to raise itself from its ashes three times, after three fires 

that razed homes and institutions,and reinvigorate itself after 

thirteen plagues.Among the impediments to a continued prosperity 

was political 1nterference{75). 

The political interference resulted from the envy of Mos

lem officials and from the hostility of Christian-Greek merchants. 

The Jews were fortunate to have had men of influence at the Porte. 

Moses Hamon was Suleiman's physician.He persuaded the sultm to 
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issue a firman(decree) forbidding his subjects to accuse Jews of 

being guilty of ritual murdars,unless concrete proof could be pre

sented(76). Don Joseph Nasi exercised great influence over Slulei

man,and was even more successful with his son Selim.On the other 

hand,the rank end file had to wear safran-colored turbans.,which 

made them fair game for attack and extortion by the Jenissaries(77). 

The condition of Salonikan Jewry,in the early part of the 16th. 

century,was incomparably better then the insufferable conditions 

in Spain,far better than the lot of their co-religionists in Christ

ien lands,but not without exasperations,hum111at1ons and e.nnoy-

ances. 

During Almosnino's times,there were 26 Jewish connnunities 

of 2,933 households,that represented Jews that were originally 

from the native Greeks,Germen,Spanish,Portuguese,Italian,Sicilian, 

Provencal,and Jews from Corfu(78). The Minhag Romania and the Min

hag Italiano were virtually absorbed by the Minhag Saparad.A min

ority subscribed to the Minhag Ashkenaz.The kahals of Salonika 

were independent and autonomous.Each had its salaried officiil.s, 

as the rabbi, hazen,shemash,melem.ed amd sometimes a shohet. The 

mohel(circumcision official) was not paid,as his function wes 

deemed a mizva.h(noble deed,homor)(79).The affairs of the congreg

ation were managed by chosen members.The Parnassim supervised the 

religious,civil and economic needs.The Berurim represented Bhe 
,I 

kahe.l before the governments officials,and supervised the assess-

ment of taxes and collecting them(80).The synagogue was not only 
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the house of worship and the theatre of religious £unctions,but 

also the place where policy decisions,enactments and bans, were 

announced,end where communal welfare was nebated. Every congreg

ation had its own court that dealt with civil eases,but not with 

criminal oases.For the most part,it acted as a court of arbit

ration.The court,with the rabbi as its presiding officer,exer

cised the herem as the oommu,nal weapon,to assert its authority 

over the individual that did not subscribe to its rulings(8~. 

All kahals had a school to instruct its young,end some had their 

own yeshibahs. 

Though the rivalries between t~e kahals undoubtedly weak

ened the comnnmity,Salonikan Jews united when urgent conditions 

necessitated concerted action.Such sn emergency obtained,when 

Almosnino was delegated to represent the community at the Porte. 
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Notes on BACKGROUND 

Chapter I 

(l)Three volumes of Responsa,by R.Moses Almosnino.,as well as 
other unpublished works,by the same author,see Naftali ben 
Menahem,M~se! ~lmosnino(Jerusalem,1946) pp.51-55 

(2)M.Almosnino,~emos z Grendezas de la Ciudad de Oonstantinopla, 
{Madrid,16381 

(3)S1r Edw.Creasy,Turk~(N.Y.C.,1913,P.F.Collier),p.145 

(4)w.s.nav1s,A Short Historl of the Near East,{N.Y.C.,1922.,MacM11-
lan),p.234 :s.Lene-Poole,The Story of Turkey,(London,189~, 
G.P.Putnam),pp.27-8. 

(5)The magnitude of the Ottoman Empire can be better appreciated, 
when it is understood that it was larger than the Empire of 
Charles V,who ruled over the Netherlends,the Austrian States, 
Spain,the territories of Naples,Sieily,Germany,Mexico and Peru. 

(6)A.H.Lybyer,The Ottoman Empire 1n the Times of Suleiman, 
(Ca.mbridge,Mass.,1913,Harvard University Press),pp.25,33. 

(7)1b1d. p.34. 

(8)Davis.,p.35: Creasy,pp.179-82 

{9)Lybyer,np.90-l 

(lO)ibid.p.151 

(ll)R.B.Merriman,Suleiman the Magnificent.,(Cambridge,1944,Hsrvard 
University Pressl 1p.148 --

(12)Lybyer,np.165-6 

(13)1b1d.pp.167-74 . 

(14}Accord1ng to references in Lybyer,pp.208-9,the Mufti's position 
was "ever exaltedtt;but on ordinary occasions he yielded to the 
vizir.,and at other times,"he was almost equal to the Sultan 

himself".QUoting Hainmer 1 s Geschiehte.,II.,p.236.,Lybyer(p.206) ex-
plains that the clergy of tne-Moslem Institution,was not H.ighly 
regarded,but the teaching and judicial bodies were. 

(15)Lybyer,p. 233: Davis,pp.236-43 
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Notes on BACKGROUND ( 2) 

(16)Merriman.,pp.163 1 204."-not the Ottomens,but the Christians and 
Jews,who applied the screws to the unfortunate subjects.The 
amount wrung from them.,might easily double what the govern
ment received." 

(17)1bid.p.165 

(lB)H.Graetz,HistoEY of the Jews,(Phila.1894,J.P.S.) III,pp.424-7 

(19)M.Franco.,Essaie sur 1 1 His~oire des Israelites de 1 1 Empire 
Otto~an, (Paris,1897 p.28. --- -

(20)Graetz,IV,pp.268-72 :S.Rosannes,Dibre Yeme Yisrael be-Togarma, 
(Husiatyn.,1911),I,o.170 

(2l)s.w .Baron,The Jewish Comnru.nity, (Phila.1942) .,I,pp.196-7 
Graetz,IV ,op.352,364. - - --

(22)Baron,I pp.197-8 :Graetz,IV,p.404 

(23)I.S.Emmanuel,Histoire des Israelites de Salonique,(Paris,1936) 
pp.50-1 :S.de Medina,ReS'pOnsa,TLemberg,1862) III- #124 r 

(£9~' 1)?J,t ryf-e /v J)L 'p!J>•JCt 
. (24)Emmanuel.,p.18 

(25)1bid.p.45 

(26)1bid.p.49 

(27)1bid.p.47 :Rose.nnes,I,p.170 

(28)ibid.pp.48-9 :S.de Medina,I #35 

(29)ibid.pp.59-61 

(30)Rosannes,I pp.145-6 

(31)1b1d.I pp.133-4 

(32)A.Danon,R.E.J.,(Paris.,1900),XL p.209,"--the Jews of Se1on1ka 
use the Cast111an die.le ct a.s their daily tongue •• tt 
Emmsnuel,pp.62-3:S.de Medina,! # 35 r ,::,,.-:-

-~-f?J6l r> (fr~ ~ ?6>'!.J {J~j_:,/ fl'~?),!1l /t?l?-ft_Ji 
-.- J 7 a) C _l)r 6)}) ~ 
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Notes on B CKGROUND { 3) 

(33)Emmanuel,pp.64-5 

(34)J.Neheltla,H1sy~!re des _Israelites de Salonique,(Paris,19:56) 
III,p.81 :Emmanuel,np.146-7 

(35)Rosannes,II,pp.58-9 :Bernard Lewis,Notes end Documents from 
the Turkish Arch1ves,(Jerusalem,1952~p.25-6 ____ - --
F ~imnanuel,p.114.A French writer,Nicolay,claimed there were 

80 synagogues. ~ ,- , 
( 36 )Be.ron,II p.172 :Medina,II #174 '>l r, P 1 / 1I '- ?-t/c:_. ..Jt/%J.1 Jc~, 

(37)Nehema,II pp.142-3;Emmenuel,p.106 
(k? ~' -Al£? ~,,111~ 

(38)M.Goodblatt,Jewish Life in Turkey in tihe 16th.Centur ,{J.T.s. 
1952) pp.20,105 --

(39)Emmanuel,pp.l03-5 

(40)M.Almosnino,Meamez Koah,pp:l,9-11 --- " 
(4l)Emmenuel,p.ll: Goodblatt,p.61 

(42)1b1d. p.69:Medina,II #82 

·( 43)Nehema,II ,p.44 

(44)ibid.II p.49,in addition to its formal duties,"the kahal Hebra 
Kadisha served a meal of hard-boiled eggs end raisins at 
the Seudaj' Rabara.On Peseh the kehal dispensed Maza Shemura 
and H aroset made of dates and raisins. 

(45)ibid.II pp.49-54 

(46)1bid.II p.38 

(49)Emmanuel,pp.122-4 

(50)Dsnon,REJ, XXXI,p.58,Etude Historique sur les Impots ~Turquie 

{5l)A.Galante,Documents Tures Concerne:nt las Juifs Tures 
(Istanbul~ 931 pp.9e-Ioo -- ----
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Notes on BACKGROUND (4) 

(52)Danon,REJ,XXXI,pp.54-6:Ennnanuel,pp.125-6 

(53)ib1d. XLI,pp.25Q-2,~l!_COmmWlaute Juive ~cialonique 

(54)Emmanuel,pp.127-~ .~·~~~-~.~-~· 

(55)ib1d.pp.13o-i 

(56)Danon,REJ ,XLI p.116 

(57)Emmanuel,p.72,referr1ng to Medina I #4 wherein it . is indicated 
that there were differences in the community in the manner 
of animal inspection of the lu.ng.Formerly,merely inflating 
the lungs{nephiha) was rejected. 

{58)Baba Batra,28a 

(59)Baron,II pp.292-3 

( 60)NeheJna,II pp.84 et fie • ·"' ·· ,,._ .tf,j ·~·., ,.·- • ~- • 

J .~J 7)J}) ~ 1 ? ...J\r= ~ /3 !J1f<? µ C;) 

( 61) Emmanuel, P. 74 · ~ ,-.:.;; ~ - /J 1/?c <! • e~ ;:- ,Pl t,~-:;, Jil:Jl/c. Ji --
( 62) Danon ,RE~, XLI, p. 259 - - fl'/e.,J')Jt} Jr,e j,,/'./<:..~ 

(63)Rnmlenuel,pp.79-81 

(64)1bid.p.76 :Goodblatt,pp.85-6 

(65}Denon,XLI,p.112~'t? ~!?JJ\.,:::, /cFJ ~l?~l?-J.T /c · ___. 

f> u TP. ..P.., 3, ? i,c.. fl'~, 11·' 1->•~k f.P ,~ - ,,.,o'/~ e 

I 
cAI(~, -Alt,/..,, (ppr- - _A11,') 1 ·il ./};'""}I 1_11r 

. /lv-R.11 -»1{,JI-A~ /c , fea. 

(66}ibid.pp.252-3:Ennnanuel,H1stoire de 1 1Industr1e des Tissus 
p. 37 - - - - -- -

(67)Graetz,IV,n.592; C.Roth,History of the Jews in~Italy(Phila. 
1946),pp.186-7,260-1 -- -

(68)Emmanuel,pp.133-5 

(69)1bid.pp.136-7,139-44;Graetz,IV,pp.577-8 

{70)Rosannes,II,pp.58-9 1 242 
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Notes on BACKGROUND ( 5) 

(7l)Emmanuel,pp.156,221-2 

(72)1bid.p.172:Dsnon,XLI,pp.108-9 

(73)1bid.pp.110-115; .Galante,pp.131-4,200-1 

(74)Goodblatt,p.50;Med1na1 II #221/ p1f{-;, t!1');1 A,.;, ~GJI 1>"b 
)~{?:JI/.!)~ p1 1 f''I~;, t,~fi f'~-"1J1JJ1' }!-r'? 

_ J:1,~ /c3Jtlc;? ,I');:. /''» j,Jc-'l l'' _:vP 
(75)Emmenuel,pp.226-7,230 

(76)Rosennes,II,pp.230-33 

(77)Emmanuel,p.117 

(78)Lew1s,pp.25-6 

(79)Goodblatt,p.72 

(80)ibid.pp.62,65 

(8l)ib1d.pp.87-9 
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THE LIFE 0~ MOSES ALMOSNINO 

Chapter II 

Toward the end of the year 1492,a ship sailed from Venice, 

end put into the port of Salonika.It bore three Almosninos.When 

they disembarked,they were met by their relatives of the Cogom

briel f9)!1ily(l).The newcomers brought the tidings that Don Abra

ham Almosnino and Don AbraheJn Cogombriel were burned alive st the 

saake,in the same auto-da-fe(2).Be$ides the three that arrived at 

Salonika,the other relatives of the executed,that escaped with 

their lives but not with their fortunes,were Sem.uel e.nd Solomon 

Almo snino ( 3) • 

The oldest son of the maryyred Abraham Almosnino -was Hay

yim,the granduncle of Moses Almosnino.Associated with Hayyim in 

trade and commerce in Salonika,were his brother Joseph,and his 

friend and cousin Cogombriel(4).Cogombriel married Hayyim's s1s

ter(5),who was destined to become the grandmother of Moses,the 

subject of the present wmrk.Out of this union were born Abraham 

Cogombr1el the you.nger,and a daughter,who married her relative, 

Baruk Almosnino.Moses Almosnino,their offspring,was born in 1518(6) 

The education of Moses Almosnino must have been guided 

into seculer,as into theologicei channels.Moses derived his rab

binical education from R.Moses de Boton(7),and most 11kely,from 

his father,R.Baruk and R.Samu.el Almosnino,who were rabbis of the 

Catalonian Congregation and the Catalonian Yeshibah.The courses 
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of study offered at the Yeshibeh of the Catalonian community, 

were along the lines of instruction given in the yeshibahs of 

R.Joseph Fas1 1 founded in 1494,end R.Levi ibn Habib,of the Csstil

ian connnunity,founded in 1517.They were,naltlely,the study of 

Scriptures,Talmud and commentaries,the Turim(codes) of Jacob 

Asher,philology and grammar{S).His initiators and teachers in sec

ular studies were the physicians R.Daniel ben Perehiah Hacohen, 

who taught him astronomy and mathematics,end R.Aharon Afia,his 

instructor in philosophy end madecine(9). Accordingly,his think

ing developed along philosophical as well as rabbinical lines. 

The influences of Hacohen and Afia,collaborator in me<Neine 

with Amatua Lusitanus,the Age's most distinguished physivial}, 

and the impressions they made on young Moses,bore early fruit(lO). 

Almosnino was twenty years old when he wrote an introduction to 

R.Abraham Shalom's N~ve Sh~lom(Habita.tion of Peace)(ll). The book 

sought to point out,that Scriptural end ~almudic studies outrank

ed philosophical studies in importance.It added that the need for 

investigation is not only permissable,but necessary,to better u.n

deestand the Scriptures.Almosnino 1 s praise of the autjor 1 s views, 

as voiced in his introduction1 reveals his attitude at an early age. 

These atlluudes end convictions remained with him until the end 

of his days. 

His penchant for preach1ng,1n which he rose to the degree 

of highest excellence,was influenced by R.Samuel Almosnino,of the 
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Congregation Catalon.His sermons were worked out in a systematic 

way(l2). A powerful end lasting influence over Moses was his 

mother.In a moving _funeral oration,he paid fervent tribute to her 

noble influence over his 11fe(l3).Having been a son to wealthy 

parent11,his father having donated the ground end money to erect 
(14) 

the Catalonian synagogue after the fire of 1545,he realized that 

the connnon tendency to indulge him in whatever his heart desired, 

was ever present.Were it not for the gentle persuasiveness md 

perseverance of his mother,he would have naturally pursued the 

pleasures of his times.Almosnino declared in the funeral oration 

for his mother,that whatever he was and whatever he knew,he owed 

to her love,her vigilence over his treining,and her sweet appeal

ing to his heart and pride.He lauded her faith,piety and self-de

nial.Concluding the oration :for his mother, 0 the granddaughter o:f 

martyrstt ,he prayed, 0 mey the earth rest lightly on that angel of 

charity,and in heaven as on earth,may her modest virtue receive 

the reward her benevolence had merited"{l5). 

He was predominantly a moralist philosopher,end a teacher 

of ethics.Almost all of his works deal with ethical principles. 

His major work on morals and ethics is his ~egimiento d~ la Vida 

(On the Conduct o.f Life) (16). His ideals followed closely those 

of Moses Maimonidea,the man he alluded to and quoted most often, 

in that he accentuated the fundamental tenets of the Jewish Faith, 

and in arriving at such convictions through the 1ntellect(l1). 
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The Regimiento differs,however,from the ~~_!eh_ Nebukim,m that 

the latter sought to guide Maimonides' perplexed contemporaries, 

through labyrinths of intricate philosophical and theological 

sneculation.As a result.,Maimonides' ethical teachings seem to 

come as a by-product,scattered unsystematically throughout his 

Guide. Almosn1no 1 s Regimiento is a forthright and specific ms.nual, 

or text book on virtuous conduct,on good end evil,on moral respon

sibility.,on the rules of decency.,on the conservation of health• 

It also admits to men's destiny being ruled by the stara.,except

ing in the free choice of good and ev11(17).It is intelligillle 

and comprehensive.,even if it did not subsequently attain the aura 

of antiquity and popular acceptence(l8). 

Written for his sister's son.,Moshe Garcon.,the Regimiento, 

.has three divisions.The first advises young peonle how to conduct 

themselves during their waking and even during sleeping hotll!s.It 

advises on the correct way to sit.,soeak and almeet every physical 

function.His sources for this portion are largely the Hilkot Deot 

of the Mishne Torah of Maimonides. The second treatise discusses 

the ten qualities of virtue,necessary to civilization.The third 

deals with justice end love,but is actually a continuation of the 

second treatise.Almosnino employs the works of Jewish,Christian 

and Arabic nhilosophers.,in support of the validity of the virtues. 

His mention of Hippocrates.,Socrates.,Diogenes,Aristotle,PlatQ,EPic

tetus.,Euclid,Porphyry,Cicero,Seneca,Plutarch,Albertus Magnus, 
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galen, Algaze.li,Averroes and Avicenna,alongside the Jewish masters 

of the Bible,Talmud,Abraham ibn Daud,Ma.imonides,Abreham ibnlmzra, 

Levi ben Gerson and others,point up Almosnino•s vast erudition. 

Sanchez,a Spanish critic,in his Colleccion de Poesias Cas~ell~as 

Anterio~e!_,Praises .Almosnino•s style as 11pure,simple end natural, 

and the doctrine is good"(l9). 

He was also a mathematic1en,astronomer,geographer end phys

ician.With the help of Aharon Af~a,he translated Johannes de Sacro

bosco's Tra.ctatus de Snhaera Mundi,from the Latin into Hebrew. ----- - ----
This thirteenth century astronomer-mathematician Paraphrased ~art 

of Ptolemy's Al~ag~st,in the terms of the thinking of his day, 

end was one of the first to use the mathematical writings of the 

Arabs.Sacrobosco extended the e.xplanation of the celestial motions 

of the geometric system.Almosnino added his own comments on the 

translation,though Afia helped him with the technical Lat1n{2O). 

The book discusses the Sphere's essence and center,tha paths of 

the planets,climatic changes and the length of days at various 

latitudes,planets and eclipses,and the gepgraphy of Macedon1a{21). 

Almosnino 1 s interest in mathematical astronomy was sus'lka.ined 

over the years,for several years after translating Sphaera Mund1, 

he translated Georg Pauerbac~!urbach 1 s) Theorica Novae Pl~et

~• This fifteenth century Austrian mathematical-astronomer, 

having been the first Occidental to use trigonometric sines,applied 

the new triangular measurements to the heavens. On this work,too 1 
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Almosnino added his own comments,in translating from the Latin 

into Hebrew.He titled this work the Shaar ha-Shamayim(Gate to 

the Heavens),end the preceding obe,the Bet Elohim(House of 

God) ( 22). 

He also wrote a book on history.While 1n Constantinople 

on a mission for the Jewish eoommunity of Salonika, he wrote 

his Extremos y Grendezas de la C1udad d~Constentinopla,in Span

ish,but in Hebrew eharacters(23).The Extremos tells of the habits 

of the inhabitanys,the extremes in the city's climate,social life, 

religious life,merchandising and other extremes.It is divided into 

three books.The second book describes the funeral of sultanfulei

msn,and Selim's entry into the capital subsequently.Its chronicle 

of the kings of the Ottoman dynasty differs from that of Hacohen, 

his eontemporary,and shows him to be in error(24)9The third book 

describes the public works,as bridges and buildings,that Sulei

man had built to improve the city.Because it was on the scene 

reporting(25) 1 it was of great use to historians(26).The Extr~ 

j 
analyzed the timesand gave a good description of the· period and 

the conditions in the capital city(27).Th1s work on a non-Jewish 

subject,•lso tells of some of the Jewish personalities of the 

day ,their relationship to the Porte, and that they w·ere subsidized 

by the Diven.(28). 

There were some effective speakers among his eontempore.r

ies,who also employed non-Jewish philosophers in the development 

of their sermons,but Almosnino apparently outranked them(29). 
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He probably influenced his collea.gu.es,R.Isaac Aderbi and R.Mor

decai Matalon,e.nd R.Shlomo Halevi emulated him.Almosnino develop

ed to a high degree,a favored pattern of homiletics,and expanded 

and inverted the pattern.He added Talmudic end rabbinic quotat

ions,quotations from the Greek and Arabic philosophers,and adorn

ed the premise with an allegory,or en anecdote.The Midrash,which 

usually leads to its Scriptural objective,by working up to it 

1th other references that seem remotely related,Almosn1no invert

ed,by treating with the objective a~ the very outset. 

This method probably resulted in en innovation.It was the 

practice of using the opening Scriptural sentence as the topic 

sentence,and as the theme of his sermon.The opening sentence would 

reappear a number of times throughout the sermon,for purposes of 

cohesion and consistency.The peroration would inevitably come to 

an end with the opening sentence,making the sermon seem as fool

proof as a geometric theorem(30).For three hundred years after 

his death,he was regarded as the peer and model for subsequent 

preachers ( 31). 

Almosnino 1 s sermons offer comfort and hope to the disspirit

ed.,end urge faith in God.,•'who watches over Israel everlastingly. 0 

He adds, "I have seen God's supervision(hashgaha per a.tit) _ over each 

step,even though it seemed coincidental in our eyes,and even con

trary to our plans.This land wherein we dwell is a Tabernacle of 

Testimony{mishkan ha-Edut)of God's deliverence,and therefore I 

sing e.s Deborah did" ( 32). 
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He was twenty-three years old,when he odcupied the pulpit 

of the Congregation Catalan,to which his family and relatives 

belonged.Until he assumed his duties in 1551,the pulpit was held 

by R.Samuel Almoanino(33).The following yeBJ) he was appointed to 

the office of rabbi,of ~he Calabrese congregation Neve Shalom. 

' This pulpit was formerly occupied by R.De.vid Messer Leon,endbefore 

him,by R.Jacoh Habib(34). In 1559,he resigned from the Ne~e Shal

om,to assume his rabbinical duties with the newly formed Liviat 

Hen congregation.It was made up of the dissident elements ofl 

number of smaller congregations( 35), and a large number of Cast11-

ian,Evorisn and Lisbonian ex-Marranos(36).He was succeeded ttt the 

Neve Shalom,by his eollea.gue,R.Mordecai Matalon(37). 

In his first sermon Almosnino declared, uthat this congregate; .. ,? 

ion be dedicated to the service of God and be united as one.Be

cause of this,God would bless you with grace(Hen) and honor. 

Therjfore.the congregation should be known under the name of Liv

iat Hen;that the union be one of good will,rather than that the 

forces from without had im~elled you yo unite(38).The Liviat Hen 

was built and named in honor of Do~a Gracia(Hannah-Hen)Mendes. 

Her nephew,Don Joseph Nas1 1 the Duke of Naxos.,and his friends, 

also participated by me.king contributions.Later,the congregation 

merged with the Lisbonian congregation,snd assumed the name of 

Congregation Jehia(39).Almosn1no served in the pulpiy of the Liv

iat R--..-en,until he died. 

Because he was a gifted orator,many other congregations 
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invited him to preach on speacial occasions.Of the congregaMons 

that sought him to preach from their pulpits on notable occasions 

were the congregation Ashkenazim,upon the death of R.JoshuaSoncino, 

of the famous publishing femily(40);the congreagtion Italy,upon 

the death of R.Perahiah Hacohen,a senior colleague,and one of his 

teachers in secular studies(4l);the congregation Aragon(42);the 

the congregation Sicily.,on the occasion of the death of his col-

league,R.Shlomo le-Bet Hazan(43),end most frequently by the Con

gregation Catalen(44). 

Considering the eminence of such rabbis as R.Srunuel de Med

ine.,R.Benj a.min Halevi Ashkene.zi and some of the above mentioned., 

it is noteworthy the.t Almosnino was regarded aattthe m~at honoredtt 

of all the rabbis.Perhaps it was because of his successes in pub

lic relations,and in his role as a peacemaker in his generaMon. 

0What other Salonikan rabbis could not a_ccomplish,Almosnino suc

ceeded in doingtt ,by the employment o~ patience and tact,f~rmness 

and mercy(45).He brought together and unified dissident elements 

and splinter groups,persuaded them to work together in rela11.1.ve 

harmony.His efforts ushered in a period of greater communal grat

ification in his congregation,snd in the Salonikan connnunity.,after 

he represented it at the Porte(46). 

Rabbis and administrators viewed with displeasure the 

creation of the Liviat Hen.,which was in violation of the hascama 

of 1525.This hascalna forbade the creation of a new qua.rter,commun

ity or synagogue,at the risk of a harem.It was inevitable,however, 
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control and staticism yield to progress and a bustling populat

ion.The principle of 1 al tifrosh min hazibur'(do not separate 

from the community)so commonly quoted then,had to give way to the 

new quotation of 1 10 titgodadu 1 ldo not make yourselves into(per

menent) groups).The Liviat Hen was helped along by the prestige 

the Nasis enjoyed,and the respect they showed Almosnino(47). 

When Almosnino assumed his duties as the rabbi of the Liv

iat Hen,he appealed to the congregation., ttthat you help each other 

with grace end lovingkindness,and that it is for that reason that 

the congregation was formed"(48) .To assure the continuation of 

the congregation brought together from so many diversified e.l.em

ents,he urged them to accept certain rules and policies,"to ass

emble the Tabernacle that it be as one"(49).He e.dded,"that you 

come at least thrice weekly to the synagogue,on Mondays,Thurs

days and Sabbaths,for public prayers.By so doing,your love and 

friendship for each other will blossom,as a result of seeing each 

other regularly.In cultivating this relationship,you will safe

guard and improve public welf are1'. He further requested of them, 

that should disputes arise between them,that it be made obl~at

ory1that peace be effected within three days. Should they fail to 

resolve their differences.,then it would become mendatory,for the 

disputants to nresent themselves before a •peace committee' .,lay 

bare their grievances,and submit to the ruling of the committee. 

"I,myself ,take it upon me" ,said Almosnino.,nto be the means of 

enforcing this ruling,for in peace among individuals,lies public 
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progress and security.For even after we will dwell in security 

in our land,if there will not be peace among us,we shall not 

be able to live · serenely". His finel request we.w that members 

of lesser wealth,leax-ning or station,hearkeri to those of greater 
I 

substance and higher stending,with respect to the conduct o~the 

synagogue and the community; that the more exalted assume the 

obligation of alleviating the tax burden of the poor,and help 

them gain useful employment; that the members of lower weonomic 

station,help the leaders of the connnunity to put plens and de

cisions into exeeut1on(50). 

Almosn1no 1 s participation in citywide problems,can be 

noted from some of the hascsmot,that he end his volleagues iss

ued. From the rulings of the hase8ll'la of 1551,it can be understood, 

that because of the independence of the kahals,ritual slaughter

ing and the sale of kosher meat was at least suspect and getting 

out of hs.nd.Almosnino and his colleagues, rabbis I.Adarbi,B.Ash

kenazi,S.de Medina,J.Semut,A.Seralvo and S.Taytazek,ruled that no 

Jew may slaughter ritually,unless the fowl or animal was for hi_s 

own u11e.He was not permitted to sell the product of his slaugh

tering to others. That is what was meant by the ruling,that no 

Jew may slaughter in the abbattoirs of Tllrks or Christians.If two 

or more Jews would band themselves together,to slaughter for 

their own use,the~ would be permitted to do so.The ha.scam.a also 

ruled, that no Jew could sla•ghter or inspect in the Jewish abb

attoir,except those chosen by the majority of the rabbis in Sal

onika(51). 
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In spite of the improved conditions in Turkey,in contrast 

to those in Christian lends,strictures common to most European 

lands ere still "being exercised.Christians enacted strict or

dinances to guide their constituent religiously;Jews did likewise, 

but also slanted some of their enactments,to the end that non-6ew

ish envy of the prosperity of Jews,might be prevented or reduced. 

The following three hascamot by Almosnino and his above mentioned 

colleagues,ruled that{for a period of ten years in force) a bride 

should be led to the house of her groom,only in the daytime;that 

music should not be heard at joyous Jewish occasions,such as wed

dings or circumcisions;that women should not be seen in public 

places,or me.rkets,adorned with jewels,but were permitted to wear 

them while at home. 

The second hascel11a forbade men to dance with women at wed

dings,or at a Ben Zakor{celebration prior to a circumcision).The 
P5 

third, enjoined Jews against gambling.Because the competition 
~ 

of the Jews in bus~ness,because their success end oppulence had 

stirred the envy and hostility of the Christian-Greeks,snd be

cause public disnlay of their wealth had incited the non-Jews to 

overt acts of cruelty,the avove hascamot were,obviously, less 

for religious,then for protective nurposes(52). 

Of greater significance was the hascama of 1560,ruled in 

the Catalonian synagogue.It assented its authority over the Jew

ish community,when a number of Jews turned away from its juris

diction. It forbade Jews to resort to Turkish courts,in the mat-
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ters of inheritance claims and dower right claims.It is probable, 

that Almosnino was solely instrumental in receiving the backing 

of the Constantinople rabbinate on this hascama.In the records 

of the Salonikan rabbis,Almosnino 1 s is the only neme that appears, 

attesting to the approbation of the rabbis of the capital city(53}. 

The hascama of 1565 by Almosnino and his colleagues,stipulated 

that unless a hascama was signed by the majority of the rabbis 

1n Salonika,it was to be deemed invalid(54).Almosnino particip

ated in hascamot of lesser note1:,such as the one of 1561,which 

ruled against assessing rabbis with taxes.This hascema resulted 

because some kahals assessed rabbis with taxes,and some did not(55), 

His greatest usefulness to the Jewish community of Salonika, 

resulted from his efforts in its behalf,at the Porte,in 1566 and 

in 1567.From the time that the Spanish Jews immigrated end settled 

in Salonika,delegations were sent to Constantinopie,the capital 

city,only s a last resort.First,thetB were appeals to,or nego

tiations with the Moslem Governor of Salonika.When these failed 

to relieve the problems that pressed on Jews,they appealed to 

higher authorities. The delegation to the capital city,in 1546, 

headed by R.Ashkenazi,had as its purpose to get help from the 

Porte,to protect Jews against the hostile acts of Christian

Greeks.Though the Jes outnumbered the Christians,they were split 

into so many kahals,that because of their disunity,they were 

vulnerable to attacks.In 1551,R.Samuel de Medina headed a delei

ation to the Porte,to seek permission to rebuild the synagogues 

that were destroyed in the fire of 1545(56). The mission of R. 
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Moses Almosnino in 1566,was for the purpose of seeking a settle

ment in back taxes,and freedom from the added taxes that the 

Muslim(Governor of Salonika) had imposed.Suleiman had previously 

exempted the Jews from the sheep tax.In 1537,,the sultan visited 

Salonika,and accorded the Jews this relief,among other privileg

es.The records of the privileges were presumably destroyed in 

the fire of 1545.When the records could not be produced,the pri

vileges accorded to the connnu.nity were no longer respected. 

Prior to Suleiman's visit,the co:rmnunity had to furnish the 
\ Porte with a certain number of sheep annually,in addition tathe 

other taxes it was obliged to pay.The sheep tax that Suleiman 

cancelled in 1537,was demanded again in 1546,57). The mission of 

R.Ashkenazi in 1546,fell short of its objective,end Almosn1no 

' _had to appeal age.in for protection against the hostility oftlhe 

Chr1stian-Greeks(58).The Janissaries attacked and robbed Jews in 

broad daylight.Selim,hirnself,was embarrassed by the boldness of 

the Janissaries,when t.::5'demended gifts on the day that he acced

ed to the throne.Almosnino also appealed to the Porte to protect 

Jews from the extortions of the Janissaries(59) 

The Jewish community fell in arrears in paying it.a 

taJtes to the government,due to the many fires and pestilences, 

• between the years 1500 to 1565,which put it to the strain of 

gathering money,for the many recinstruction projects. To plead 

for some relief from the taxes due,and from the taxes the Jewish 

community owed from the nast,the community commissioned R.Msses 

Almosnino,R.Jacob Nehemias,and R.Jacob B, aruk to go to the f,orte. 
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The latter tw& died en route to Constantinople via Brusa,and Al

mosnino fell ill.After he finally arrived,he formed a connnittee 

of ten influential Jews. There were meny delays before the negot

iations got to the serious stage,orimarily because Suleiman was 

waging war in Hungary.On September 5,1566,the sultan died in Hun

gary and was succeeded by his son Selim II.Almosnino relied on 

Don Joseph Nasi,because of his friendship with Selim,to plead for 

the retubn of former pr1v1leges,end having some concessions 

granted to the Salonikan Jews(60). 

The delegation remained in Constantinople for almost on~year 

and a half(61),during which time there was no agreement between 

its members,what to plead for snd what to request(62).A number 

of efforts in the negotiations Calne to naught.On January 25 1 1568, 

the Porte allowed the arrear taxes to be reduced to 300,000 as

pers,63).The arrear taxes were paid off in the following ten 

yea.rs,because the community levied a tax on its merchants,on all 

merchandise imported or exported from Salonika.This tax was known 

as the Muselimlik(64) 

The Pashas and the Vizir end the Sultan signed for the 

government.The signatories for the Jewish delegation were Nasi, 

audah de Segura,friend of the Chief Defterdar,Josenh Hemon,the 

sultan's physician,Abreham Selma,friend of the Mufti Abu Sohud, 

Meir Sancho,a court Physician and men of lesser note.The sheep 

tax was rescinded,and the firman assured the Jews,that they 

would not be molested by local functionaries.This firman is re 
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ferred to as the Charter of Liberation(Gezairat ha-Herut)(6a). 

Almosnino visited Constantinople again in 1573,presumably 

to appeal to the Porte,that some particulars of the 1568 firman 

be enforced. He died there between the years 1574 and 1579(66). 

In addition to having distinguished him.self as a peace-maker, 

as an orator(67),end in the field of public serv1ce(68),he was 

also the author of many works,that encompassed scientific aiid 

theological subjects.As stated above,his Regimiento_ de la Vida(69) J 

was his major work on ethics and morals.His other works in tihis 

field were his commentaries on several books of the Bible,and 

commentaries on the works of Bible commentators.They are written 

in a clear,elegant style,and at times make references to philos

ophy,astronomy,history,geography and astrology.The secular sub

jects played supporting roles to his theology and ethics(70}. 

The Tor~t Moshe,was a commentary on the Pentateuch,taken 

from the lectures he delivered before his students on every Sab

bath(71). His other commentaries were on the Book of the Proverbs 

of Solomon(72),the Book of Job(73),the Yede Moshe,a commentary 

on the Hemesh Megillot(Five Sorolls),wherein he stresses thtt 

intellect and virtue are life's most desirable acqu1s1tions{74). 

Almosnino's Pirke Moshe,on the Pirke Abo~(Ethics of the Fathers) 

magnifies the wise counsel of the Tan.aim on the good life,and 

draws the six chapters together,as if the guidance in all of 

them derived from the words of Simon the Just(75). The Tefillah 

le-Moshe explains the beauty that can be found in the Pentateuch 
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and the later chanters give the significance of the Keriat Shema 

al ha-Mitta(Prayer before Retiring)(76).The Meamez Koah is a col

lection of 28 sermons,mostly funeral orations,given for some of 

the most notable Jewish personalities of the neriod.Emphasized 

in this collection are his beliefs and the ~easons for his bel

iefs in the immortality of the soul,end God's personal super

vision(??). Other commentaries by the author e.re a commentary 

on the commentary of Abre.h8ll1 ibn Ezra on Genesis (78),and a com

mentary on Rashi 1 s commentary on the Toreh(79). 

Almosnino•s Migdal Oz,1s a commentary on the philosophy of 

Algazali.Among some of his unpublished works are a commentary on 

the Book of Psalms,the Binyan ha-fl.erut,which nrobably dealt in 

greater detail of his mission to Constantinople,to obtain the 

Charter of Liberation.Also lmown from references are his !g_geret 

Tehiat ha-~~~~ and the Iggeret ha-Nefesh,on ressurrection and 

innnortality respectively,e.nd the three volumes of his ~..?~(80). 

His Pene Moshe was a connnentary on Aristotle's Ethics,and his 
_,,.,, 

_Un Trata~o ~e ~o~ _Su~,is en explanation of dreams,that h~ 

wrote at the behest of Don Joseph Nasi(81). 

It 1s probable,that the intellectual differences and preocc

upations of the generation that preceded him and that of his own 

times,moved him to write some of his works.The Greek rabbi,Sab

batai of ~alonika,a speacialist on the works of Abraham ibn Ezra, 

criticised the three volume work of Mordecai Comtino on ibn Ezra, 

which Comtino felt obliged to answer by his Answer to Sabba'bai 
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ben Malkiel. R.Moshe Kapuzato,Sabbatai's contemporary,and author 

of a commentary on the Penta~euch ,was also opposed to the opin

ions of ibn Ezra and those of Maimonides.A generation later,Al

mosnino,a. champion of Maimonides and ibn Ezra,defended the posit

ions of the 12th.century scholars(82).It is even more probable, 

that Almosnino left his mark on his younger contemporaries. R. 

Shlomo Halevi,wrote his ~e imiento de la Casa(on Family Conduct) 

among his many rabbinical writings(83). 

His writings reveal Almosnino to have been en avid student, 

who persevered in his studies and writings,even when he was away 

on urgent business.He wrote the Extremos,while on a mission for 

the connnunity to Constantinople(84). He hated prol&x1ty(85)~He 

was an exact reporter of events and things(86).He hated honors 

and detested van1ty(87),and he acted in the support of the poor, 

and for the advancement of education and schools(88). 
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Notes on THE LIFE OF MOSES ALMOSNINO 

Chapter II 

(1) E.Carmoly,La Famille Almosnino,(extract from L'Univers Israel
ite-;Jan..F~b.Mar.1850)p.l. (Paris,1850) 

(2)M.Almosnino,Meamez Koah,(Venice,1588) p.97 

(3)Carmoly,p.1.:Emmanuel,p.58,says that smong those that crone 
were Samuel and Baruk Almosnino,and that they established 
themselves in 1493. 

(4)G1ven name unknown 

(5)Ca.rmoly,p.6.Sources examined for this study,are silent on birth, 
marriage end death dates of Almosnino's ancestors,except
ing the dates of the death of his . parents. 

(6)Ennnanuel,p.176.states that Almosnino was born in 1518.Rosannest 
date of birth(II,p.61)1n 1523 is erroneous.He is also in 
error when he avers that Almosnino was an only child.Thle 
fourth sermon in Meamez Kosh ,mentions his bvother,Absalom 1 s 
son. 

(7)Memez Koah,Sermon #10,at Moses de Boton's funeral. 

(8)Nehama,II,pp.145,149-8:Graetz,III,p.282,IV,pp.86-8 
Emmanuel,pp .103-4 

(9}Rosannes,II,p.61:Emmanuel,p.176.Afia composed Opiniones sacadas 
de los mas Antiguos Filosofos y Autenticos .He -_also helped 
Ilmosninotranslate the _Sphaeri Mundi,~rom Latih, into HBbrew. 
Neham.a.,IV,p.8 

(lO)Emmanuel,p.204 

(ll)M.Steinschneider,Hebraische Uebersetsungen(Berl1n,1893)p.465 
Emmanuel,p.177 

(12)Emmanuel,Gedole Salonika le-Dorotam(Tel Aviv,1936)p .129 
Graetz,IV,p.608, --worked out his sermons •• in scientific 
shape •• tt 

{13)H.Graetz,M~natsschrlft(Berlin,1864) p.29:Meamez Koah,p.97 

{14)Rosannes,II,p.62 :Emmanuel,p.176:Medina,IV,#353:Nehama,IV,p.7 

(15)Merunez Koah ,p.97 
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Notes on THE LIFE OF MOSES ALMOSNINO ( 2) 

(16)M.Almosnino,L1bro Intitule.do del Regimiento de la Vida., 
Latin charac-·ffers edit-ion used f<hr tli s study(Amsterdam,1729) 
First edition 1n rabbinic script.,(Salonika,1564) 

(17)Almosnino refers to Maimonides admirin~ly as "nuestro doctiss
imo rabbenu Moshe" throughout the book.Bites Maimonides in 
Meamez Koah as his authority.,31 times. 

(18)Nehama,IV p.13 

(19)Emmanuel,p.181 

(2O)Meamez Koe.h.,p.1O7:E~t~emos~p .78:Graetz.,Mon_atssc_!lr~ft.,p.29 

(2l)Ennnanuel.,p.182.,c1tes Neubauer,#2036.,p.37 

(22)Mee.mez Koe.h .,p.178:Regimiento,p.13:S.P.Rabinowitz.,Mozoe Gp~a, 
- T1 farsaw .,1894)p-;345 .. - -

(23)1 .Almosnino.,Extremos y Grendezas de laBCiuda.d de Constantin
<?_nla(Madrid-;I638) ;Graetz.,·MonitsschrJft.,p.-64- - - -~. -

(24)~xtre~o~ 1 p.63 :Nehe.ma,IV,p.11 

(25)1bid.p.58. 0 I ,,as in a store with friends,from where we could 
see •• " 

{26)Joseph von Hannner.,Geschichte des Osmanisvhes Reiohes., 
(Paris.,1836),IV.,pp.5.,24O 

(27)Graetz.,Monatssc~ift,p.25:Rabinowitz.,pp.346-7 

(28) _xtremo~ .,p.77: Emmanuel,p.173 

(29)Rosannes,pp.1O2.,1O5.,97:Emmanuel.,p.178," •• the chief among the 
excellent orators". 

(3O)Meemez Koah,(Venice.,1588);Graetz,Monatsschrift,p.31 

(3l}Rabinowitz,p.345:Graetz,Monatssch~!ft,p.31 

(32)Mesmez Koah,P.5 

(33)ibid,p.135 

(34)Emmanuel.,pp.85,98-9,177 

(35)Rosannes,II.,n.63 
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Notes on THE LIFE MOSES ALMOSNINO (3) 

{36)J .Nehama,III,n.93:IV ,p.10 :.Emmanuel,p.177 

{37)Emmenuel,p.177 

(38)Meamez Koah,p.177,Sermon #22 

(39)J.Nehama,III p.93:Emmanuel,P.177 
(40) 
Meemez Koahip.62,Sermon #8 

(4l)ibid.p.196,Sermon #25 

{42)1bid.p.213,Sermon #27 

(43)1b1d.n.120,Sermon #13 

{44)1b1d.pp.179,185,189,wherein he also cites his Torat Mosm, 
on sermons delivered for every Sabbath of the-y'ear. 

(45)Rosannes,II p.63: Rabinowitz,p.345 

(46)Emmanuel,p.177,211-15 

(47)Nehama,III,np.93-4 

·(48)Meemez Koah,p.177: Emmenuel,pp.177-8 

{49)ib1d.,~x.26:6 

(50)1bid. 

( 51) Danon,REJ ,XLI ,pp .114-5 j(J 'c.' •a/ p' ') ~ d. $)Ji,...=» _.!jdt:.,, A/';> r .... 
r, r-, 71 !J LJi!J"-< P -M-o , ,,., c;" e ;.., , ,,., 1 , ~r » p.1v-r 

i'.#''~&i fe. / 1{(j,J1? t:T/\tr />1_;,G ... 

(52)ibid.np.253-4ry~ 

;J•-(/ 
~ /c. 

l~?f 10,;) t,Pr fl'<,_j,p ~ ~)~ I;> 

/-1/-, .,~ r _p '7JJ-< fl'pllflrl -A 1 /},., · 
.,;o ~ p J\1') 7' p c, , -1) I /cl, j)' r 4/C _!;Jg, 

( - '3 ~ _j).3 .5) 

ibid.pp.255-6 /;J, ,Pl~?/ f r,"'r 3 3 ,oJe?- !.D }Jt!.;, o_,-, Pl 
JJ·J" t'??Jil /c.. t"'Jle{"/c? puede 'J>3'/ ft. 

Con hombre bailar J;~J.J( 
m-g.jer 

11 
••• that a man cannot dance w 1th a women •• " 
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Notes on THE LIFE OF MOSES ALMOSNINO (4) 

( 52 l continued. -- _!)I ;:Y>) 'j)t. 'q)ry 1 (iZ"-, e.,,, f'J'°6' j) 0' ~)Ir ~_j I J4 

~L !J• pltr /a..(j"' /c11rJ J'r" 'f'"fl' (fc,e, l1J< ,PJf. 

I r»1fke.. ? 11'f ~JI/)\ Jµ>;-
( 53) ibid. np .113-4 ':) ·v ceip )l "" ,!ii,·~ '9lA,.:;>O ~1) o S)JC A.6 !J J)j) 

c'' " ,.A 1.:. ?J(c e3A i p/,_;,. >1~ _!pvt.Al -
See p.15 1 and note #65 on p.24 JJ_!.t ~/.JJ l(;";Jfl/1 -

{54) lbid.XLI,np.108:;g,J;,i)-# ,R ;,~~ ';J'i,,J ~'r'? },JiJc? ';)/c;, j-<~ 

- J) "> fl d p W' -__ ,tJ_,)e-, !.J\ Ir i.-\J Jl_y:. 1> /"1__:, oJ> r p, o,, <i:l.JJJI/ 
~ /..J,f\ .,, , ;y\ 1c: r ') Jc. 5'~ _!)~;) P'- - ';) 6; r ~ , h,,, ;, 

- ,:)-:l ,,... , ~, ?.,JJ :;,. ).H 

This hascallla was also signed by rabbis 3.Firmen end s:1e.met 
Hazan 

(55)ibid.XLI,p.116 :Goodblatt,p.80 

(56)Rosannea,II,p.60: Goodblatt,p.27 

(57)Extre~~,p.89 :lmnnanuel,pp.212-3 

(58)Ennnanuel,np.159-60:Medina,#55 

(59)ibid.pp.117-8: Jxt~emos,pn.50-1 

(60)ibid.pp.213-4 

(6l)Extremos,Prologue p.2 " •• at the expense of drain of blood, 
bodily fatigue and sp1r1tn. 

( 62) ibid.p.34 tt •• out of ourselves was born the cause of not 
coming to a conclusiom.. 11 

(63libid.p,35 

(64)Emmenuel, p.214-5 

(65) xtremos,p.89 :von Hammer,II p.128,p.154 

(66)Emmanuel,p.184:Nehema IV,n.10 

{67)Goodblatt,p.17 
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Notes on THE LIFE OF MOSES ALMOSNINO (5) 

{68)Extremos.,p.l " ••• being constantly on the go,day and night., 
-- -with the ze-...-•a1 end love required to effect the desired 

intention.,for the benefit of our noble Republic of Sal
onikan. 
Ermnenuel.,p.224.Almosnino appealed to the community to 
aid 70 Jews seized by the Maltese Templars,who demanded 
200,000 aspers for their ransom. 

(69)p.28 

(70)Emmanuel,p.178 

{71 )Meamez .Koap.,p.22 :Tef~llah_le-Mos:t).e.,p.15 

{72)Tefillah le-Moshe,p.15 

(73)1b1d. p.24 

(74)Salonika,1572 

(75)Salonika,1563 :Pirke Abot,I,2 

(76)Salonika,15~7;Cracow.,1590.,1820 

(77)Venice.,1588. 

(78)See Naftali ben Menehem 1 s Moses Almosnino.,p.l et seq. 

(79)Emmsnuel.,pp.182-3 

(SO)Ben Menehem,~p.51-5:Rosannea,II,p 94 

(81)1b1d. 

(82)Rosannes.,I.,p.32 

(83)Emmanuel,pp.188-90, •• Emmanuel states that Halevi mentioned 
Almosnino•s Reg1miento de la Vida,in his connnentary 
on .A~o!,and in his Responsa.,Dllire ShlomQ 

(84)Extremos.,Prologue," •• taking me from my continued study and 
- - state of contemplation •• " . 
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Notes on THE LIFE OF MOSES -ALMOSNINO ( 6) 

(85)ibid.p.33 " •• that I will leave out.,not to be guilty of prol
ixity." 

n. 56, a • • I w 111 make brief swnmary of what I saw. tt 

(86)ibid.p.64., u ••• e:scerta.ined from original sources.,I saw an 
abridgement in the Turkish scrint end le.nguage ••• that 
all experts of this nation hold it as true. 3 (0n his 
differing with Joseph Hacohen on the dynastic successions 
of the Ottoman sultans) 

(87)Te~illah le-Mosh~.,Preface :Emmenuel.,p.184 

(88)Yede Moshe_ .,p.66 
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ALMOSNIN0 1 S ETHICS 

Chapter III 

Almosn1no 1 s major ethical work,El Regim1ento de:la Vida(~), 

is his only work on ethics in the Spanish language.His ethical 

works in Hebrew(2) are exegetical end homiletical,and have 

neither the plan nor the system of the Regimiento(3).It is prob

able that he wrote the Re imiento in Spanish to popularize ethics 

amongst the masses,because the majority of Jews in Salonika,did 

not understand Hebrew(4).It is also probable that he was impelled 

to write the book,because his colleagues and he tried to raise 

the respect for and the observance of Jewish Law(5). 

The goals of ethics,e.s Almosnino conceived them,are to live 

in dignity,to discourage the growth of vice,to love virtue,to 

achieve self-mastery(6) and happiness{7).Eth1cs has as its ob

jective,to help create a sound heredity through the proper choice 

of a mate of moral virtue(8),e.nd a better environment of friends 

and associates.The influence of right environment is more import

ant than hereditary influence,.for thus 0 the thread of virtue" 

acquired in the narental home is not torn asunder(9). The purposes 

of ethios,moreover,are to acquire good habits(lO),avoid a tragic 

old age(ll),and achieve perfection and tranquillity(l2).To love 

God is the ultimate end{l3),.for thereby the purpose of creation 

is realized(l4).The ethics as expounded in the Torah draw man 

to God. 
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The Reg~~iento is composed of three treatises.The first 

introduces the subject of ethics,by pointing out the advantages 

that are derived from associating with virtuous people,why the 

wicked are prosperous and why the righteous are tested,and the 

true character of faith.Discussions of the practical virtues fol

low,telling of how end when it is pro~er to eat,drink,sleep,walk 

and speak.It ends in trying to explain why some evil men live 

long while some virtuous die early in life,and the illusion that 

the former days seem to have been better than the present(l8). 

In the second treatise,Almosnino argues for man's freedom 

of choice.In doing so,he refutes the doctrine that men is bornto 

be good or evil,happy or unhappy.He next proceeds to discuss ten 

of the twelve moral virtues as Aristotle enumerated them,namely, 

fortitude,temperence,liberality,magnificence,magnsnimity,mo&esty, 

humility,af'fability,truth and courtesy(l6). 

In the third treatise,he disvusses the last two of the twelve 

· Aristotelian moral virtues,namely,justice and friendship-love(l?), 

end also the intellectual virtues.He brings the book to a coose 

by recommending the books that the average man should read to have 

a well rounded education,and lastly,en allegory on the ultimate 

triumph of v1rtue(l8). 

The Regimi~nto being a book on ethics,Almosnino,aecordingly, 

draws support from many of the books of the Bible,and the ones 

most frequently cites are the books of Deuteronomy,Psa.lms,Proverbs 

and Ecclesiastes.Of Almosnino•s citations from the many tracts of 
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the Talmud,those from Abot end Berakot appear most often,because 

they are replete with moral injunctions.He also refers to the 

Tosefta end to the Mid.rash Rabbsll. 

Among the non-Jewish sources that Almosnino refers to is 

Aristotle.He refers to him most frequently,especially to his 
-

Eth1cs(l9). Other Greek classical writers e.nd personalitiest that 

he refers to,or alludes to,e.re Bias(20),Lyeurgus(21),Socrates(22~, 

H1ppocrates(23),D1onys1us(24),Plato(25),Demosthenes(26),D1og,en

es(27),Euclid(28),Epicurus(29),Pluterch(30),Epictetus(31),P<l'r

phyry(32)and Them1st1us(33). Cicero(34) and Seneca(35) are '&he 

Latin writers which he uses. 

Avicenna(38),whose nSll'le appears most often of the Muslim 

writers he employs,is essential to Almosnino,to project his theo

ries on health and medecine,when he develops the practical virt

·ues.Algaze.11(37) and Averroes(38),the other Muslim authors,are 

infrequently referred to in the Re imiento. 

Of the medieval Jewisg writers,Maimon1des 1 works serve best 

in support of Almosnino's ethics.In fact,Maimonides is the most 

quoted of all the authors that appear in the Regim1ent~(39).The 

commentaries of R.Shlomo Yizhak1(40) .,R.Abraham ibn Ezra(41) ,and 

R.Isaac Bederes1 1 s Sefer ha-Pardes(42) are mentioned a few times. 

Also referred to are R.Abraham ibn Daud,R.Solomon ibn Aderet and 

R.LeVi ben Gerson.Lastly,he refers frequently to his own P~n~ 

Moshe,a commentary ·on Aristotle's Eth1cs(43).,and to his Migdal 

Oz,a commentary on Algazali's Kawanot_ha-Filosofiim(44). 

The ethics of Almosnino are essentially Jewish.The ethics 
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of Greek,Latin and Muslim authors are incorporated into Almosnino 1 s 

system.Almosnino makes Greek,Roman and .Arabic principles fit into, 
I 

corroborate,serve to explain or give support to Jewishethics. 

Such non-Jewish idea.ls that contradicted the Jewish view.,he reject

ed or refuted by bringing to bear an opinion of a non-Jewish au

thor ,that supported the Jewish view.The practival virtues are de

veloped out of Jewish sources,suptlemented and enriched by non

Jewish thoughts.The moral and intellectual virtues are in an Aris- , 

totelian frame,reinforced with Jewish and non-Jewish uoncepus. 

Almosnino 1 s ethics,accordingly,cannot be separated from the teach

ings of the Torah. 

Almosnino maintains _that Jewish ethics are universallj? true. 

At times.,non*Jewish opinions can be used to support the teachings 

of Jewish ethics.However,in the case of disagreement,Almosnino 

accepts the Jewish view,and rejects the non-Jewish. When Cicero 

is cited as saying that fortitude is "suffering through adversity" 

as being the philosophical concept of coura.ge,and when Almmmino 

ascribes to historiens,that those that endanger their lives in 

defense of country,or martyrs,e~e courageous,he gives sunpo~t to 

the Jewish idea of courage,a.s quoted in Abot(45)."All three are 

related and even contiguous"(46). In speaking age.inst indul~nces., 

Almosnino uses Seneca to corroborate a Talmudic saying(47).The 

Biblical verse that connnends that revenge be taken of Ame.lek(48), 

is explained in justification,with Cicero's ttvengeance is in man 

with just cause"(49) .Aristotle substantiates a verse in Psalms(50(), 

with his "Justice is the habit whereby the just do deeds of Just-
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icett(51) .That is how Almosnino absorbs his non-Jewish sources,in 

the development of his Jewish ethics.He uses Maimonides often to 

defend the Jewish view,as in the refutation of the pesition held 

by the Sophists,that man has no freedom of choice(52).Almosnino•s 

original contribution lies in his skill of integrating the various 

sources,into one comprehensive system of ethics that is Jewish 

and all-embracing. 

While Almosnino patterned his moral virtues after the Aris- , 

totelian ethical system(53),1t is the Ste.girite•s plan that is 

emulated more than the content.In discussing the virtue fortitude, 

Scriptures,rabbinical references and Euclid serve his purposes 

best in the development of the subject,snd Aristotle's thesis 

plays but a small supporting role. 

As stated above(54),Almosnino conceived the purpose of eth

ics to be the rules whereby a Jew could live on the path of vir

tue, end ~or his soul to enjot inestimable delight(5b).In obser

ving the rules,suecess, happiness end peace, eould be realized(56). 

Self-discipline, which leads to self-mastery, can only beach

ieved by observing the Biblical moral code(57).The code helps 

in the triumph over animal passions and sensual appetites(58). 

Observing the moral laws includes furnishing the ensuing ge11er

ation with a virtuous background,by carefully selecting the right 

mate in marriage(59). It calls for emptying the soul of vices, 

and filling it with good hab1ts(60) .,for a virtuous men can live 
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in spiritual pleasure even with little material wealth(61). 

If discipline is not exercised in youth,only weakness is left 

in old age(62).By putting ethical principles into practice, 

bodily and spiritual injury :bo self and others is averted(6~), 

humiliations can be cheerfully endured(64),and when troubles 

come they can be accepted graciously(65).It is,above all, by 

!mowing God through every experience(66),never forsaking Hil((67), 

revering Him.(68) and loving Him(69),that perfection cen be :eeached 

as fe.r as it is humanly possible to do so( 70), and to "come to the 

summit of virtue",for which purpose men was created(71). 

The moral virtues are introduced with a prolegomenon 

attempting to prove,that virtue is desirable and triumphant in 

all cases and under any circumstances.Almosnino did not believe 

that a man's character could solely be judged by the acts tne man 

committed,withmut taking into consideration the conditions under 

which and the will with which the deeds were done.Nor did he 

believe that real misfortune ever befell the virtuous,or that 

real good fortune CBl?le to the evil-doer.These two conceptions 

~ere necessary to him,to prove that virtue is ever desirable. 

Almosnino understood happiness to be that of the spirit(72), 

end possessed by those that contemplate divine matters. He :ee

garded fortune as bringing to man neither good nor evil,for it 

was man himself that made the instruments of fortune produce good 

or evil(73).The author argued that because the virtuous put 

their wealth to good purposes while the evil use their substance 
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to encourage corruption,fortuitous gifts are ho advantage.The 

virtuous are content and happy with whatever Providence provides, 

and ~with little they can live in spiritual bliss.Therefore,it 

cannot be said that their lot is grievous.The evil-doer,on the 

other hand,whatever his material condition,is ever dissatisfied 

end mele.ncholy.Accordingly,the virtuous continues to live in joy, 

whereas the wrongdoer dwells in the vales of sorrow. "Fortu.Be 

cannot deprive man of his virtue",which is the key to happiness. 

Two examples are adduced to illustrate the above conception. 

The first tells of Alexender the Great,who prized learning dnd 

virtue.He said,"If I were not Alexander.,! would be Diogenesn.By 

that he meant,that were it not that he had a responsibility to 

his people to lead them,he would pursue the life of virtue and 

learning,even as Diogenes. The second mentions Seneca,who believ

ed that"the chance evils that happen to the virtuous are like 

clouds that hide the clarity of the aun,but not its warmth and 

light." 

Amplifying the problem of 'the prosperity of the wicked and 

the trials of the righteous',Almosnino adds,that as a result of 

the misfortunes that visit the virtuous,they improve in character. 

They learn how to weather the thrusts of ill-luck more easily. 

They become,as Plutarcg described them, nlike sweet scented 

grass,which,the more it is pounded the sweeter it smellsu. Al

mosnino further exolains that that was how God tested the faith 

of Job,end that 1s the way He puts the virtuous to trial,so that 
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they may nrove their faith in Him. The faith of the virtuous 

in God through their trials,also serves as an exemple to the 

less virtuous,that they be more enduring in their faith(74). 

It follows from the above,that if a men should try to per

fect himself in order to be rewa.rded,he must be given the free~ 

dom of choice.Almosnino 9elieved in the freedmm of ehoice,wtth 

respect to choosing virtue or v1ce(75).The fact that God lmows 

of the deeds of man beforehend,does not cancel out man 1 s freedom 

of ehoice,nor does it rule out God's right to mete out justice. 

He argues,"that this human powerlto choose evillcan be put bo 

the contrary"(by bhoosing virtue),wherein man of his own free 

will can choose the opposite path,end change the nature of retrib

ution.If man chooses virtue,he is rewarded,if vice,he is punish

ed(76).By virtue of the freedom of choice,me.n becomes responsible 

for his actions.Moreover, since it is from man's actions that 

evil stems,and not from God,the good are justly rewarded enJthe 

evil are justly punished(77). 

Reasons having been given that virtue is man's most desir

able aspiration,and that the justice inherent in God gave man 

the freedom of choice,Almosnino then enumerates and discusses 

the moral virtues. Fortitude is the first moral virtue in the 

Aristotelian system,and Almosnino,to9,deals with it first·. As 

all the Aristotelian morel virtues are the mean between surfeit 

end lack,so with fortitude,whieh is the mean between boldness and 

fear. Since all moral virtues are to be done{s right reason may 
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d1rect(78}.,fortitude must also conform to ree.son.Thus,nkilling a 

tyrent for the purpose of defending the republictt conforms to 

reason.,but killing him "to reign in his stead0 does not(79). 

When kings expose themselves to danger 1n battle,they do not con

form to reason,because their people depend upon them for leader

ship.Such acts cannot be called fortitude. David would have sac

rificed himself for Absalom.,as an ind ividual,but he could not do 

so as king.In his dirge over his son he wailed,"Would God 1 I 1(Ani) 

had died for thee"(80).By that he meant, 1 I 1 as David.,but not as 

king David. However., right reason does not apply to acts of idol

atry,incest or bloodshed.,for rather then to be guilty of any of 

them.,msn should rather sacrifice his life(81).Akiba showed the 

true mark of fortitude,when he awaited death in patience and in 

joy(82). 

In discussing fortitude,Almosnino mentions five conditions 

which inhere in all virtues.The virtue must be understood.,done 

with freedom of will.,dictated by reason,result from a fixed habit., 

and done joyously.Aristotle lists three,while Almosnino adds two, 

na:m.ely,that the virtue must be understood and done joyously.Almos

nino1s two involve Jewish ethical attitudes.,in stressing the dis

tinction between right end wrong and love of virtue(83).Hillel is 

a good example of a man that understood rortitude.,because his 

fa1th was unshakable,loved virtue.,end accepted his lot in joy(84). 

Almosnino considers and explains the nature of counsel,be

cause no act of virtue should be undertaken,unless counsel is 

taken beforehand(85).Counsel cannot be taken on matters beyond 

men's powers,or out of his domain.Counsel does not apply,there-
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fore,to permanent things,forced matters,natural phenmmena,things 

known to be certain,chence happenings,and that which concerns 

others.It applies to acts within human power,that allow a reason

able time to accomplish the acts,that happen usually,and those 

that admit reasonable doubt.Counsel does not apply to matters 

that cannot be judged by the senses.The proposed act must have 

the means to arrive at en end.If the means are there,the doer must 

still kno if he has the power to do the act.If the effort exceeds 

the utility that can derive,it should be abandoned.It must not 

bring him bodily or spiritual injury,and "above all,it must not 

injure others".Almosnino sees all of the above particulars 1n one 

sentence of the Psalms,uGrant thee according to thine own heart 

and fulfill all thy counsel"(86). 

In discussing the virtue,temperance(87),Almosnino opposes 

the Epicureans,who advocated the_ quest of pleasure,by contending 

that'speculation and virtue are the natural delights of man,inso

fa.ras he is a man. 'He argues that temperance applies only to the 

curbing of animal appetites,and not to speculation and virtue. 

Like Aristotle,he describes the functions of the physical senses, 

by pointing out th~t temperance applies directly to touch and 

taste,and not to sight,hearing and smell(88).However,he urges that 

restraint be put on all senses,since all of them lead to sin and 

excess.He cites the 9!18Cdo~e of Demosthenes and the meretrix,to 

show that restraint averts regret.The orator,thinking the price 

too high for the favor he asked of the lady,renlied,t'I'll not buy 

regret that dearlyi. Almosnino also cites Seneca,who spoke against 

indulgences at banquets,and the Talmud that censured overindul-
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gence _in sex(89). 

Liberality is defined as the me~ between prodigality and 

avarice(90).It applies to receiving as well as to giving,though 

giving is the greater virtue,as it is in emulation of God~9l). 

Giving must be for its own sake,and not in the hope of receiving 

praise,or becoming famous thereby.Not all giving can be termed 

liberality.A d~stinction must be made between giving joyously 

and justly. Acts that are required of a men come under the categ

ory of justice,even though they involve giving.If a man gives to 

a worthy cause,on the recommenadtion of another,because he does 

not know where to give,it is liberality with a touch of prodigal

ity.According to Seneca,liberality must be ordained by reason, 

justice and prudence.According to Scriptures,it must be enacted 

joyously(92).In receiving,liberality manifests itself by taking 

from those that are able to give,and from those whose gratitude 

he had earned. rhe liberal man makes a habit of givin~ 1 does not 

accustom himself to ask for gifts,and conserves the least signif

cant of his material goods(93).Thus,he is never put in a position 

of depending on others.He lavishes his gifts on the worthy,and 

supplies their needs.,but consistent with his ability. 

The truly liberal person acquires money to do acts of kind

ness,rather than to enrich himself.He is depressed if he cannot 

give as much as he would like to.He is saddened to learn thst he 

gave to the unworthy.He is pained to learn that he had neglected 

someone worthy,and regards the recipient as if he were his part

ner.Almosnino believed that those that inherited wealth,should 
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show greater generosity that those enriched by their own toil, 

because.,not having earned their money.,it imposes less of a sac

rifice.He urges responsible parents to teach their sons how to 

manage their estates,and how to and on whom to distribute claar

ity(94).0f the extremes between which liberality is found.,avarice 

is a greater vice than prodigality.Prodigality can be more easily 

corrected.The avaricious "perish in infamy and must pay Divine 

Providence.,as we have seen often in our times; many whose estates 

fall to tyrants end usurperstt(95).L1berality means to dispense 

funds properly,as the Talmud says.,ttthe salt of money is its prop- · 

er d1stribution11 (96). 

In discussing magnificenoe,Almosnino opposes Seneca's 0 a11 

virtues are possible to all men°,and cites Aristotle's opinion to 

the contrary., that "for this reason a poor man cannot be a magnif

icent man"(9i').When the magnificent man selects the right man to 

administer his estates,he does not question his spending on main

tenance.Magnificence 4iffers from liberality in magnitude.,a.nd 

manifests itself in spending on Houses of Prayer.,and in support 

· of teachers end students.This mean.,between Niggardliness and Vul

gar Profusion,shows itself only 1n the noble rich.It shows to ad

vantage in aiding _the Republic(State),in general benefits to the 

community.,as the buildimg of hospitals,bridges and harbors.Priv

ately,it is displayed by the splendor of weddings,receptions for 

friends and gifts to servants.Spending on useless people,th1ngs, 

or on officials that squander public wealth,is a vice.Magn1fic

ence,1s mainly shown in the manner of the munificence(98). 
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Magnanim&ty differs from magn1ficence,1n that the former 

relates to honor,and the latter to goods,99).According to Almos

nino,modesty has a similar relationship to magnanimity,that li

berality has to magnificence(lOO).Me.gnanimity deals with matters 

on a grand scale,high dignity and high honor.Moses possessed 

this quality,that is composed of fifty charaeteristics,accord1ng 

to Almosnino.Some of these are mentioned by Aristotle on magnan

imity,some in Abot(lOl) ,and a few,such as the .fiftieth,uto avoid 

law suitsf,a.re probably from other sources. 

The realtionship of moaesty to magnanimity is,that he that 

has perfected himself in the virtue of me.gnanimity,can aspire 

to the virtue of modesty.An extreme of modesty is ambit1on,where-

1n a person yearns for honors beyond his just deserts(l02). 

Humility is the mean between great anger and the complete 

absence of anger.Reason is not eorru~ted because of justifiable 
103 

anger.The meek heed the angry rebuke of the wise(l3),forgive 

others their sins,but show the cruel no pity.Almosnino agreed 

with Cicero's nMan has just cause for vengeance'', and argued that 

in justifiable circumstances Israel was commanded to talce ven

geance( 104) .He contended that "anger is necessary to draw out 

the pain".,end refuted Seneca's ttanger is never good".He conceded 

that "excessive anger is reprehensible". 

As stated above(l05),the Aristotelian fra:m.e is filled with 

the observations of others.To explain the mean between anger and 

its denia.1.,Almosnino cites the four natures as described in 

Abo~(l06),and discussed by Avicenna,namely,the senguine,ira'be, 

melancholy and phlegmatic types.As meekness and greatness go hand 
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in hand(l07),anger should be controlled,as it breeds haughtiness. 

If the irate man achieves greatness,it is a greater accomplish

ment,than were the phlegmatic to do so , because of the latter's 

natural advantage(l08).This does not mean that the penitent out

rank the non-violators in virtue.Quoting two contradictory state

ments from Maimon1des(l09),that,"his virtue 1s greater than those 

that never sinned0 , and "the worthy soul will not yearn for any 

of these{sins)",he concurs with the latter,that the pure outrank 

the penitent in virtue.However,he allows that the penitent outrank 

the pure in "the virtue of suffering"(llO). 

Affability,the mean between being overcomplaisant and con

tentious(lll),reveals itself in the castigation of other,which is 

dome only when necessary,and then by inflicting the least possible 

hurt. The affable avoid unworthy conversation,speak with dignity, 

end with each according to his station.When the conversation in

evitably turns disagreeable,the affable will seek the means to 

reduce the 111-will generated. 

Avcording to Almosnino,truthfulness exists in thought,speech 

and deed.Aristotle snoke of men speaking,acting and living the 

truth(ll2).In the extremes are those that praise themselves beyond 

their worth out of nride,for gain,or to be honored.The hypocrite 

that speaks of himself modestly,to draw praise from others,also 

belongs there(ll3).Dod is pure truth(ll4),followed by the truth 

of science and doctrine,truth in conformity with understanding 

how to govern life,con:forming to Justice . in government(ll5),end 
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truth which is the habit of the virtuous soul. 

Lies result from not knowing the truth because of ignorance, 

because the truth is concealed,because the truth is deniea,end be

cause of contradicting the truth.Is it permissable to lie for the 

sake of peace? "When God made the miracle,contrary to nature,the 

same universal nature of the object that inheres in it from the 

Creation,obliges it to obey the opposite le~ when the Creator or

dains it 0 (116).Sim1larly,though lieing 1s a vice,when justice and 

peace require it,it is permis_sable to lie.Truth is a moral rather 

then en intellectual virtue.When Ad8l11 violated God's command and 

ate of the fruit,he learned the true difference between ttggdd and 

evil tt, end not between abstract t•truth and falsehood 0 ( 111!). 

Courtesy is the mean between being excessively stern and 

excessively joculer(ll8).Laughter and joking can be good for the 

body ·and the soul,but buffoonery is demoralizing(ll9).The hermit 

snd the buffoon lack eourteay.~he former wishes to escape society, 

and the latter ttaeeks to escape serious human conversa.tion".The 

courteous man is a sober individual,who instructs even when he 

jests.Those that habitually incite others to laughter are bu.ff

oons."Farces are written by prudent men,and those that hear them 

derive a benefit.Dancing and joking,where it is proper,are not 

only not odious,but praiseworthyn.A courteous man 1s not a slave 

to his appetites,spea.ks that which is pertinent,1s e.greeable,and 

orders his speech so that he is eloquent end brief.He obeys the 

Divine precents,so that others come to respect and emulate him{l20). 
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In discussing Jusbice,the eleventh of the Aristotelian vir

tues,Almosnino stresses the Jewish asnect,that human justice re

flects Divine justice.Man,wo ttwalketh uprightly and worketh right

eousness",should therefore emulate "the righteous Lord(Who) loveth 

righteousness 11 (121).Justice 1s obe of the cardinal virtues necess-
f 

ary to preserve the Republie(State).Almosn1no also uses theterm 

Republic in referring to the Jewish community of Salonika. Accord

ing to Cicero,justice includes the following: justice in religion, 

wherein nature demands that man honor God;in piety,that children 

honor parents;in reverence,that citizens honor heads of states; in 

gratitude,that neighbors honor each other;in natural law,thst all 

deal honestly and defend the right.AlmosninQ understood Aristotle 

to conceive of justice as being legal,soeial end commutative.It is 

also the mean between doing and suffering injustice. 

In dispensing just1ce,judges should not consider the rank of 

a person(l22).The term Elohim is applied to God as well as to them. 
l 

Therefore,as God is incorruptible,so,too,must they be.The Pythag-

orians took commutative justice literally;the Jewish attitude is 

opposed to their view(l23).Almosnino contended,tha.t in: legal just

.ice.,"at times a judge must rule age.inst the la.watt ,and consider 

the times and conditions{l24). 

Of all the moral virtues 1 fr1endship is the noblest,and it 

"is natural in man"(l25).The conservation of the Republic depends 

unon it,u.for in friendship men help each other,wh~ch is not so 

with justice .Cicero contended that .friends are necessary,fCJ!' the 

rich to connnunicate their likes,and the poor their dislikes. 
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The Scriptural"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself", 

implies that the loved be like the lover,that the welfare of the 

friend be sought,snd that the friendship be open and demonstrat-

1ve(l26).He that likes a friend for his usefulness,or the pleas

ure of his compeny,does not like him purely for friendship's 

sake( 127). "Such f'riendships", says Almosnino, "are accidental and 

last as long as the pleasuresn.Dionysius,the tyrant of Syracuse, 

promised to oay a musician a great swn of meney for entertaining 

him.After the concert,he retracted,and claimed that the musician 

enjoyed the hone of being paid,as long as Dionysius enjoyed the 

music. 

True friendship survives only because of the good character 

9f the friends,and not for any other reason(l28). The feiendship 

must go through a test of time and circumstances;according to Aris

totle, "until they have eaten the requisite quantity of salt to

gether" ( 129). The friendships between David and Jonathan,end Cic

ero and Siphion were of that nature,and could not be corrupted. 

Senec believed that not even the heavenly constellations could 

take back the gift of friendship,once bestowed upon two people. 

True friendship even transcends the grave.Ruth's vow to Naomi, 

that uif ought but death part thee of mett,can only be construed 

to mean corporeal seperation,but not spiritual.Minendro 1 the Greek, 

deemed a person most fortunate,if he had one friend.Friendshins 

between father and son,husband and wife,young and old,employer 
t 

and employee,however,are predicated on different motives,anddo 

not equal the love of true friends. 
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It 1s better to love then to be loved,though the common peo

ple would prefer to be loved and honored,rather than love aJid. 

honor.True love is natural.A mother loves her infant,though she 

knows it does not love her.Almosnino interpreted Solomon through 

Avicenna.Solomon compared love to water(.130) ,because,aceording to 

Avicenna,elements are s~ple bodies and are incorruptible;friend

ship,too,is indestructible.Love of God 1s the highest delight and 

the end of all ends(l31).Almosnino 1 s virtues cannot be separated

from the love of God.He asserted,therefore,that ttthese virtues 

have other meaning 1n our Holy Law,than in ph1losophyn(l32). 

The intellectual virtues that follow,also have a different 

significance in Judaism than in philosophy,according to Almosnino. 

Aristotle maintained that "truth and falsehood must be the good 

and bad of the Intellectual operation,which is purely speculative 

end concerned neither with action nor productiontt.In Judaism, 

the whole purpose of speculation is that it lead to action.'l1he 

intellectual virtues are discussed,because they bear on moral 

action,end because moral choice is dependent upon the 1ntellect(l33) 

The moral virtues are of the will,and the intellectual virt'\Bes 

are of the understanding.Theoret•ce.1 understanding{entendimiento 

teorico)dee.ls with universal matters,1f they be true or false. 

Practical understanding(entenci,j_miento practico) deals with hu-

man a.f'fairs,if they be possible or not possible{l34). 

Of the five intellectual virtues,Almosnino terms three theo

retical and two practice.l.The theoretical are understanding., 

science end wisdom.The practical are nrudenee and art.Understand-
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ing is man's native intelligence,which Aristotle calls Intuition. 

Kno ledge(science) means to know things by their causes,which 

Aristotle eXPlains as that which is capable of being taught. 

Wisdom is gotten through syllogism,when the premises and conclu

sion are understood.It 1s known in Aristotle as science,or the 

equivalent to Intuition end Knowledge. Prudence is speculation 

calculated to bring the action to a useful end,whereas Art spec

ulates on making the deed perfect.Aristotle terms these two,Prac

tical Wisdom,which has as its object that which is good for men, 

and Art,whieh has to d...-o with contrivance. 

When Almosnino differentiates between God's eternity and the 

eternity of the world,the differing significances of Jewish intel

lectual virtues end Aristotle's can be understood.Only God's eter

nity is absolute,the rest are similar and relative,in the manner 

that man•~ intelligence resembles God 1 s(l35). 

Art,which seeks perfection1 implies the perfection of the 

work,the material end the artist.It also implies the possession 

of the intellectual virtues,without which the practical intellect

ual virtues cannot funetion.Bezalel succeeded so eminently in 

constructing the Tabernacle,because he was gifted with all of 

the intellectual virtues(l36).Prudence considers human good and 

usefulnass,rather then perfevtion.It is similar to temnerance 

of the moral virtues.When temperance is corrupted,then prudence 

is lost. 

Understanding is the first step,and the source of all til:le 
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the intellectual virtues(l37).The relationship of the intellect

ual virtues to each other,simply stated,is that science follows 

from understanding,as wisdom follows from science.Wisdom has 

truth as its object,prudence judges what is best for man,and art 

seeks perfection. 

The practical virtues referred to above(l38},are dealt with 

in the first treatise of the Reg_!miento .They follow the moral 

and intellectual virtues in this thesis,because they do not fit 

into the Aristotelian pattern as the others do,and because the 

treatment of them is not much more than a rearrangement of what 

his predeeeesors wrote on the subject.Their purpose 1s to help 

in the destruction of animal lusts,whioh is requisite to the ac

quisition of virtue(l39).Continence in eating is manifested by 

eating at appointed times,by not being the first to begin unless 

in the presence of persons of lower rank,by eating in repose,by 

not casting avid glances at the food,and by keeping one's hands 

close to one's plate. 

It is advisable to accustom oneself to a one course meal,as 

_ a variety of courses damage the stomach,disquiet the spirit,coar

sen perspicacity and retard the u.nderste.nding(l40}.Avicenna advis

ed against eating hurriedly,looking into the faces of others,or 

loading the stomach with food.Sweet and fatty foods should be 

avoided,because they dim the vision end injure the understanding. 

The evening meal should be smaller than the midday meal,for that 

makes for easier study in the evening.The purpose of food is to 

maintain good health{l41). 
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1sdom comes only through calnmess;therefore,wine should be 

denied to young men before they marry 1 ast•1t adds fire to fire". 

According to Avicenna,wine drinking retards progress in the sci

ences.Water should be taken an 80ur after the meal,as "it dis

turbs the chyle 11
1 end common colds result in the winter and indo

lence at all times.One should not drink 1n public,especially in 

the presence of important people,excepting at mealtime.Drinking 

during study hours creates a mood of lethargy. 

Sleep is a suspension of feeling end voluntary movement.It 

is a time for bodily rest.One should sleep only as much as is 

necessary for the health" .Almosnino compared sleep in its micro

cosmic function to the macrocosmic function of vapor,or evapor

ation.The quicker the digestion1 the easier it is to keep awake. 

According to Algazal1,usleep comes to repair the dem.age done to 

the body during the de.yu .Avicenna taught that "oversleep brings 

laziness end negligence of virtue".He therefore suggested eight 

hours for sleep,eight for work,and eight for eating,drinking and 

speculation(l42).0ne should not sleep in such places where he is 

likely to be seen,nor submit to his passions 1n the night. 

Because study at dawn is advantageous,as "the vapors that rise 

from the stomach" to the brain had already been purified,Almos

nino differed with Maimonides and contemporary physiciens,that it 

is good to sleep into the day.He gave some justification to Mai

monides' point of view,because uel doctissimo Rabbenu Moshe sought 

what was best for the health" ,whereas Almosnino recommended what 

was the proper path at the expense of least convenience'(l.fil). 

He sided with"what most doctors say" ,that sleep should begin 
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hile lying on the right side,on the left until midnight,and then 

on the right side again until the end of sleep,though it opposed 

Maiminides 1 view.One should not sleep in a bed that is too soft, 

nor should the room temperature be too warm in the winter,ncrr too 

cold in the summer,so that the flesh does not become spongy,but 

remain solid.A young men should learn to emulate Diogenes,by learn

ing to endure the heat in the summer and the cold in the winter. 

It is advisable to go to sleep at least four hours after eati.ing, 

so as not to injure the brain.As sobriety in all matters is ad

vantageous,one should lie quiet for a while after awakening.Per

fumes and cosmetics should be avoided 1 as they tend to corrupt 

the soul. 

It is essential to the acquisition of virtue,that "one should 

not leave home too often,but only out of necessity,as idleness is 

the mother of all vices and the great corrupter of virtue".Life 

becomes filled with anxiety end confusion because of idleness.It 

was because of the perseverence and consistency of the Jewish 

sages,exereised from their early childhood,that their lusts were 

forced to yield to their passion ._'for study and virtue.They were 

therefor~ graced _in their old age(14f.). "Misfortune visits the 

aged as a result of idleness" .Almosnino repeated what the Talmud 

says on the subject of how to show respect for men of renk,while 

walking with them,or being with them during prayers(l45).He adds 

that none must not brush his teeth nor pare his nails in the pre

sence of others 1 as it is disrespectful"(l46). 

Almosnino divides speech into four categories;words said in 
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derogation of others,that redound to the injury of the speaker 

when gain or advantage is the motive;words said in derision of 

others with no hope, of any gain,and bring the same fate;gossip 

to pass the time lowers the dignity of the speaker,and future 

credence is denies his words,end words that speak well of others 

that net just reward. As "speech is the smbe.ssador of the soul", 

brevity should be cultivated."There 1s one thing about the Turks 

that is nice",says Almosnino,"end that is their brevity 1n speech 

and writing.That is because they employ Arabic,which has the 

elements of the Holy Tongue,and which no other language can em

ulate"(147) .To learn the art of good speech,a young man must es

pecially "submit to the correction of his teachersn. 

The moral,intellectual end practical ethics o4 Moes Almos

nino are Jewish in essence.He gave Jewish ethics added support, 

by showing that it was homologous to the worth and value of the 

reasoned ethics of Greek,Roman and Arabiu philosophers.Whereas 

Almosnino 1 s Hebrew ethical writings are Jewish almost in their 

entirety,and his theological dissertations expound ethical prin

ciples,his Re_gimie~to de la Vida has plan and system.Althougi 

his ethics correspond to the ethics of non-Jewish philosophers, 

it has a b~yond the human relationship; it is tied to the essen

tial force of the universe,to God. 
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Notes on ALMOSNIN0 1 S ETHICS 

(1) .Almosnino,Regimiento de la Vida(Salonika,1564,in Hebrew 
che.ractersl-;(Amsterdem,1729 ,all references to latter edit
ion. 

(2)M.Almosnino,Yede Moshe,a commentary on the Five Scroils,(Sal-
•Onika,15721,PirkeMoshe,a commentary on Pirke Abot,(SAJ)OH* 
ika,1563),Tefilleh Ie-Moshe,on the utility of practicing 
the preceptsof the Torah, Salonika,1567),(~racow,1590,1820), 
Meemez Koah_ ,28 sermons and eulogies,(Venice,1588) 

(3) lmosnino,Pene oshe,a commentary on Aristotle's Ethics,(cf. 
-• teinschneider,Heb.Ueber,215),Migdal Oz ,a commentary on 

Abu Hamed Algazalfis Kawaiiot ha-Filosofiim(cf.M.Steinschnei
der,HEB.UEB~.,322).These twomss.were not available to me. 

(4)Reg1miento Prologue, '--because the knowledge of Hebrew is 
- scant." 

(5)see pp.37-8 

(6)Re imiento,Prologu.e 

(7)Meemez Koah ,p.16,Sermon #2 

( 8) ibid.p.22,Sermon #3 /a •-t ";'ff ti? f;, JI.A l1')rz 1@ fl,> /:> 17-J 
-?,;,JJ ,-r ~ ,t,,, v''Fl µ ~ ,c.. 

(9)Re imiento,np.1-2, "No con quien 
nasce , sino con quien pasces." 

(lO)ibid.p.l 

(ll)ibid.p.16,"some interpret (Lev.19:32) .J\,'Hll fl~ ;)f>1{, !.)PJI 
arise before you a.re old end perfe~t yourself,so that you 
look venerable in your old age.u 

(12)Tefillah le-Moshe,p.34 

( 13 )Yede Moshe, Cant• Cantor• ,P .B /1? /\le";, ..J\1p,")) ',>;'1j)/C';) --'I /i '.ii r 
(14 )Reginrl:_ent~,Prologue, "--for if the Law and Israel are always 

together,the hole purpose of creation is realized." 

(15)1bid.pp.l-80 

(16}ibid.pp.81-202 

(17)ibid.p.245,According to Almosnino Amistad(friendship}and 
Amar(j'o love) are one and the same,n--hence,the friend loves~ 

{18)ib1d.p .202-288 
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Notes on ALMOSNIN0 1 S ETHICS (2) 

(l9)Aristotle.,Eth1cs{in Re imiento),pp.38,91 1 96,106--
De .Anima pp.90.,116.,117----
Politics f p.93 
De Soniniis n p.32 

(20)Re 1m1ebto;p.235(S1xth Century,B.C.E.,author of apothegms) 

(21}1bid.n.13.,"--el se.gissimo rey." 

(22)Ibid.n.55.,(from Plato's rhaedo) 

(23}ibid.p.36.,(Wherein the 'father of medecine' served Almosnino 
in practical ethics} 

(24)ibid.p.233 

(25)ib1d.pp.16.,275.,Ref.to Plato's Republic and Phaedo 

(26)1b1d.p.120 

(27)1bid.p.6 

(28)1b1d.p.277,Ref.to Elements,Almosn1no discusses the value of 
Geometry in studying parts of the Talmud. 

(29)ibid.n.115,1n onposition t~ his doctrines. 

(30)ibid.n.8,Parallel Live~ 

(31)1b1d.p.4 Handbook 

(32)ibid.p.106 

( 33) ibid. .106 

(34)ibid.np.203,238,247.,275 

(35)1bid.pp.4.,7.,l22,l26-

(36)ibid.np.2l,36,41--Canon of Medec1ne 

(37)ib1d.pp.34,277,278,Kawanot ha-Filosofiim 

(38)1bid.p.278 

(39)Maimon1des,Moreh Nebukim(in Regimiento)pp.14,34.,84,87---
Misbne Torah - 11 pp.19.,36,40 1 41---
Shemona Perakim, p.179 

(40)Regimi~t~1 pp.128,212,260 

(41)ibid.p.278 

(42)ib1d.n.87 
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Notes on ALMOSNIN0 1S ETHICS ( 3) 

(43)1b1d.p.84(cf.Ste1'nsehne1der,Heb.Beber.215) This work has not 
been published -. 

(44)1bid,p.24(cf.Steinschneider,Heb.Ueber.322)This work has not 
been published.--

(45)Abot,Ch.4:l 

(46}Re imiento,p.100 

(47)Ber.22e. l''fi<J?A~ rf>IJ\l-0 U1c r•,Jp I'''?~ ''J'//Pi /t;y /. 

(48)Deut.25:17 

(49)Re imiento,p.169 

(50)Ps.11:7 

(51)Regimiento,p.205 

( 52)Moreh Nebukim,_III,ch.19 :Shemonah Perakirn,Ch.8:Regimiento p.83 

(53)Aristotle,Ethics,trans.D.P.Chase,(N.Y.C.,1950,E.P.Duttom) 

(54)n.50 

(55)Re imiento,Prologue 

(56)Tefi~lah le-Moshe,p.34 

(57)Regim1ento,p.77 °The undisciplined appeal to music and enter
ta nment in vain to drive away their sadness. 

(58)1bid.p.37,"--and this is how vice growa,because they were not 
indoctrinated with virt}te.":ibid.p.81:Meamez Koah, #5 

(59)1b1d.Prologue,B.Bat.110e. • 11~# 
1
_p(lll 1!1Jt!rJ1)J"'J /')f' ? 11 

(60)Tefilleh le-Mosh~p.9 'Jl'A/cf'> •jlJ..J?lt ?i-{J ~~ /c,e_J;fi 

(6l)Reg1miento,p.5 

(62)1b1d.n.47 

(63)1bid.p.113 

( 64 )Tefilleh le- o she ,p.17 ,Sab. 88b ,'? {o '? f 1 ",-,lf_J ',\ f""j)/cJJ f' 1 ere 
(65)ib1d.p.23 

(66)Regimiento,pp.17,261,Prov.3:6 
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(67)1b1d.p.82,Jer.2;L9 ~--'lie.. (;,ft ?JI/ rfiJ '» 

(68)Yede oshe.,p.3b. 

(69)Regimient.2_, p.82,258 

(70)Tefillah le- oshe.,pp.13 1 34 

(7l)Reg1m1ento,p.67 

(72)Ib1d.p.2 ~True happiness 1s spiritual.,called the wealth of the 
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(74)ibid.pp.6-9 

(75)ibid.pp.83-4.,"Let me warn you not to believe that man is born 
virtuous or evil--that he is forced in all his acts". 
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looking did not force the doer--his freedom of action is 
mot taken away". .,,,,,,,.._ r1 r . 

(77)1b1d.pp.88-92.,Lam.3:38 ---"'l?IV'i'I ..Al'\?,> fc}.A Jc l1J<' ;DJ' 

(78)Aristotle,Ethics.,1114b,44;Chase III,n.61 

(79)Regimiento.,pp.95-6 

(80)II Sem.19:l 

( 8l)Tos:;:Peah, 1 :2, <:'/}'ii /" ftr? ,;I) 3/9) j>I J•--67 S>j e_, 1?_"3 , r,;:._ W' 
r''fi..3 ~'J- <;-t/ --1/l~'l(d -WJ _!,~ k 

(82)B r.6lb. 

(83)Aristotle.,Ethics,1114b.,38-44;Chase.,III,p.61 n:::-. 
,_~I~ ;u.::,, ;, L /'/cf !)'1'C?J/'l 1.1'1C ----1 ~, ~ 1' '1nJ=' ~-<>1 

( 84 )Ber.60cr. · r , /:,;, "" ,_ 
ibid,54a. ;>,JC~ ~ f1rlf r~ -()' r1'""' /'>F)()'>/r r "A 

(85lRe imiento,pp.lii-4 

(86)Ps 20:6 

(87)Aristotle,Ethics,1117b.,34:Chase,III,p.71 

(88)ibid.1118a,30-l:Chase,III,p 72, --it is not in the lowing of 
the ox but eating him." Re imiento,p.116,"The lion likes 
to hear the voice of the ox to eat him.•• 
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{89)Sanh.107a r""' tyt;,lJl/;~1'.(_ /?'i?J( f'/rJ'> e, J'J '1?1<. 

(90)Aristotle,Ethics,1119b,34:Chase,IV,p.78 
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(95)1bid.p.136 
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(97)Aristotle,Eth1cs,1122b,40:Chase,Iv,p.87 

(98)Re imiento,pp.138-43 

(99)Ar1stotle 1 Ethics 1 1123a,55:Chase,IV.p.89 

(100)ibid.1125,l-4;Chase,IV,p.95 

(l0l)Abot,VI,5:Re imiento,pp.144-61 

(lo2)Ar1stotle,Ethics,1125b,l-38:Chase,IV,p.95:R& imiento p.163 

(103)Eccl.7:5, ,,,-/° _;>" ,.J\")~ -,J,;~f,>1C 
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(105)p.54 
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ALMOSNIN0 1 S THEOLOGY 

CHapter IV 

Some aspect of the theology of Moses Almosnino is menifest 

in all his works.Not even his Extremo~y_ Grendezas de la Ciudad 

d~Cons~antinopla,a book of historical tableaus on the capital 
I 

city and the Ottoman Empire,1s entirely free of it{l).He discusses 

Jewish concepts of theology,as found in the Talmud and as devel

oped in rabbinical literature.Major sources of his theology are 

in his sermons(2) and in his commentaries(3),and appear intermit

tently,each aspect suiting the subject of his dissertation. 

His sermon consists of taking a Scriptural quotation as a 

topic sentence,which also suggests his subject.The premise of the 

subject is then examined,by posing questions and doubts concern

ing its truth and value.A series of Talmudic and rabbinical quot

ations and anecdotes follow with their respective explanations, 

that try to answer the doubts and questions he projected,inorder 

to give the premise validity.Another characteristic of hisser

mon is,that the topic sentence recurs,when a set of arguments 

are exhausted,and what is left is the topic sentence to show its 

validity.The sermon,which contains some theological notion in its 

basically ethical body,inevitably ends on the opening quotation. 

His commentaries follow the book examined,end interpret sent

ence by sentence.Almosnino's interpretations are invariably mor

alistic and ethical.They attempt,at times,to tie all the ideas 

of the book connnented on,into one all-embracing proposition. 
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As an exemnle,all the ideas in the six chapters of Abot,are re

lated to the saying of Sim.on the Just(4).Thus,the observati<Dn of 

Simon the Just, "Upon three things the world is based,upon Tcmrah, 

Temple service and the prac:bice of charity" .,is expanded on and 

explained by Rabbi Hudah ha-Nassi(5),Akabyah ben Mahalalel(6), 

end all of the other Tanaim in Abot. 

Almosnino did not write a systematic work on theology,as he 

did on ethics 1n the R~g!JnJen~p.Philosophy pl~yed a major role 

in the development of his ethical system,whereas in theology he 

made use of it sparingly. Whenever he employed the findings of 

the philesophers,it was merely to fortify the views of the rabbis, 

or Scriptures,upon which his conceptions were baaed. Aristotle's 

ideas on love and friendship,as an exsmple,are useful to Almos

nino because they fortify the counsel of the rabbis,which in 

turn is the base for Almosn1no 1 s dissertation on the love of 

God(?). Indeed,philosonhers held views that were opposed to Al

mosnino•s concept of immortality(B). 

His sources,accordingly,are almost entirely Jewish. Be

cause Jewish theology treats of such subjects as the soul,immor

tality and . of ressurrect~on, Almosnino referred frequently to 

the idrash Rabbah.(9). Of the medieval Jewish writers, R.Shlomo 

Yizhaki(lO), R.Abraha.m ibn Ezra(ll), and Moses Maimonides(la), 

appear most frequently in his sermons and commentaries. Others 

of that period that a.re mentioned are R.David Kimhi(l3), R,Jacob 

Tam(14),R.Asger ban Jehiel(l5),R.Shlomo ben Aderet(l6),R.Moshe 
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ben Nahmen.(17).,end R.Levi ben Gerson(lS).Those referred to of 

the period closer to his times and also his immediate predeces

sors are Hasdai ibn Crescas(19) 1 R.Isaac Abrabane1(20),R.Joel ibn 

Shu 1 ai~l21),R.Isaac Are:ma(22) and R.Abraham Shalom(23). 

His theological attitudes and convietions were fixed at an 

early age(24). Almosnino relied more on en 1nt~it1ve and Script- _ 

ural conception of God,than on philosophic speculation. He found 

and accepted God.,rather than that he sought Him through philos

ophic probing.The existence of God and God the Creator~which was 

pondered at great length by the medieval philosophers,was simple 

and obvious to A1mosn1no,through Scriptures,intuition and the 

convictions of his rabbinical predecessors. Talmudic 1nterpretat- .

ions suffice to show that "the words of the Song of Songs refer 

to the existence of God.,wherein God is the Holy of' Holies"(Z5). 

As to whether God is the areator of the world.,or.,the world was 

uncreated 1 Almosnino asserted that "Philosophers labor on the prob~ 

lem as to whether the world is eternal or created,but through 

religion,every Jewish child knows that 1 In the beginning God 

created the Heavens and the Earth' "(26). His references to God 

as the nee.use of all Causes"(27),and the Prime Mover from Whom 

all motion emanates(28),are quotations from Aristotle and Maimon

ides.He rec&gnizes God to be Omnipotent(29),0mninresent,1n snace 

as well as in time,for "with God there is en eternal present, 

what the future hides from us God sees-- 0 (30),and Omniscient, 

not only insofaras He is related to man but in the full universal 
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sense and beyondl it.He believed that "God's knowledge of infinity 

is as different from ours as is day from night",and "with Gdd 

all stands revealed0 ( 31). 

The concept of God's personal supervision(hashgaha pera~it) 

he accepted on experience and faith( 32). "I have seen u ,writes 

Almosnino, 0 God 1 s personal supervision over each step,even though 

it seemed as coincidence in our eyes,and even contrary to our 

plans". His concept of God's personal supervision is not lost by 

the belief that some aspecjs of life are ruled by the stars and 

constellations under which man is born(33).God gives benefits to 

eaeh according to his character.He gives benefits to those that 

cab advance themselves spiritue.lly,and withholds benefits from 

those that mi~ht impede their spiritual progress therewith.But 

having relegated some authority to the stars which rule through 

Him,He personally supervises when man !~proves his character,which 

is entirely within the province of man's free w111(34). 

When he speaks of "God mercifully supervises over the suffer

ings of Israel",as being implied in the first Alpha-Bet of tftle 

LamentatioE~,he leaves it to others to infer,whether or not God's 

supervisio·n merely assumes the mitigation o.f Israel's sufferings, 

or also includes the amelioration of its lot. There is further 

refeaction in Almosnino's Hashgaha Peratit,when he declares that 

ttGree.t sufferings visit Israel when the Shekina. ascends end leaves 

Israel, hich the meaning of the second Alpha-Bet of the Lemen 

-tations. Israel,because of its many sins,torfe1ts part of Goa£ 

supervision,and lives partly on its own devices.God's "Hashgaha is 
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removed when Israel's ains are too many". Herein, God's supervision 

in entirely removed from Israel,because it did violence to basic 

moral nrinciples,and is restored when Israel becomes penite~t(35). 

OF God's other attributes,especie.lly as they relate to man,he uses 

terminology in the characteristically rabbinical end traditional 

manner.God is the greatest of all healers(36),to uWhom we need b~t 

listen with our ears to be completely healed",God is just ttan.dl His 

decision is just"(37),God provides the needs of m~ind(38),~od as 

the Uniter of men and women in marriage(39),and others. 

Almosnino believed that the soul of men "was hewn from be

neath the Thrdme of Glory,as a part of God abovet'(40) ,and after 

the body and soul separated, "the soul returns to cleave to Him 

I 

that sent it herett(41) .The soul can survive death,if it per~ects 

itself through the study of Torah and the observance of its laws(42) 

It can be stained and restrained from achieving perfection by the 

body(43).But as a sick body can be cured if it submits to medical 

authority,so can the ailing soul be restored by submitting oo the 

Toreh(44).By living in a mortal body and achieving perfection,the 

soul can rise to a higher degree of purity,after its release from 

the body,than before it entered the body(45).That,indeed,istthe 

reason why it is sent down to sojourn in the flesh. Because the 

soul will be held to account for its actions on earth(46),the body 

should be supplied its barest needs(47),and the soul must make the 

body submit to its will,so that the soul is not deterred from 

achieving the highest perfection(48).Almosnino does not explain 

how men•s souls that derive fromnas a part of God above",can be 
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equated with the assertion that the souls of the rithteous were 

created at the Creation(49). 

Upon birth,there are three divisions of the soul,the veg

etative,the sensitive and the intelligebt.For purposes of sustainQ 

ing life,the first two are more important than the last(50). The 

soul of virtue is born in the 13th.year of ms.n(51).Among the 

soul's desires are the desire to exercise fr1endship{52),the striv

ing after art(53),and theoretical and practical wisdom(54). 

On the subject of transition end ressu.rrection,he interprets 

the three considerations of Akabyah ben Mahalalel to refer to the 

three worlds,this world,the world of souls in the grave,end the 

ressurrection(55).Th8 first world is the world into which man is 

born,the second is from the day of death to the ressurrection,and 

the third is from the ressurrection to the time that the soul 

stands to be judged(56). 

Pointing to the Scriptures as the source of all later auth

. ority,he draws his evidence from them to show the path of tm 

soul's three journeys,but is vague otherw1se(57).He intimates, 
(58) 

however,that there is some kind of activity in the world of souls, 

though he does not aay just how "souls achieve perfection in the 

other world,that they cannot .possibly acquire in the flesh"(59) 

Almosnino also hinys at both the ressurrection of the body as 

wellas the continuation of the soul,that even the sinners return 

to Heaven after twelve months,but the bodies and souls of the 

Poshai Yisrael,those that defy the God of Israel,will be destroy

ed(60).While none can escape Gehenna,even for a brief period, 
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almost none can help but enter Paradise(!l). 

In the general sense,the righteous are rewarded in the world 

to come,while the evil-doers are punished(62).With respect to re

tribution,Almosnino's emphasis is on this world.The virtue that 
(63) 

man acquires in this world,r~mains with him in the world to come. 

He that serves God out of fear,will be happy in the next world, 

but he that serves God out of love,will be happy in this and in 

the next world too(64)Almosn1no disagrees with Gersonides,who ag

rees with Maimonides end Nebmonides,that the soul cannot achieve 

a higher intellectual reward in the world to come. Since man is 

unencumbered by the body and bodily needs,1t can rise to a higher 
( 65) 

degree of spirituality and intellect and its attendant pleasures. 

The ten words whereby the world was created refer to the Ten Com

mandments,to reward or punish man for observing or violating them 

in this world(66).Divine Providence metes out retribution to man, 

measure for measure.Where the laws of man fail to protect the poor 

and downtr&dden,God sends punishment on those that inflict suf'fer

ing( 67). "As we redeem ca.ptivesu ,Almosnino urges, "so shall we be 

redeemed"(68).He interprets the third Alpha-Bet of the Bbi8:ti6at

ions to indicate that "trouble comes to Israel in stages,like the 

stages of a fever(69),and that the evil carries the hidden punish

ment in having the power to infect others(70). 

Punishment can be avoided by fearing and serving God,end by 

turning a ay from animal passions(71).Passion is the forerunner of 

sin,and since man is accountable for his deeds,it should be under 
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(?-3) 
control(72).Punishment is not hecessarily injurious.God in His 

love csn cause man to suffer inorder to improve h1~(74).In the 

case of a saint,even his life may be taken.This is done to pardon 

a perverse generation,so that the generation ree1izes that it 

was because of its perversity.,that the saintly man was taken from 

1t(75).As for the saintly man.,no truly religious person reba.1.s 

against the troubles that are visited on him.,end he accepts them 

with grace and 1th gratitude(76) 1 because of his overwhelming love 

of God(77).Some truly pious men fast,do benevolent acts and con

stantly pray to God,not to bring down punishment on a generation 

th t deserves to be punished(78). 

The matter of completing the destined complement of years, 

why some die young.,Almosnino resolves by saying,that"once perfect

ed in virtue.,it does not matter if they die young or old;their 

destiny is completed and God removes them,not to allow time in 

which they may be corrupted"(79).Eliphaz feared that Job could 

not endure his sufferings,that he might be corrupted end lose his 

perfection(80).0nly then does God remove a perfect men from this 

orld before his natural time,when a generation is so thoroughly 

corrupted,that its punishment becomes inevitable,so that it re

nents(81).As for the real reason why the righteous is tested by 

sorrows and misfortunes.,that will be revealed to him in th future 

orld(82). 

It as indicated above(83),that some of his theological con

cepts came through his sermons and commentaries.Almosnino's 
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sermons end commentaries reveal less on the subjects of prophecy, 

angelology and miracles.,than om the theological subjects already 

discussed.Of prophecy.,he mentions that it is the highest quality 

that man cen achieve.,and that it cannot be practiced except in a 

state of tranquillity and out of joy(84).A prophet that achieves 

complete connnunion with the First Cause.,in influenced by Him end 1 

influences others(85). The prophet points out ,o the people that 

misfortunes befall them only because of their sins(86),and by sins 

he means their deeds,thoughts and inclinat1ons(87).Prophecy was 

also given to exceptional men among the Gentiles.,until the Taber

nacle of Moses was erected,e.nd thereafter the gift was . taken from 

them.Balaam was the exception.,but he prophesied e.f'ter the Taber

nacle was erected only bec••se he prophesied for the welfare of 

Israel.The prophets of Israel prophesied in purity and in truth, 

whereas the pronhets of the Gentiles prophesied in impur1ty(88). 

In a similar me.nner,Almosnino alludes to angels.,in passing., 
' 

only to give added weight to some moral principle.,or that man as-

nire to be like the celestial beings."Men must asp1re",wr1tes Al

mosnino,"to the highest dignity,as did our master Moses.,ttwho rose 

to the realm of the angels. The angels objected to man borrlof wo

man as being their spiritual equal(89).The angels resemble Ma.n's 

spiritual side(90),they live eternally(91),and are made up of two 

classes.Those called "Ish" .,men of spiritual fire.,as Gabriel and 

Michael the archangels,a.re more exalted then "B'ne.1 Adem" ,sons of 

the ea.rth(92).Angels cannot distinguish between good and evil.,as 

this is not one of their qualit1es(93).,but men ,who is composed 
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of spirit end substance,is capable of higher conceptions than 

the angels(94). 

Almosnino believed in the miravles of the Bible unreserv

edly,and thought that they were pre-ordained and influenced by 

the position of the heavenly constellations at the time of the 

event.He regarded natural evenjs,in which Israel was saved from 

seemingly inevitable destruction,as a greater miracle than when 

the laws of nature were altered.This was because God changed the 

re-ordained ~osition of the stars,at the time when they augured 

misfortune.This was the case in the times of Esther(95). 

Fimally,he believed in astrology.,that the destiny of man is 

ruled by the position o~ the stars,and how they combine end trine 

at the time of his birth.Consequently,he believed in determinism, 

but with reservations. Insofe.ras material things al'e concerned,he 

believed that "fortune comes from being born under a particular 

constellation"{96).This does not include men•s choice to do good 

or evil,in complete freedom of the will.He stressed that !e.11 

things depend upon. the constellation under which man 1s born,ex

cept serving Godtt(97). Despite man's deatiny,which is determined 

by the star·s.,not even these can deny him his opportunity of reach

ing the height of felicity(98).The same is true with the converse, 

"that man makes himself evil and abominable by his own doing., 

though people are born under di.fferent stars and constellattons 11 

(99). 
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Notes on ALliOSNIN0 1S THEOLOGY 

(l)Extremos y Grandezas de la Ciudad de Oonstentinople,p.33 
and not to exceed the number 26,the cipher in God's Name, 
(the numerical value,~ the letters of the Tetragrammaton) 
which denotes His Essence and Infinite Mercy".(The Essence 
of Omnipresence and God's Name as the Merciful God.) 

(2)Meamez Koah,Tefillah le-Moshe. 

(3)Pirke Moshe,Yede Moshe. 
(4) --- -

Pirke bot,I,2. 

(5)1bid.II,1. 

(6)1b1d.III,l. 

ioshe,p.Blb.on quotation iU, Abot, V .19 1 fl l/{jf.... n/ ;JI'- --:-
lmosnino r exolains 1-J_ /).. ""')c:.:--J :,"""-, .., "~ /~ .::t,er ~·;, ;v ~ I 

f1j\ I ;l..t.,J.L. JI '~ __,,,A,. I ,;:::;r- ,;}"'f...1 JI q, ' c_.. , f : 
r:/ ,r "" z_ ;,1 'l!!.- krjtl ;R /Jl";)J r l ... 1)/ )!' ldJ> A?JllC 

see stotle,Ethics,1156a,4-32,Chase VIII,pp.197-8 
eemez Koeh,p. 9a O JI ~ r JJ L> ~ 

..J~ ;" , ;, ;) /c'lA..r , .. d J ;) 1 fV"'? / u 01., tc. , n<:. r 
"' _ .;o_:,fi P J~ r; ,r.._ ()/\I c ;::rr- i) I i'Vi.Q I J/C,.:/ 
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->"1' 11? I' '" ,1/<:._)) ;r ,~, c" /'" »e, r'? e JJ\ 

1r ,'\ I' ,r? r£. l> 3 1c, '» ,e_ 
(9)!_d~Moshe,pp.16a1 22b,23b,26a,44b,49a-Meamez Koeh,Pp.64a,77b--

(10)ibid.pp.10a,12b,15b,19b,20b,25b,28a--ib1d.35a,43b170b-

(ll)ibid.16b,l8a,22a,26b,27b,30a,36b 1 37b,42a--

(12)1b1d.37b,Meemez Koah ,pp.45b,57b,62a,P1rke Moshe,pp.2,37a-

{13)1bid.p.150a,Meamez Koah,pp.85a,89a--

(15)1b1d. 

(16)ibid.pp.62a,109b 

(l?)ibid. 

(18)1b1d. 
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Notes on ALMOSNIN0 1 S.THEOLOGY (2) 

(19)1b1d.p.109b 

(20)ibid.p.90b 

(21)1b1d.p~57a. 

(22)ibid.pp.8la.,82b 

(23)1bid.p.109b 

( 24) • 27 

(26)Tefillah le-Moshe,p.44 

(27)Re imiento,p.85:Aristotle.,Metaph sics .,p.218(Rendom House,1947., 
- N.Y.C.,R.McKeon ed.) 

Mislme Torah.,Madda,ch.I,1. 
( 28) Yede o she .!_P .16 7~ I f1y ., t. - fl'J.. /c-, i; --<,_I pl i) / ~ Jt,k-,-;, » ,:>1:, ;,, 

a) I ~c -, ;, ., fl o 4' ~ -"t!.::J<,d!.J 
(29)Re . imiento,p.86.,''God has absolute power--" 

(30)1b1d. 

(31) bid. p.87;Meamez Koeh _prologue. -" 3JJ 
I } ,_. /G ~ f"' , n c \.--" J})) 3 p 

(32)_eamez _Koah ,p.3. f'~' -:t',i,r~, .... ~J- 1Ji:;,J -,;•,1,/c-~ R 
(33)Re imiento.,p.10:Moed Katsn,28 .. a. JJ<-t :}J.Jfl/ 'J~ .''01~ ') 7>1/. 

kfj/1? Jc/Jc_, /e>,!Jf tc1,P\ /£,Jtl,:,~;:
Tefillah le-Moshe,p.39 ' -

(34)ibid.:Bera33b. /'',.,..L ....1\/c,l,,J -';)/\ pi~ 1:;JI? ~"\ 

Mishne Torah.,Madda.,III. ,~_;::. Ilka I''~ lt£,t P'~.-":),~,l G 
_I (tt '5l -;, I;, I ? J)/c'-., '>I _,,.. le. J' 3 '>ftl f> t I A />, / / s,-() J IJ .e,..il,J 

(35)Ye4e oshe., Preface to Lronentations. 

{36)Tefillah le-Moshe,p.10:Isa.55:3., 

(37) [eamez Koah,prologue. 

(39)Reg_imiento,p.124 

(39) eamez Koah .,p.41 
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Notes on ALMOSNIN0 1 S THEOLOGY (3) 

(40) efilleh le-Moshe.,p.lOb. 

(41) _ eamez Koah.,p.85b. 

(42)1bid.p.82a. 

(43)Yede oshs..,p.14a 

j)') I.Al- 1))13-( P'~ ,Pie. A1/c~1 
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(52-;Re 1m llnto.,p.245.,"True friendship is the habit of the soul." 

(53)ib1d •• 268,"Art is the habit of the rational soul.u 

( 54)Pir e Moshe.,vh.IV .,on Abot .,IV .,1. 2,, p _--,1' )7>Jt/c 

(55)1b1d.ch.III.,on Abot III.,1 r'7?61}, ~R,?' ~0J1 
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(59)Tefillah le-Moshe,p.58 
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(60)Pirke Moshe.,chl. __...--'ia-1--0 ,-..,.~.)J ~{p /1>/t fi[:,.f!.,1 tol,1:> 

(61) eamez Koah.,p.17. . ,r;,,.,CJJ ---1/1/c '5'J~ ~f(JJ £ 
Ked.I,10. ~-

(62)Tefillsh le-Moshe,p.18:Dan.12:2,A)~1Ar;"/µ;/ 10/1i,. '1/\r;) //c 
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(68)Meamez Koeh,pp.19-20 11'r /er' 'jl-:}.Ji .J<ij:> 1\3>'/ l{a? _,,J3_JJ,;1 ~ 

(69)Yede Moshe.,Lamentations.,eh."Ani HaGeber• 
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THE NATURE OF DREAMS 

Chapter V 

Having been requested by Don Joseph Nasi,the Duke or Naxos, 

to write on the subject of dreems,Almosnino wrote the Un Tratado 
~ de l~Suenos(l). The request crone after a number of discussions 

on the subject,that the two had held.The last and most comprehen

sive of these talks took place in Belvedere,Nas1 1 s palace near Con

stantinople,one Sabbath when Almosnino was his guest(2).Almosnino 

also claims that he "was moved to explain all thistt ,because he 

dre9llled of the Duke on two spparate occasions(3).It is probable 

that the discussions of this ever-engaging subject,was given added 

impetus by the mystic movement,that was flourishing at that time 

in Safed and Salonika(&). 

Almosnino atten1:pts to explain the mechanics of a dream dur& 

ing sleep,end its effect on -a person when he is awake.He describes 

the various types of dreams.He also discasses the •ational and 

the irrational elements in dreams,dreams i~luenoed by Divine 

Providence,and the interpretation of dremns.Lastly,he describes 

and interprets the two dreams he had about Don Joseph Nasi. 

Almosnino's sources on the subject of dreams are limited, 

and his ref~rences are few.The Bible,particularly the book of Gen

esi~11s the background for his thesis,in explaining the dreams 

of Joseph,Pha.Doah end Laban.The Talmud,especially the tract Be~..!

~ot(5) and the Midd~~sh Rabbah.(6),offer a number of observations, 

opinions and anecdotes,helpful to the development of his subject. 

Maimonides' Shemona Pere.kim end Moreh Nebukim (7) and Aristotle's 
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De ~i~a and D!_S~mni1s(8),give Almosnino's treatment its more 

philosophic foundation.He also refers to Pt•memy's Alm_!ge~t(9), 

to Albertus Magnus(lO),to Algazali(ll),to Avicenna(l2),and lastly 

to his own Regimi~pto(l3),Pene Moshe{l4) and Tefillah le-Moshe(l5), 

which play minor supporting roles. 

In order to explain the nature and the mechsnics of dreams, 

the differing forms they assume and the relative confusion or clar

ity that pass through the mind,Almosnino had to refer to his Regim

iento de la Vida,wherein he explains the condition ofthe soul 

during sleep. "When the soul 1s inactive and the senses are pass

ivettwrites Almosnino in the Regimiento,"that is what we call 

sleep"(l6).There is,however.,some awareness,if not activity OT an-
(17) 

imation, "as Ptolemy explained in the first part of his Almaaest". 

The Talmud says that sleep is 1/60 part of death.No number can be 

divided by all small fractions as can the number 60.As all frac

tions can enter 60(completely),so can "the sleeping body receive 

impressions from all the senses{and not some or parts)",when sleep 

( or the state of unc_onsciousness) is 1/60 part of death,18). When 
I 

the soul is awake end active,dreems and sleep vanish,and theimnres-

sions of the dream are attracted to the memory. After the imagin

ation had acted upon the first impressions.,new forms are created 

in the mind, "which is what nhantasies are formed of', and which the 

vulgar call demons". Fear can stir the imagination further(W), 

and this activity can so absorb the soul,that vivid impression 

is deemed ree.1(20).In this state of preoccupied with one thing, 
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"we do not see things before our very eyes,end at that moment 

the sense of sight is in vain". Thia phenomenon also holds true 

with the other senses,when the sense's natural function is divert

ed by an emotion, and it ttoccurs most frequently in women sx'.id 

children". 

Almosnino indicates that there are three categories of dreams; ' 

the simple dreams with uncertain elements in them,the simple dreams 

with the more certain elements in them,and the prophetic type 

dreams.The first two categories lend themselves readily to inter

preta.tion,and the third can be but partially analyzed because of 

the Divine influences that inhere in them(21). 

The first category includes three types of personalities that 

have these dreams. The fi~st type includes "the warm-blooded in

dividue.l(who) dreams of fires and snows,melancholy and fearsome 0 ., 

to that point of excitability,thst he feels that he cannot flee 

nor rescue anyone. Also in this type dream is the individual of a 

cold-blooded nature,who "imagines himself in snow-capped mountains, 

suffering in the fear of storms and hurricanestt.In both cases., 

"fear causes the corruption of rational thought".In this type dream 

too,is the Person that feels exaggerated passion during sleep. 

All these frequently result in nightmares.All have the el/ement of 

fear,or fear of consequences,carried into the unconscious by some 

eonsuious e:xperience.Almosnino gives an example of this interplay 

of reality to dreexn to reality."Even in infe.ncy,when en infant 

chokes ~hile sucking at the teats of his mother,or coughs because 

of the humid atmosphere,the experience can be transferred from 
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fear :bo dreem and from dream to reality". 

The second type of dreamer,in the first category,relates to 

him "occupied with profound thoughts during waking houra 0 • These 

thoughts continue to repeat themselves during the day,end by force 

of repetition imbed themselves in the mind,and visit the dreamer 

during sleep. 0 rf someohe admires something end thinks of it often 

and at length,the thought becomes imbedded and can become an ob

session", just as when "a person fee.rs something,he will dream of 

it frequently"(22). As an exs:m.ple of the uncertain elements in the 

dream of this type of dreemer,Almosnino gives the motive of con

quest.Whatever aspiration of conquesj the person might be possess

ed with,he dresms of himself' hungry end eating.These dreams "come 

from thoughts that repeated themselves during the waking hours, 

and then transfer themselves during the hours of slumbertt{23). 

The third type of dreamer,in the first category,belongs to 

ttsimp~e,weak people of vile nature,unimaginative and of few words". 

Because he ~ossesses little imagination,and the original visual

ization of the idea,or picture,is not greatly changed by his im

agination,"the forms in the dremn are simpler and the content less 

6omples.". But this ·type of dresmer,as the above two types, dreams 

a sim le dream,with uncertain elements in it,which lends itself 

readily to interpretation(24). 

The second category of dresms contain the more certain elem

ents. "As the uncertain dreems comes as a result of dreaming early 

in the night and mostly due to overes.ting(25}", the more certain 

dreams visit the dreemer "early in the morning,or just befo:ee dawn". 
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They are reasonably predictable and true(26).Despite this more 

natural and rational type of dreBlll,the concepts formed during 

the we.king hours,can also assume weird and strange forms during 

the dream( 2F] ). "Judgment and nrudence are necessarytt, ass-ert s 

Almosbino, ttto separate the natural and rationalttaspects, - from 

the strange apparitions. "Experience, calm and wisdom ere essen

tial in the interpretation of dreams", for as in astrology,the 

same dreem experienced by two individuals cannot be interpreted 

in the same way(28 ). As the variations in the imaginations of two 

people,that dream the same dreem exist,and therefore differences 

in the strangeness of the respective forms,so are thete dif1'er

ences in the imaginations of the interpreters,though they inter

nret rationally and intelligently( ~, }. 

The third category of d reruns are also simple dreams,but 

prophetic,whose purpose is "to avert public misfortune". Re~r

ring to Maimonides,Almosnino explains that one t:rPe is influenced 

by Divine inspiration(3D),and aided by native intuition. Under

standing,intuition and Divine contemplation and influence are 

the fabric out of which the prophetic dreams are spun,and woven 

into the cloth of ordinary dreams. It should be u.nderstood,that 

these sublime men have higher and more exalted qualities,than 

the average man.(3 1).There are exceptions,as when divine visions 

appear to the unworthy; but on such occasions, Divine Providence 

works in behalf of noble souls. Such was the case in Abimelek 1 s 

dream in behalf of Abraham, and in the case of Laban' a dream to 
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fend Jacob(32 ). God ordained divinely inspired dreams to pass 

through unworthy vessels,because no other natural way was possible. 

Prophetical dreams are no different than the dreams describ

ed in the first two categories,save only that in these,God inspir

es the dreamer.Almosnino explains that that is why the sages of 

Pharoeh did not interpret well,because they thought that the King's 

dreams were simple ones,and without divine inspiration(3a ). Making 

his own deductions from Midrashic quotations,he adds that P aroah 

himself considered his dreams as different than those he dreamed 

in former years.Pharoeh felt himself influenced from outside of 
( 34-) 

himself. The unsatisfactory interpretations of the King's savants, 

made the butler aware that there were supernatural elements in 

the king's dreem,as there were 1n his o~n prior to that. When the 

butler made this known to Phe.roah,snd h~s own experiences during 

his period of incarceration,Pha.roah had Joseph summoned. Joseph, 

after having heard Pharoah narrate his dreems,confirmed the exis

tence of supernatural elements(35). 

"The elements in a (Hebrew) prophet's dream are pure,unmixed 

with foreign elements,or double dreronsu, end unlike Laban's dream, 

which was an ordinary ttdream in the nighttt ( 36 ) ,with some divine 

influence but no divine inspiration. Laban w&s God's instrument 

as wa.s Pha.roah.Pha.roah. 1 s double dre8l11 had a particular sigbifi

cance .The cows and corn symbols in the dreem,served to alert the 

Egyntians,to prepare themselves against the famine that impended; 
} 

the cow symbolized sowing and the corns suggested reaping. "The 

dream of a prophet,in contradistinction, is inspired by God,but 
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without the interjection of foreign ideas,va.in matters,or trans

posed and confused things 0 (37 }. 

Dra ing from the Middrash and Maimonides,Almosnino explains 

that the prophecy of Moses .was of a higher degree than those of 

the other Hebrew prophets,in that Moses saw things in their pris

tine clarity, n s if through a sparkling mirror'1 
( 39 ) .The othffs, 

on the other hand,received divine messages through allegories 

and visions{ ~9). 11 the Hebrew prophets merited the gift of pro

phecy,because of their "thirst for just1cett,and were divinen in

spired in their dreams,whether they dreamed in the n1ght,or dur

ing the day( 40 ). 

The Gentile prophets,unlike the Hebrew prophets,were divinely 

influenced only in the night,snd with partial messa.g$:)s(41;i). The 

ttelements in the dream of a Gentile prophet were coarse,whi:be 

those in the dream of a Hebrew prophet were refined". Their prog

nostication of evil could have come to them,because they we~e so 

directed by their constellation,"snd the vision is not as clear 

as pronhec)' 11 (42 ). Moreover,even this gift was taken away from the 

Gentile nrophets,a.fter the Tabernacle was erected( U ). Balaam, 

ho prophesied after the erection of the Tabernacle,was only per

mitted to do so,because he nrophesied to the advantage of Israel. 

lmosnino discusses the various types of interpreters. "fhe 

sages weigh the causes of things to determine what will happen, 

even as the astrologers know from the position of the moon at the 

child's conception,when it will be born". A natural philosopher, 

on the other hand.,would judge "from the complexion(materia.l com-
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position),disposition and other conditions known to him",how to 

inter ret the forms and figures in the dream,and give them rat

ional meaning. "Interpreters that a.re not sages,but a.re gifted 

1th natural prudence,prognostivate according to antecedents, 

and interpret in the light of their own experiences". Joseph.,the 

Viceroy of Egypt, resumably combined the qualities of an imter

reter inherent in the sage,snd a man of natural prudence. 

"Jose h kne~ the ast histories of the butler and the ba

ker( ).He could conclude from the ymbols in their dreems,as 

ell s from the testimony of the butler"(4,5'). Almosnino claims 

that the defection of the butler followed a pattern.He then has 

Joseph concluding,from the impending birthday of Pharoah,end the 

fact that the butler still languished in jail,that the symbols of 

the three blooming clusters in the butler's dream,confirmed the 

previous deductions. Now,while the butler and the baker were 

e ually guilty of defection end slovenliness(4~),the king had 

reater need of his butler for state functions. Therefore, the 

basket symbols in the baker's dream,could not have been interpret

ed in any other way,except that they foretold of his doom. MOre

over,while the dreams were simila.r,their dispositions were dif

ferent. "The butler was a sensitive and imaginative man; the ba-

ker as coward,who made inquiries only after the interpretation 

of the butler's dream sounded reassuring"(4, ). Moreover,they not 

only dreamed their res ective dreams,but th interpretation of 
(48 ) 

th dream of the other as revealed to each within his own dream. 

Continuing the subject of the mechanics of a dremn,he men-
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tions that Algaza.li and Avicenna had written on the subje&t, and 

that he expressed similar thoughts in his Pene_Moshe. "I too have 

mentioned",says Almosnino,"that since the exterior senses are 

dormant, the interior ·, senses experience indecision, and the de

gree of intellectualism and intelligence(possessed by the dreamer) 

play a role in uniting themselves with the dormant senses, to form 

a confused picture". This confused picture forms an imprint on 

the mirror within,and then the forms and figures transpose them

selves. "If the ime.gina.tion is e. d&minant one,the imprint on the 

mirror within becomes even more confused and blurred; for the im

agination does not understand form,except through the external 

senses(49) ". 

Though intelligent neople experience more natural dreams,which 

lend themselves more readily to interpretation,they are nonethe

less not exempt from this phenomenon. During sleep,the imaginat

ion is freer than during the waking hours.The imprinys that are 

guarded in the mind,even those seemingly forgotten during the hours 

of awareness,will be presented by the imagination,in whatever man

ner the dormant understanding links the elements. nsuch is the 

texture of the drerun,which is largely the work of the imagination". 

Notwithstanding natural and rational explanations, 0 the men ment

ioned in the Torah and of whom the Talmud speaks( ~O),could not 

have interpreted without the a.id of Heaven". Despite the complex 

forms and the confused patterns,the interpretations of these 

dreams can safely point to future happenings(5f' }. 

As stated above(52),one of the reasons that prompted Alloosnino 
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to write the Un Tratado de los Suenos, was that he dreamed of 

Don Joseph Nasi on two occasions.In his first dream of Nasi.,it 

seemed to him that large,grated doors were being swung open.With

in,he saw Nasi's wife,daughter and niece seated alongside each 

other.Also present were other members of the duke 1 s family,a.nd 

high dignitaries.Lastly,he saw the sages of Israel seated on an 

elevated bench.Nasi ordered that books be placed under the bench 

unon hich the sages of Israel were seated.,between his place and 

that of his brother,Don Samuel.N si then motioned to Almosnino 

that he be seated. 

very sage ha.d a b.eautiful esrog and a fresh lulab in his 

hand.Don Joseph then described the movements of the lulab,while 

chanting, 0 L t Israel say, that His mercies endure forevertt { 5'J ). 

Those present.responded.,nGive thanks unto the Lord for He is good, 

for His mercies ehdure forever'(5~ ). Almosnino•s dream then van

ished. On another day before dawn,he had the very S8ltle dream, 

1th the exception that this time Nasi chanted,"Let those that 

fear the Lord say that His mercies endure forever"(5&). 

This is how Almosnino interpreted his own dreams of Na$1. 

The lulab was a symbol of Nasi's triumph,and with the help of 

Providence,he would continue to flourish(56). The esrog and the 

books signified that the children of Don Joseph and Don Samuel 

would be virtuous and learned. As for the omen first seen near 

the grated doors.,it meant that God would always protect end en

large them. The response of the guests to Nasi's chants,implied 

Israel's gratitude to God for having sent a helping medium to Is

rael and its sa.ges.Presumably,he meant Nasi,and the assistance 
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he gave to Jews e.nd rabbis,especially to the Marrenos that immig

rated. The elevated bench was a sign that the Torah would be high

ly aggrandized.The repetition of the dream with a variation,could 

only mean that God had repeatedly rescued Israel,and would contin

ue to do so,whenever and wherever Israel suffers. 

Almosnino then concludes by saying, "I hope that all that I 

dreamed and interpreted will turn out to be so", because,as the 

Talmud says,he dreamed it of a friend(5~),becaase he saw part of 

the interpreh tion in the dream(58 ),because he dreBltled it before 

dawn(S9),and because the dream was repeated(6» ). As for those 

elements whose interpretation was not revealed in the drea:m,Almos

nino adds,"I divined the rest through my own weak judgment"(6J ). 

Another dream of Almosnino is worthy of attention,though it 

' · is not mentioned in his S~nos,because it further reveals his con-

cern with dreams,and because it tells of his negotiations with 

the Porte,on behalf of the Jewish community of Salonika (62,). "On 

five occasions the matter(negotiations with the Porte) was nearly 

consunnnated,but hot quite.On the eve of the 25th. of Shebat,in 

1567(63 ),my daughter bore a son in drianople,and I could not 

sleep that night.At dawn I slept for a brief while,and a sentence 

ce:me to me in the dreem.I recited this(Scriptural) sentence over 

and over again in my dree:m,at the top of my voice,until those 

that heard me,came to rouse me(64 ) ••••• That very day,I was usher

ed in again into the presence of the Divan,and this time,they(the 

rights for Salonikan Je ) were granted0 • 
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Notes on THE NATURE OF DREAMS (4) 

(6l)Su nos,p.162 

( 62)Meam~z Ko_~,P 5b. 

(63)Hebrew date used in the text,1s couched in a Scriptural 
sentence of good omen '"' f<"' r? ,,,wherein •1' 1<l has 
the numerical count of 328(5,328),or,1567-8.- -

(64)The sentence he recited(in full text) was from Deut 33:29. 
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ALM88NIN0 1 S HISTORY OF HIS TIMES 

Chapter VI 

Between the years 1566 and 1568,while Almosnino was in 

Constantinople negotiating with the Porte for the reduction 

of tax debts,on behalf of the Jewish community of Salonika, 

he wrote the Extremos y Grandezas de la Ciudad de Constantin

opla(l). It is the only book on historical information that 

he rote. Joseph von Hammer,the most exhaustive historian on 

the Ottoman Empire,used Almosnino's Extremos as source matep.6, 

ial(2). Heinrich Graetz praised his abilities as a historian, 

and said that he wrote "of the development of the Turkish Em

pire,with the pen of a master"(3). 

The Extremos is made up of three libros(books).The first 

book deals 1th the extreme opposites 1n living,1n the capital 

city of Constentinople. Among the twenty-six extremes that he 

discusses,are the subjects of climate,health,food supply,soeial . 
life,commerce,politics,philanthropy,housing,populajion and Jews. 

The other topics on extreme opposites could properly fit into 

one or another of the subjects just listed. 

In the second book,Almosnino tells of the death of Sul

tan Suleimen,describes the preparation for the funeral,and the 

funeral itself. He also lists all the kings of the Ottoman dy

nasty,and ho he differs with Joseph Hacohen,a Jewish histor

ien,on the number of kings in the dynasty,snd the years of 

their accassion.Lastly,he relates how Sel&m succeeded his father 
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Suleiman,and Selim's altercation with the Janissaries. 

The victories of Suleiman and the victories of his gen

erals and aci,-mirals are the subjects of the third book of the 

Extremos • In this last book,Almosnino also lists Suleiman's 

vizirs and muftis,and tells of the- intrigues at court.Fina1-

ly,he describes several of the public works that were constr

ucted in the reign of Sulten Suleiman. 

"All these things I saw a year ago,when I C8llle through 

to Constentinopae",writes Almosnino,"and I speak as a witness 

that saw it"(4). Von Hammer praised the authenticity of' the 

things described by Almoanino as en eye witness.However,he did 

not accept Almosnino's accounts of some of the events in his 

times,as will be pointed out below.Merrimen,who wrote on th• 

Ottoman Empire of Suleima:n,and used the original sources of 

the period,as well as some of the original. sources used by Lyb

yer end Von Hennner,also makes some of the accounts of Almos

nino suspect and u.nacceptable,5). 

Suleiman's first campaign in 1521,which resulted in the 

fall of Belgrade,tha.t ttunconquera.ble fortress well defended 

with arms and provisionsn ,Almosnino treats wclth accura.cy( 6). 

The victories of Suleiman's genera.ls,Ibrahim,Suleimen the Eu

nuch end Achmet,1n Hungary and Persia,end those of his admir-

als,KhafA ddin(Barbarossa) ,sinan the Jew and P1al1,a.ga.1nst Char

les the V,at Tunis,Majorca,Naxos,Tripoli and in the Mediter

ranean,are faith.fully though sketchily documented(7). 
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On the description of Suleiman's second campaign against 

Rhodes,Almosnino is held to be correct in describing the the

atre of battle,but incorrect in the strategy employed in the 

storming of that promontory fortress(B).Almosnino claimed that 

because 11 the walls could not be demolished,Soliman ordered that 

en artificial mountain of mud-dirt,that would stand higher than 

the wall' of the fortress be erected.Merrimen 1 s description 

of the strategy is that "It took the besiegers all the month 

of Augu~t,to get men enough to the reJnparts to burrow under 

them"(9). In listing the ten victorious o~pa1gns that Sulei

man personally conducted,Almosnino did not distinguish between 

a military campaign end a raid.The Mohacs campaign culminated 

in a series of bloody battles,whilst the Vienna expedition which 

failed at the gates of Vienna,end which Almosnino claimed to 

have been a battle,was -.iothing more than a series of raids(lO). 

Von Hammer also claims him to be wrong,presumably for that rea

son,in listing the campaigns of Suleiman as having been ten in 

number(ll).On the other hand,it would seem that Almosnino did 

not make mention et some battles at all,and treated others as 

sk1rmishes(l2). 

Four other admirals served under Suleiman,besides Khd.ir

eddin,Sinan and Piali.Almosnino makes no claim that they dis

tibguisged themselves,"except that they guarded the coasts ag

ainst corsa1rstt(l3).His : account of Suleiman's ten grand Vizirs 

and ten Agaa of the Janissaries,is corroborated by Von HemmeT(l4). 
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Aimosnino treats all the other departmental heads under Sulei

man in the se:me manner,giving them little space in his book, 

and telling of those that accomplished something,or did some -

thing singular. Pie.11,a.lready mentioned among the admirals,was 

Suleiman's first Vizir;he 1s called Piri by Von Hammer(15). 

The second Vizir,Ibrahim,"acted like the President of the Corte, 

for none did anything until he arrived.He went to see the Sulte.n 

at anytime that he wanted,not like his predecessors,oftimes ate 

1th the king.,for they were like brotherstt.The third Vizir,Ayaz, 

was removed because of his indifference to the suffering of peo

ple,caused by the great fire in Constantinople in 1539.(16) 

Suleiman's fourth Vizir was Lutfi,his brother-in-law. 

Lutfi protected the gold end silver miners against the corrupt 

government officials. The government guaranteed the miners their 

costs of operation and 80% of the metals mined.The officials 

let the miners incur costs without reimbursing them subsequent

ly;they were justly dealt with by Lutfi. In 1540,he also pret

ected those that trafficked in sheep end the sheep butchers, 

from the greed of officials in Constentinople.This sheds some 

light on the practices of the officials in Salonika,that ig -

nored the privileges that Suleiman bestowed upon the Jes of 

Salonika in 1537,in exemptimg them from the sheep excise.Al-
. ~ 

mosnino says of Lutfi,thatA,"was deemed more honest than all 

his predecessors"{17) 

Of the muftis in Suleiman's reign,who were the high-
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est religious dignitaries.,ttlearned in the Alcoren(Koran) end 

in civil and criminal law.,end for that reason called Mofti., 

meaning demonstrator,or who knows where the truth lies where 

there 1s d,oubttt, writes Almosnino,ttof two will I speak.,who 

were sages" .Kamel was the f1rat,end he"answered questions pltt 

to him on the Law and Justice.,and made a voluminous book out 

of them that serves as a guide,u to the cadis(judges) of the 

kingdom.The last and the most eminent was Abu Sohud.,whose ten

ure extended into Selim's reign:He sometimes answered 200 quest

ions in the law a day ,--end he did what ten judges could not 

do".Almosnino claims that he answered them instantly.,end no con

tradictions seem to be found in all the cases he wrote down, 

"which was a sign of his marvello11s memory." .He also wrote tlme 

Heddix.,a commentary on the Koren and dedicated it to Suleiman. 

It was finished a few days _~efore Suleiman died. When the Had

dix was presented., ttthe king arose to receive the book with CW,Pen 

arms.Having opened it and read it.,he raised his eyes yo Heaven, 

giving thanks and praise that in his dsy 1 there was to be fo,rmd 

a ~erson so erudite,to do that which none of the ancient sages 

waa able to do". Almosnino also writes of his own relationship 

with that mufti."Having known of my arrival,he sent to call me, 

to deal with some nossessions he had in Salonika where some Jews 
- I 

dwelt .Showing me courtesy, s.s he did to all men of letters,he 

made me understand that to every sege,whatever his religion, 

he wished him well;e.nd because he was informed about me,he ctt-
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fered me his help as far as is possible." At that time he dis

cussed ~roblems in Aristotle,Galen and of perspective with Abu 

Sohud(l8). 

Almosnino relates about how Selim I intrigued against his 

son Suleiman.The latter,f1nding himself in need ·of expense money 

for himself and his friends,appropriated some from the treaa

ury.The infuriated father sent one of his captains,to present 

his son with gifts,but with secret orders to have him done away 

with.The Vizir counter-intrigu.ed to spare Suleiman.At a latEr.r 

time,when the melancholy king repented and refused to see hl3s 

ministers,the Vizir drew from the king the cause of his sorrow • . 
He then tactfully revealed that Suleiman was alive,because not 

even the king's captain could have access to the prince,without 

first getting the permission of the bodyguards.Because of hEs 

having spared Suleiman,and because he tactfully revealed trutt 

Selim's poisoned gifts never reached Suleiman,Piali(Piri) re

mained as Viz1r.Almosn1no claims that Selim took -Suleiman's act 

as "a form of disobedience and the beginning of" rebellion", but 

later historians judge Almosnino's account as a fairy-ta.le(l9). 

Another intrigue tells of the Visir Ibrahim.He gave lerv

ish parties,where "the Sultan and his sons spent f6rty days". 

During the night festivities of' these parties,nthere were so 

many tapers that it looked like midde.yn .Almosnino ascribed a 

son to Ibrahim,that he never had(20).Following his account cff 

the execution of Ahmed Pasha,for having rebelled against Sul-
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eiman in Egypt,he tells of the execution of Ibrahim.Ibrahim 

begged the sultan for his life,claiming that "Ottoman rulers 

reward their true servents,and thus it 1s written 1n the Otto

man Chronicles".The Sultan consulted with the Grand Mu.fti,who 

sensed that the king was troubled in his conscience.The Mufti 

advised him "to have him killed 1n his sleep,for that would/S 

be liking killing a dead men,as sleep is a part of death".More

over, since "Braham( Ibrahim) was a Greek., a worshipper of Hercu

les, a betrayer of the king and a wastrel",there need be no reg

ret.The Sultan ordered the statue of Hercules in Ibrahim's pal

ace torn down,because it was an 1dol(21).Th1s account is alao 

branded a fairy-tale by Von Ha:mmer(22). 

Of the removal of Lutfi,Almosnino tells that because Lut

fi1s wife comported herself with haughtiness "and indecency 

toward h1m,1n enger he lift.ed his hand to strike hertt.As many 

courtiers sought their own advsntage,they told the king that 

Lutfi struck his wife,the king's sister.He was accused of lssse

ms.jeste and removed from o.ffice;the wife was sent to the Se:mrai 

of women.Merriman,on the other hand,claimed that because Lutfi 

intrigued with the Germ.ans,Suleimen had him pensioned1because 

he was fond of him.(23).Almosnino also writes briefly of the 

intrigue of Roxelana,Suleiman 1 s favorite wife,with Grand V1z1r 

Rustem,in having Prince Mustapha strengled(24). 

After the deat~ of Suleiman{25),"Mohammed Pasha,his court 

favor1te,exal111ned him" ,writes Almosnino, nhad him embalmed as 
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was custom,showing wisdom thereby,as there was usually tumult 

when a king died,especially one that ruled over so many nat!lons". 

He gave orders 1n the nel11e of the king that the battle be pres

sed forward,end Sziget fell two days later.The death of the 

king could not be hidden too long,accordingly, a communicat:bon 

was sent to Selim,who was in Khe.ra Hissa.r(26),and to the Bus

tenji Pasha,that preparations be made to receive the body end 

have the new king sworn in.As not even the courriers knew of 

Suleiman's death,the secrecy until the coronation was intended 

for purposes of maintaining national calm. 

Almosnino describes the bridge that was constructed aeross 

the Drabs. River,over which the greater part of the army crossed 

on its return to Belgrade.The details and dimeasions of the 

bridge are not accepted by Von Hemmer(27) .Because of the wi~h 

of the river,they made use of jaicas(barges) to construct the 

bridge~Though this seemed impossib!e,ttmen of credibility celtt-

. ified to me",that 25,000 men and overseers were sent to the 

mountains to cut the wood for the bridge. 0 It was a stupendoiss 

bridge operation1 $11d no one had seen or heard of anything like 

lt~Mter the army crossed over,the bridge was ordered destroyed, 

"so that the enemy could not use it,holding it for certain that 

no other monarch could make another like 1tn. 

The Prince arrived on the frigate Sopha,and was escor'bed 

to the king's chamber of the Serrai(Palace) .Almosnino expla:lm.s 

that the ceiling of the king's chamber was studded with jewels, 
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and in the center was a diamond of li5 es.rats. This idea of 

setting the jewels in the ceiling and walls,was suggested by 

a Persian al!lbassador,so that visiting dignitaries could see the 

king's splendor at once,without resorting to bring them up from 

the vaults 1n cases,every time en occasion presented itself. 

There was also a throne in the chamber,snd those ushered into 

the king's presence,would approach the throne and kiss his hand. 

A proclamation then went through the city,which syated 

in effect,that "there was a good century,to the continued glory 

of our lord,king Solimen,who lived many years.Mey the prosper

ous state of our king,lord Sultan Selim 1ncrease1° Messengers 

were sent throughout the realm to publish the proclomation,so 

that calm would be maintained everywhere.on Tuesday,the 26th. 

of September,the king left the palace to be seen by the public, 

and proceeded to the Sepulchre of Job to offer sacrifices.These 

and money were distributed to the poor.on the fo11ow1ng Thurs

day,he left Constantinople for Belgrade,attended by his fath

er's friends(28). 

Selim was dressed 1n a black burnoose a.nd wore a small 

eap when the army brought the body of SUleiman to the gate of 

the city.As. the army unfurled the flags and pennants,end the 

curtains of the_hearse were drawn,Selim jumped from his horse 

and burst into tears.There was a fifteen silence end the pen

nants ere pointed groundward.Thereafter,the new king donned 

a plumed cap,and dressed 1n a military uniform,he bes rode an

other horse,s.nd the lords of the Porte did likewise.Suddenly, 
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they all shouted,'1L1ve,11ve,]4.ng Sultan Selim".The band strmck 

a triumphal air,end the king was accompan~ed to the palace. 

Selim gave the Janissaries 2,000 aspers each,1n accord

ance with Suleiman's will.He gave orders that his father bem

terred "in the royal sepulchre of the Mra.ta,which Soliman had 

constructed,the most swnptuous built in this eentury".Selim 

remained in Belgrade,with a complement of his pashas and def

terdars. 

'Phe body of Suleiman arrived in Constantinople on Novem

ber 22,received by the Muft1,rel1gious dignitaries end Schen

der Pasha of the Royal Palace,who were all in mourning dress. 

The most important officials 11.fte.d the coffin from the milit

e:ry wagon,end carried it to a hee..rse.fhe clergy prayed aloud 

and everyone walked after ~he hearse,until they arrived at the 

Marata.over the casket oa Suleim.an,that was covered with a bro

caded cloth,was laid his sword and turban.The ttlearned attend

ed to" and concluded the obsequ1es(29). 

On November 27,the Aga of the Janissaries entered the city, 

with all the squadron heads end troops marching five abreast, 

with rifles,swords,halberds,scimite.rs and standards.The death 

of Suleiman was forgotten in the rejoicing over the new king. 

Selim entered the city on December 5th.,as everything and ev

eryone as ready to receive him. rt.An adequate guard was station

ed in all the streets that none could do mischief",and permis

sion as given to everyone to move about freely anywhere. 
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At midnight,the two main gates 1 Adr1enople and Seliverya1 

were opened,and many left the city to receive the king.Two hours 

before dawn,the kettle drums were sounded,end thousands stat

ioned themselves on the route that the king we.s scheduled to 

pass,up to the Adrienople gate,through which he would enter. 

"It is said for certain,that from the wall,people formed lines 

three miles outside the city.About 200,000 were seated on tne 

ground,or standing in the trees,on rocks end on battlements, 

and many trees broke from the weight of the people." Jews#Greeks 

and French brought presents of brocade end damasks manufactured 

in the city.They also brought scarlej end mulberry-colored dloth, 

to cover the ground over which the king was to pass.Thousands 

se~eemed blessings at the king.At times,the king would bring 

his horse to a halt,to acknowledge the gifts and cheers. 

"Everything was worthwhile seeing,for it is adm1rableto 

see such a multitude 11 • From outside the city to the we.11,end 

from the wall to the Serrai.,the nwhole route over which he pe.ss

ed,(all write it to be 18 miles)was thronged on both sides <tr 

the street." To attest that it was not hearsay that he was re

port1ng.,Almosn1no writes.,nI was in a store with some friends, 

from where we saw very well,how many passed from dawn until the 

king errived.,whioh was when they chanted in the mosques at mid

day. tt 

The lords of the Porte,of the military end of the navy, 

led the parade.Their horses were adorned,pennants flying.,end 
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themselves in spiked helmets,coats of mail and gilded gauntlets. 

The Mufti and the cadis followed.Then crone the Jenisseries,with 

bows,cross-bows end lances. Each squadron had different insig

nias,and some had plumes that swept the ground. "It 1s said for 

certain that 10,000 Janissaries marched in review 11 .There follow

ed the first secretaries of the realm and the defterdars,and 

behind them the guards on horseback carrying maces.Following 

the most exaljed pashas,c8llle His Highness,Selim,on the eleventh 

horse,for the other ten were riderless. 

Almosnino interrupts his description of the parade,to dis

agree with Joseph Hekohen' s order of the Ottoman dynasty. "So 

writes a Hebrew historian,Joseph Cohen,who wrote the general 

chron&eles,wherein he interposes also the Bttoman kings. His 

number is u.nreliable,end even less of the times of which he 

writes,and duning which time each reigned.Because,besides having 

ascertained the truth from original sources,I saw a brief sum-

. mary( abridgement) in the Turkish script end language ,from the 

first Ottoman until now,that al1 experts of this nation hold 

it as true.In order to better verify the matter,I begged a 1900d 

friend,well versed in the Turkish language and script,end he 

translated for me from the Royal Chronicles(which is called 

Turix Otoman),who they were,conf'orming to the number I cited,-

that hoever sees this book,will see simple truth in ell that 

I have written"(30).Von Hs:mmer corroborates Almosnino's account, 

as can be seen in this comparative table. 
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Almosnino (31) 

*Otoman Han(Khe.n) 
1281 acceded 

*Orhen Hen, 
130'7 acceded 

*Morato Han, 
1345 acceded 

*Derim Bayazeto Han 
1383 acceded 

·~Mahomet Han, 
1399 acceded 

-l~Morato Han, 
1420 accede 

*Mahomet Hen Ghaci, 
1450 acceded · 

*Bayazeto Han, 
1481 acceded 

-'A-Selim Han, 
1512 acceded 

*Soliman Han, 
1520 acceded 

*Selim II 
1566 acceded 

*~---~------------

Joseph .Hakohen(32) 

0tto:;.en., 1305? 
acceded 

Crehan died,1350? 

Murad died.,1373 

Be.ye.zid died,1419 

••••••••••••••••••••• 

Murad II,died 1450 

Mohammed II,died 1481 

Bayazid II abdicated 
1512 

Selim died,1520 

Suleiman st111 alive 
when Ha.kohen' s book 
was written. 

••••••••••••••••••• 

Von Hamm_!!: (::£3) 

Osman(Ottomen) 
1281 acceded 

1Jrchen, 
130? acceded 

Murad I, 
1345 acceded 

Bayazid I, 
1383 acceddd 

Mohronmed I., 
1399 acceded 

Murad II, 
1420 acceded 

Mohammed II, 
1450 acceded 

Be.yazid II, 
1481 acceded 

Selim I, 
1512 acceded 

Suleiman I, 
1520 acceded 

Selim II, 
1566t acceded 

---------------~ 
Table of the orde of accession of the kins of the Ottoman 

dynasty,according o Moses Almosnino,Joseph Hakohen end Joseph 

von Hamm.er. Some o the Hakohen dates of th deaths of several 

of the Ottoman ki s,square with the dates r ·the others,w1th 

respect to the ace ssion of the succeeding 

The fifth Ottoman 1ng,ttof whom Joseph Cohe writes end alll 

Kerim Cheliui,no sch nAJne ever existed." 
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nAs I said" ,writes Almosnino, tt--so that the number of hor.rses 

to the right,except the king's horse,denoting the kings that 

had already reigned,end each horse represnted a memorial to 

each king". 

Behind the riderless horses,that were harnessed in gold 

and blanketed in gold mesh,came the king's personal guerd,in 

white skirts and in wide,buttonless coats and broom-like hats. 

There followed the young pages,with enamelled half-moons on 

their hats,and their long hair falling over their shoulders. 

In the rearguard CSl?le the scarlet covered carriages of import

ant off1c1als,and lastly,the Aga of the Ha:rem,his officers and 

eunuchs.The public followed the parade. 

Ha:ring arrived at the Marata,the ganissaries did not 

move until the king ordered that they be given gifts,as the 

preceding kings were accustomed to do.(34) The march was de:Jlayed 

for an hour,and the king could not understandl the reason for 

the disvourtasy.His officials told him that some wagons became 

entangled in traf.fic,but they could not long coneell from him, 

that the Janissaries wanted gifts. Selim concealed his humil

iation,conceded to the request,and the procession continued on. 

He also had to yield pensions to Janissaries growm old in the 

service,and the maimed. ttWhile the claims were just",writes 

Almosnino,"the blocking of the way was not the manner" to em

ploy to achieve their desires. When the king went to the Mosque, 

the following Friday,he did not show his anger.On the next day, 
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when the Divan was in session,Selim ordered forty sacks taken 

from the Treasury,with 101 000 ducats 1n each,to be distributed 

to the J e:nissar1es ( 35) • "They repented having shovm the king 

the discourtesy".The following day,the Aeham Olem(Renegade Chr

istians),whose number exceeded the Janisse.ries,received six 

sultanis each. On December 10,simile.r sums were distributed 

to the "men of letters".,in e.ddiAion to finely lined clothing, 

end cemelots,each being worth more then 2,000 aspers.The Mufti 

was given 500 sultanis,two changes of gal'ments and two camelots; 

the Justices of the Porte,250 sultanis.,a gown and two cemelots; 

the heads of the academies,200 sultanis,a lined coat and a cem

el6t(eamlet.,is made of wool.,silk end hair),that is ttto the eight 

branches of learning that Mohronmed established w~en he conqueered 

Consta:ntinople".The Janissaries got additional money,for Selim 
I 

punished them for their im.pertinence.,but did not castigate them., 

ttnot to appear as e. tyrant or vengeful O• 

In describing the public works constructed during Stu.1-

eiman's reign,Almosnino says,nI will mention a few notable. ones". 

The Marata,where Suleiman was 1nterred1was made of "the finsst 

stones and marble in the ree.lmtt .Besides the four main col111.mns, 

there are many other columns of the finest Egyptian marble,sup

porting the little mosque,from where prayers are offered. The 

mosque has three portals,the first facing between the North 

Pole end the East.,the second facing between the .Antarctic Pd.le 

·and the Weat,end the third,between the West and the Arctic. 
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The fourth side faces Mecca,is called the quibla,end from there 

the funeral oration is given.Adjoining is a four walled square., 

the eastern wall being cemented to the Mosque.The three dooss 

are as beautiful as those in the Mosque.Four Menaras(minarets) 

with high lemps,ere in the four corners(36).In the center is 

a pool.,with ten marble columns around it,supporting a marble 

roofoThe water pours into the pool from the columns.There are 

beautiful gardens in the Marata 1 s enclosure.,which is a mile in 

circumi'erence.Outside the enclosure, are four wall-surrounded 

plazas,where people promenade.There are 17 small fountains.,for 

people to wash their hands and feet before worship. On a large 

Patio,there are houses to lod--ge visitors.Nearby,are kitchens 

that prepare food for the poor,twiee daily.Another courtyard., 

surrounded by,.A houses and apartments.,is for curing the sick of 

the poor., "that the Spanish call. hospital., and they call Timah

rsna..,or .,fruits of charity". The doctors attending are paid by 

-the government,so that they do not occupy themselves with any

thing else.There are also in the Marata,the medressehs.,each 

with its own .head professor,1n the departments of law, athem

atics.,gremm~,logic,medecine,physics,Arabic philosophy end "the 

most exalted study is theology 0 .The last is studied through the 

Koren and the Reddix.The cost of maintaining the Marata schools, 

was seven thousand aspers daily,at the king's expense(37). 

The second project of Suleiman that Almosnino describes 

is the a ueduct leading into Constantinople,that brought water 
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into the city from the River Papel."As the conduits could not be 

carried over the high mountains.,they were drawn over high arches". 

The undertaking encountered many engineering difficulties.,not the 

least of which was the sinking of the jetties and the foundations 

of the pillars underwater.,because of the soft silt at the bed of 

the river. The whole project until completion cost "eleven times 

100.,000 ducets,being one of the costliest in the world"(38). 

The last project described in the Extrem~~.,which Almosnino 

attributes to Suleiman,was the bridge across the Golden Horn, 

from the old city.,to the newer suburbs of Pera and Galata.(59) 

nThe great bridge.,following its collapse after a great tempest., 

was ordered rebuilt.,with better cement and deeper foundations. 

Each part was fitted and caulked all over. The lower part w s 

inclosed by sharp steel spikes.,like the edges of a sword.,by which 

it was thrust into the bed of the river"(40). Almosnino concludes 

his description of the projeut. with these words. "They tell me 

the.t they used to cross by boat,but when I ceme.,I crossed the 

bridge,which was so wide that you could cross on horseback.,as I 

did.,and with heavy wagonloads.Even tHough those that went whth 

me did not dismount,I did,to see end understand well.,the nature 

of this work.,which lasted three years". (.,,) 

It -is more than p~obable.,that the Jews of the Ottoman Emp-

1 
ire likedsnd admired Suleiman.,and Almosnino articulated this ad-

1 

miration. In the third book of tbe Extr~mos.,which Almosnino sub-

titles A Universal Compendium of_t?e Chr&nicles of King Sultan 



Soliman,he lauds the monarch for "his desire to sustain his 

subjects with justice and righteousness.,his insatiable desire 

to ennoble the realm with fine buildings and structures,e.nd 

the benefits that came from themtt(42) .Almosmino also mentions 

that Suleiman nwas devoted to imprd>ve the Empire with manufact

uring places"(43).Following his account of Suleiman's many 

officials,he praises the king "for the many beylerbeys he in

stalled,far more than his predecessors.There were no more than 

five formerly.,his r ·ather Selim added four,end this king added 

twleve more"(44). Almosnino also voiced his gratitude to Sulei

man.,for having shown friendship to the Jews or Salonika. ttHe 

showed his f'avor to the inhabitants" ,writes Almosnino, ttanµ gave 

them privileges,franchises end liberties.,which were burned in 

the fire of 5305(1545),for which reason it is not observed here 

after that.Before that,the Governor tried other imposts,espec

ially bringing to the Corte(Porte) a. certain number of' sheep., 

besides other tributes.This was an intolerable thing,e.nd this 

is the reason of' my coniing;being selected by the Republic(Jew

ish community of Salonika),and where I 8l1l now trying to nego

ciate,and confirm tlie above mentioned pr1vileges"(45). 

Of Selim,Suleiman. 1 s successor,Almosnino has an entirely 

dif_ferent opinion of him than is the popular historical vers

ion(46).This is probably due to Selim's very friendly relation

ship with Don Joseph Ne.s1. "Selim was very thoughtful in busi

ness,making inquiries on getting e.t the facts,and he had an ex-
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cellent memory of things past. He showed his appreciation to all 

that served him as a prince.He honored Don Jos~ph Nasi,a Jew by 

nat•onality,not giving heed to what he was,only to his services. 

After having made him a courtier of his house,distinguishing him 

with 55 aspers a day for his table,and to Don Samuel,his brother, 

with 25 aspers daily,(he had already interceded in his behalf be

fore his father),he favored him at Phillipopolis,when he became 

the king.He gave him the state of Naxos,Paris,Ante-Pe.ris,Melo, 

Santorinos and other islands annexed to thesett,possessed by the 

former duke(47). Later,the island of Andros was added. Almosnino 

also tells of Selim giving Nasi the privilege that ttno cargo of 

wine ce>uld pass to the Black Sea without his'(Nasi 1 s) permissiontt(48). 

The fiDst book of the Extrem~s,deals with what Almosnino 

cs.lls the extreme conditions that prevailed in the various aspects 

of life in the capital city(49).He tells of the extreme changes in 

the weather,even on the same day.This is because the Tramonte(north

wind)me.kes the atmosphere extremely cold,and the foniente(westwind) 

makes it insufferably hot."This can occur on the same day,either 

in the winter or in the su.mmer(5o)tt. The extremes in cleanliness 

result from the rains.Constanjinople being a hilly city,the sludge

like mud accumulates at the bottom of the hills,while the hill-tops 

and slopes are clean.The rains at times assume storm-like proport

ions, end after such a rain, "the houses look as if' they were washed 

and bathed"(51). 

Speaking of public healt,Almosnino says that "at tiines,no one 
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has as mueh as a hea.dachett.At other :bimes.,it seems as if every

one ha.d "contagious d1seases.,e.bscesses,pestilent1al fever and 

drowsiness that occur together 0 • Bees.use of the exhalations of 
\ 

the Black and Mediterrenean Sea.s,nit is veryrumid and(the air is) 

disposed to corrupt itself;as a result,there are all kinds of 

sicknesses" .When the air is clear snd "very rarified" ,everyone 

enjoys good health(52). 

Food in the ca.pit al city is either ver/,de a.r or cheap," except 

meat which is essential.,and when officials permit this commodity 

to be rare, they are cast igabed" ( 53) • The foods imported bj' sea 

end overland exceeded national production.The time it took to 

land a.nd unload the ships,determined the prices o! the perish

ables. Fish in season that was plentiful.,was held back by the 

merchants,to skyrd>cket the :Qrices. ''In the -winter,all eat mutton. 

Beef is scarce and very few buy it. Therefore mutton is expensive 

end beef is cheaptt .In the summer ti,me,it was just the opposite. 

"It is sa.id",writes Almosnino,"that fish out of season is injur

ious.,that it rots in the stomach' end causes sicknesatt. 

Imported wines,as the Candian malmseys,were expensive. Other 

wine is "made of a. blackish paste of decaying grapes,mouldy and 

foul smelling".Wine making in the eity was prohibited.It was made 

in concealment,from the grapes . brought into the city to be sold 

as fruit to be· eaten.Under these extreme conditions,the usually 

cheap wine brought high prices. 

Almosnino notes the extremes in economic conditions,conversat-
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ional garrulity and restraint resulting from occupational assoc

iations,in the giving of gifts and bribes in business,in wine 

drinking as a social grace,in dinner hours,in the availability 

of merchandise,in trading and in the manufacture of jewelry. 

Many of them are no more extreme than the conditions that pre

vail anywhere,and in -any age. This is also true of Almosnino 1 s 

paragraphs on the society near to government o.fficials,the nat

ure of friendship,of Jews that do or do not pray,or give or do 

not give charity. The same is true of housing.One could expect 

the lords of the Porte,to have their palaces outside of the clty, 

their underlings to have upper apartments within the city, "where 

it is light and airy", and the poor to inhabit the lower apart-
., 

ments,"where it is dark and dank 11 ,and where the garbage is ~.a~h-

ered" ( 54). 

The aspers,ducats and copper coins in the realm were either 

pure or cou.nterfeit.Almosnino claims that the customs of the 

· busy port of Constantinople was hard put in trying to cope with 

a situation,that saw the coins of the world enter its harbor. 

He also speaks of -"the pretenders",.friends of high society hhat 

succeed in doing business with government officials,because they 

are vouched. for,that they would. split the profits with the of

ficials.Others were obliged to me.ke large gifts beforehand. 

ttvirtuou.s women e.re so chaste that they do not allow them

selves to be seen.,even by people frequently in the family circle. 

Others of low rank are so dissolute that they converse more with 

others than with their husbands tt, It is because the streets of· 
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the city were narrow,and the houses narrow.The dissolute spoke 

with anyone that passed their doors,whereas,the virtuous women 

remained in the quarters,with their children end maids.They 

were busy working,nexcept(doing) the cooking and wa.shing,which 

the servants dor'.The immodest could even be found in the stores 

of their husbands,"buying and selling,end doing what their hus

bands don ( 55). 

The last of Almosnino 1 s extremes deals with the Generation. 

Some couples have 8 to 10 children,and some have none.Because 

of the air in Constentinople,"they multiply proldlfically".Then, 

a pestilence sweeps the city,and all of the children of some fam

ilies die."Those that can flee from the pla.ce.,and those that can 

take care of themselves,can save their children''• 

He concludes the first book of the Extremos by saying,nfhere 

a.re otheI' extremes that will not be mentioned,not to be guilty 

of prolixity,snd not to exceed the number 26,which is the numer

ical value in the letters of God's Name,denoting the Essence of 

His infinite mercy.We must all hope that all will be well at 

length,though it is not now so.As God brought rest after 6 days 

of Creation,and as the Hebrew slaves must be liberated in the 7th. 

year,God made known the excellence of this number,7 planets, 7 

Heavens and super-celestial bodies, so I hope that in this 7th. 

neriod of travail" our sufferings will end. The historian-rabbi 

ended the first book of his history,with a prayer from the ~salms. 
(56) 
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Notes on ALMOSNINO'S HISTORY OF HIS TIMES 

(l)M.Almosnino.,Extremos z Grandezas de la Ciudad de Constantinopla 
(Me.drid.,r631f , n Latin characters-.,transcribed from 
rabbinic script by Iacobo Cansino. · 

(2)Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall.,Gesch1chte .. 'des Oamanisches Reiches., · 
(Pesth.,1828,1O vols.)Von- HaiimierTs- evaluation of Almosnino 
is brought below. 

(3)H.Graetz,History of the Jews.,(J.P.s.,Phila.1949),IV,p.6O8 
Mop,_atsschrift .,p-;64 

(4)Ext~~~o~,p.166 

(5)R.B.Merriman,Suleiman the M nificent,(Cronbridge.,Mass.1944 1 
Harvard Univ.Pres·s 

(6)Extremos,p.84:cf.Merriman.,p.58, "--in spite of the twenty dif'
ferent ttacks which the Turks are said to have delivered-» 

{7)ibid.pp.95-98;1bid.cf.pp.103-4,180.,188,246 1 272. 

(B)ibid.p.85.,"--enclosed by towers,walls and barbicans,whose 
defense the world admiredtt. 
cf .Merriman,pp.59-6O,.~•The fortifications already formid

able were vastly st'rengthened 0
• 

(9}ibid.p.85:cf.Merriman,p.66 
t 

(1O)ibid.p.87;cf.ibid.pp.118-9.,tt--the Turkish campaign really 
degenerated into a great raid,e.lmost all fortified 
places were left unn1olested". . 

{ll)cf.Von Hanuner,III,p.456,"--aber er irrt sich mit den zehn 
Feldzugen die Suleiman in eigener Person sngeftihrt." 
with Extremos,p.84 

(12)ibid. "--den Ungarischen von 1541 m1t · St11lschwellgen ilbergeht". 
also Merriman.,p. 286., "It was his thirteenth eamnaign which 
he conducted in person". 

(13)E~~remos.,p.101 

(14)ibid.p.1O3.,"--que tuviese diez Olv1ceres- 0 ;p.104 1 "-diez Agas 
de Genicaros--": cf.Von Hammer,II.,p.456.,uDie zehn Gross
wesire sin4 auch den gelehrten Rabbi Almosnino nic~t en
gangen;auch hat es seine Richtigkeit mit den zehn Aga 
des Je.nitscaren." , 
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Notes on ALMOSNINO 1 S HISTORY OF HIS TIMES (2) 

(15}Von Hsnuner,III,P.32.,nPiri.,den er ganz irrig Piali nennt~u 

(16)E~t~~~os,p.129 

(l?)ibid.pp.13O-3 

(18)ib1d.pp.136-44 

(19)ibid.p.1O5:cf.Von Hannner,III.,p.32,nAlmosnino--erzM.hlt ein 
MJ!rchen nach welchem Piri den Sultan Suleiman als Prinz_
en von dem ihm mittelst ein vergifteten Kleides durch 
sein Vater Selim zugeda.chten Toda gerettet haben s011.tt 

also cf.Merriman,p.3O.,"We have no sure proof of the rumors 
-- that the Sultan really hated his offspring.,or thought 
to put him to death". 

(2O)1bid.p.119:cf.Von HSll1mer.,II.,p.38.,"Ibrahim hatte keinen Sohn". 

(21)1bid.pp.124-8 

(22)Von Hemmer,III,p.163.,"--auf eine ebenso Mlirchenbafte Weise.tt 

(23)Merriman,p.185 

(24)Extr~mos.,p.135 

(25)ibid.pp.37-8O:The seconf book of Extremes is sub-titled., 
"Death of _ the Gr8lld Turk Sultan Soliman and other Events." 

(26)ibid.p.39:cf.Von Hammer.,III p.496,who says that Selim was in 
Kutahije.,across the Bosporus. 

(27)Von Hammer.,III.,p.444,wherein Von Hammer makes minor cor:ieect
ions otl Almosnino 1 s account.uAlmosnino said 4,8OOLsteps 
(pases) rather than ells,end the bridge was completed in 
16 days ,rather then 17". 

(28)Extremos,p.48 

(29)1bid.pp.49-54 

(3O)1bid.pp.64-5 

(31)1bid.pp.65-8 
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N6tes on AL OSNINO'S HISTORY OF HIS TIMES (3) 

(32)Joseph Hakohen.,Dibrl) ha-Yamim le-Molk~ Zarpat u-Vet Ottoman 
ha-To ar(Lemberg,1"859 pp.26a.,276.,29a.,3 a,34b.,43a;49b; ·
does not include Suleiman and SelimII. 

(33)Von Hammer.,III,n.455.,nsuleiman der zehnte Sultan des . Osmanen". 

(34)ibid.III,p.504;ttE1n Heuwagon der den Weg sperrt--welchen 
Almosnino ausf-lihrlich beschreibt." 

(35)Extremos.,pp.73-4:cf.Von Hronmer,III.,p.505,"--jeden Mann in 
- allem 60 Duca.ten erha.lten hat ten." 

(36)cf.J.Murray,Greece.,Turkey.,Constantino le and Asia Minor, 
(London,1845)pp.195-6;also photographs of the Sulimaniyeh 
in the 1tNational Geographic Magazine 1

' ,May.,1945,August,1951. 

(37)Extremos.,pp.145-55;see H.G.Dwight.,Constantinople Old end New, 
(N.Y.C.,1915.,Scribner),pp.58.,360 - - - -

(38)cf'.Dwight.,p.364.,tt--who(Suleiman)also restored the e.Quedwct". 
Merriman.,p.197;Murray,Constantinople.,Brusa and the Tooad., 
(London,1803) ,P.4, "Suleiman also repaire·d-the water con
duits." ;Extremos.,pp.155-64 

(39)see Murr~v,Cons~antinople.,Brusa and the Troad.,p.14 

(40)cf.Von Hammer.,III.,p.405;"ttber den Bau dieser Briicke gibt 
Almosnino umstfuldlichen Bericht." 

(4l)Extj~~Q~1np.166-7 

(42)ib1d.n.81 

(43)ibid.p.145 

(44)ibid.p.103 

( 45) ibid.o • 90 

(46)cf'.Merriman.,p.188,"Selim the Sottt,uselim was drunken.,debauch
ed and incom etent". 

(47)-r,lxtremos,n.77:cf.Von Hanuner,III.,p.565,"--heisst er Jusuf' Nasi 
und so nennt ihm auch de Rabbi Almosnino". 

(48)1bid.n.78 
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Notes on ALMOSNIN0 1S HISTORY OF HIS TIMES (4) 

(49)1bid.np.l-33 

( 50) cf .J .Murray,Constantinople,Brusa and ~he TrQad,p. 7, 0 During 
~he most severe winters,there a.re many warm summer days, 
and the changes from blighting cold to almost summer heat 
a.re often and u.nexnected. 0 

{ 51) ~xtremos ,p. 6 

(52)1bid.p.7,"--f'rom the first of May to the 30th.of September 
is generally dry and hea.lthyu. 

(53)1bid.pn.8-9 

(54)1bid.-p.27 

(55)ib1d.p.32 

(56)Ps.19:15,nsean a su volu.ntad los dichos de mi boca--". 
' @ ,-,;l'l/c.. /'3, 1 t';,, 
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A PLACE IN JEWISH HISTORY 

Chapter VII 

Before Moses Almosnino was born,Christian lands had under

gone a chan@e in thought,studies and customs. The hold of the 

Roman Church on minds was loosened by Humanism. This movement 

was a return to the study of the Greek and Labin classics. It 

occupied itself more with the contents .of the classics,than 

with their form. When the pagan and ple·asure-loving contents 

of the classics became better known,a dissatisfaction arose 

against the austere life advocated by monasticism and the Christ

ian clergy. 

The desire for a fuller life brought on the Renaissance. 

Avenues of many branches of learning were reopened or expanded. 

A galaxy of great names shone in the many heavens of knowledge. 

Among them were Dante the scientist-poet,da Vinci the naturalist

artist and Copernicus the astronomer,who helped to open the win

dows of the heavens of the arts and sciences. 

The Reformation created a cleavage in Christianity,and drew 

&pen the doors to investigation and criticism. The Scriptures 

were re-examined and the authority of the popes was questioned. 

Wycliffe and Huss were the forerunners of the Reformation,and 

Luthe.r and Ce.lvin,who followed,ma.de the schism permenent. 

Gutenberg's invention of the printing press,and the manUSac

ture of paoer, put the new learning into the hands of a greater 
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number of people. Not the least important factor was the impet

us given to the expansion of learning,by the explorations anti 

the discoveries at the end of the fifteenth and in the beginn

ing of the sixteenth centuries. The increase in trade end com

merce brought along a great interchange or in.formation and ideas. 

The generally entertained conception that the inDellectual 

ferment in Christian lands did not change Jewish life,had its 

exceptions,and Moses Almosnino was one of them(l). It is true, 

generally,that while knowledge surged forward in Christian Eu- · 

rope,there was no comparable advance in knowledge in Jewish Life. 

The expulsion of the Jews from Spain end Portugal,and the persec

utions and massacres of them on the continent of Europe,threw 

a blanket of despair over Jews,that robbed them of any desire 

to create. Their thoughts were directed toward en escape from 

horrid reality,and great numbers found it in the Cabala movement. 

Sephardic fugitive Jews brought Cabala study to their new 

homes in Tur~ey and Italy(2). The mystical interpretation of 

the Scriptures,under the dislocated conditions,took possession 

of Jewish minds .ca~s.la was expounded from the pulpits. ln partic

ular ,its theories were explained from the Zohar,the Bible of the 

Jewish mystics.As the expectation of the Messiah was the pivotal 

point of its system, the Cabbalists charged the atmosphere with 

high excitement end great expectations. Sober Jewish minds were 

also affected. Isaac Abrabanel tried to stem the tide of the 

movement that threatened to plunge Jewry into a life of unreality; 
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his writings and his prediction of the date that the Messiah 

would come,eneouraged the movement instead. The enthusiasm with 

which the Cabala was received by high ranking Christians,as Card

inal Egidio and Re.uchlin,gave the movement added prestige. 

Forerunnersbr the Messiah,and Messiahs appeared on the scene, 
. f 

and offered themselves to rescue the persecuted people. L!bnmlein 

proclaimed himself a forerunner of the Messiah.He demended re

pentance and self-mortifications of the Jews,as a pre-requiaite 

to the Messiah's coming. The Spanish and Portuguese Jews end 

Ma.rranos,who suffered the horrors of the. Inquisition under the 

inquisitors Torquemada end Deza,were particularly vulnerable to 

Messianjo suggestions. 

A David Reubeni emerged from obscurity,claiming to be the 

br&ther of an Oriental Jewish king,and was received by Pope Clem

ent(3). He wanted firearms for his imaginary brother's imaginary 

army of 300,000,from the Pope and the Christian kings of Europe, 

to drive the Moslems out of the Holy Land. The idea that the 

redemption would coma through a miracle,seized hold of the cred

ulity of the Marranos. A Marrano,Diogo Pirea,influenced by Reub

en! when he visited the Portuguese king,reverted to Judaism,ass~ 

umed the name of Solomon Mol}(o and hoped for a Messianic miss

ion(4).He infected many of his followers with a longing ~or mar

tyrdom,for which he yearned~ 

The longing for a Messiah,or some form of redemption,super

natu.ral or otherwise,took on a number of forms in Jewish Life. 
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Jacob Berab and his colleagues adopted a more rational and his

torical approach to the problem. They believed that the Messian

ic period must be preceded by the re-esbablishment of the San

hedrin,and by re-instituting the authority to ordain rabbis. 

Twenty-five rabbis assembled in Safe~,and gave Berab the author

ity to ordain rabbis. Among the four Berab ordained in 1538, 

were Joseph Karo and Moses di Trani(5). There might have befllD. 

an autonomous Israel.,visible at first through the Sanhedrin, had 

not Levi ben Habib opposed the plan. Because Levi ben Habia,the 

rabbi of Jerusalem,was not sure whether the rebuilding of the 

Temple should not precede ,the assembling of a Sanhedrin,and be

cause of his personal envy of and animosity toward Berab,a great 

opportunity in Jewish history had come to nothing. 

A Talmudist turned mystic and hermit was Isaac Luria, a 

score of years after Berab. Luria thought himself to be the pro

phet Elijah,and the forerunner of the Messiah. He and his follow-

ers led an ascetic,meditative and praying life,and believed in 

the transmigration of souls. Luria held conversations,allegedly, 

with the men in ·the Bible and Talmud,and- most frequently with 

the soul of Simon ben Johai,at whose grave he meditated oftimes. 

Hayyim Vital,Luria's most intimate pupil in that Se.fed Society 

of Friends,carried on •his master's work. Like his predecessor.r, 

he taught that men must purify their souls of sin. When that time 

will come.,the most perfect world of the Messianic period will be 

realized;for then., men will be as stainless as was Adam before 
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he disobeyed God I s commend. (1) 

Some of the sober minded scholars that were infected with 

Cabala fever were Joseph Taytazak,prominent Talmudist in Salon

ika.., and Joseph Karo, author of the cocies Be_t Yosef and the popu

lar S~ulhS!! Aruk. They were both innoculated by Shlomo Moll(o. 

Karo also entertained a dreem-prompter(Maggid),that disciplined 

him to persevere in his studies,and revealed future events. Sol-_ 

omon Alkabetz,Karo 1 s friend., and the author of the Sabbath song, 

the Leka Dodi,was probably even more deeply enmeshed in the Caba

la movement ( 7). 

To the right of this emotional and mystic movement was the 

rather rigidly rational school of Talmudists,propogators of the 

Faith through rabbinical literature. Of the men that occupied 

that stage in Jewish history in Almosnino•s times were Solomon 

Lur•a and Moses Isserles,of Poland. Luria,author of the commen

tary on the Talmud.,the Yem Shel Shlomo,had an aversion to the 

casuistic method of study of' Jacob Poll_ak and Shalom Shakna. 

This scholar,that wrote Hebrew with grammatical exactness,also 

opposed Maimonides for his philosophical preoccupations, and for 

not having quoted his sources in his works. Isserles,author of 

the Mapp.a,,,ennotations to Karo• s Shulhan ~uk ,pursued philosophy 

through Hebrew sources.He also wrote a commentary on Purbach's 

astronomical work,the Theor~ca(8).In this group also belong the 

colleague of Karo,Moses di Trani,author of Responsa,who also 

opposed Karo(9),and the Talmudist and author of Responsa,Samuel 
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de Medina,colleague of Almosnino(lO). 

In secular studies and achievements,but nonetheless occupied 

with Jewish affairs 1 were the hist_orians Joseph Hacohen,Judah ibn 

Verga. and Samuel Usque. Hacohen.,physician to the doge Andrea 

Doria,wrote the Annals of the Kins of France and of the House 

of Ottoman. This history of two opposing forces is written in an 

impartial ay,and in the dramatic style of the Bible.Hacohen also 

wrote the Emek ha-Baka (Vale of Weeping),on the misfortunes of 

the Jes.This careful historian,averse to believing in miracles, 

was baffled by Molko 1 s martyrdom(ll). 

Judah ibn Verga,a Cabalist and astronomer,wrote the Shebet 

Jehuaa,on the persecution of Jews in many lands,in a simple and 

graceful Hebre. Some of the accounts in this history a.re given 

through the medium of imaginary conversations,and some of his 

sources were taken from La.tin documents(l2). T~e poet, Samu.el 

Usque,wrote the Consolation in Israel's Tribulations. It is a 

source for the history of the persecution of Jes. However, the 

history is ritten through the medium of conversations between 

three she heras,that lament the fate of Israel end offer consol-

e.tions(l3). 

Not to .be excluded from this group are Azariah dei Rossi, 

and Gedaliah Ibn Yahya. Dei Rossi made use of non-Jewish sources 

and applied cientific method to his work,the Me 1or Aina:yim.This 

physician kne the whole of Jewish literature end the Latin hist

ories. He compared the statements in the Talmud and its offshoots 
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with those in Philo,Josephus and the Church Fathers to prove , -

the truth of historical narratives,from the witnesses in their 

respective times(l4). The Shalshelet ha-Kabala(Chain of Tradit

ion) of Gedaliah Ibn Yahya,has many specious stories in it(15). 

Of the Jews of that period that distinguished themselves 

in almost entirely secular,or entirely secular work were Leon 

Medigo,Isaac Abrabanel•s son,and Amatus Lusitanus. Leon Ebreo, 

as Medigo was better known,wrote the Dialogues of Love,a philo

sophical idyll. It favored the Scriptural doctrine of the Creat

ion out of chaos to the principles of Greek philosophy. The 

Dialogues was not written in the spirit of Judaism,and was read 

by Italians rather than by Jews(l6). Amatus Lusitanus was a fam

e~ physieian.,e.uthor of the Centuries.It is a seven volume work, 

each volume dealing with one hundred cases ef illness and their 

curas(l7). These are the outstanding men of the period in which 

Almosnino flourished,and these are their works. 

As this is en evaluation or Moses Almos:nino.,his place in 

Jewish history can be determined better,by comparing him with 

the luminaries of his day. He was neither a mystic living in 

unreal worlds,as Isaac Luria and Vitel,nor a quas1-myst1c,11ke 

Taytazak and Ke.ro,who _found life's direction confusing. Almos-

did believe in the pseudo-science of astrology,because many 

learned-men in his day believed in it. Pope Clement and most of 

his contemporaries had recourse to astrology,to learn from the 

stars,what was beyorutl the wisdom of men(l8)_. 
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He did not veer to the severe extremes of purely Jewish 

studies,by limiting himself to the Talmud and its offshoots, 

as his contemporaries,de Medina,di Treni,S.Luria and Is~erl~s, 

some of whom just tasted secular learning in seclusion. It 1s 

true that he studied philosophy end the Latin classics not for 

their own sakes,but to put them into the service of his ethics 

and theology. Nonetheless,he honored the wisdom of the Greeks, 

Latins and Arabs,and disseminated them through his works(l9). 

Almosnino•s references to sources,or quotations from the sources 

are altogether trustworthy,whether he took his information from 

Hebrew works or non-Jewish works. (~o) 

This is also true in the history that he wrote of Constan

tinople and the Ottoman Empire.What he personally saw,and where 

he himself read from,is truthfully and authentically reported. 

Von Hammer's branding of some of the accounts of Almosnino as 

fairy-tales,fails to take into consideration Almosnino•s own 

prefaces to such accounts in intimating that they were hearsay. 

He invariably led into such accounts with the words,ttit 1s said 

for certain",or.,ttthey tell me"(2l).,though later historians proved 

his hearsays unreliable. The evidence points to the fact,that 

he was more careful with his facts{22),than the not so careful 

Josenh Hacohen(23). 

The ruling of the times seems to have been the idea.,th•t 

old thoughts of bygone thinkers should be commented on,and super

commentaries on the connnentators of the pastaFreedom of philo-
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sophical inquiry was not favored.Isaac Abrabanel thought th&t 

Maimonides writings were heretical.According to Joseph Jaabez, 

free-thinking was a sin,and philosophical preoccupations were 

responsible for the e,q,ulsion from Spa1n(24). Almosnino not only 

. was thoroughly at home in philosophy(25) ,but also in astron-' 

omy(26),physics and metaphysics(27). He was completely acquaint

ed with all brancges of rabbinical literature(aa),and mathematics 

and medecine were also in his arsenal of knowledge(29). 

In his times,Jewish congregations were broken up into nat

ional groups.Their disunity was a misfortune,because little 

could be done for the public benefit. Almosnino succeeded in 

getting them to work together,by his persuasiveness and modesty, 

and was largely responsible in relieving them from their intol

erable condition. The sermons preached in his days,were but Tal

mudic discourses in the German congregations,end uninteresting 

to laymen. The Spanish preacsers spoke in beautiful language,but 

were full of pedantry. This most opportune and convenient instru

ment to disseminate information and enthusiasm to the publiq., 

this means of encouraging communal cooperativeness,the sermon, 

Almosnino made into a fine art(30). Moses al-Sheik,his younger 

contempora.ry,tried to imitate Almosnino's style of preaching, 

but he had only Jewish knowledge to support his efforts(31). 

Predict-ions are the luxuries of historians. Heinrich 

Graetz indulged himself in the extravagance of second-guessing. 

He ventured that had all the Sephardic rabbis brought to their 
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sermons the vast secular learning and the skills of Moses Almos

nino, the confounded and confounding Cabe.la cabals would have 

soon spent themselves( 32) .But by history• s standard of parsimony 

of praise or condemnation,an evaluation of Almosnino can on:Jjy be 

drawn on what happened,and not on what might have happened. His 

place in history can be judged by his value to his generatiam, 

and then by comparing him with the great Jewish sages of history. 

In the first instence,there were undoubtedly those that ex

celled him in one or several of the fields of activity that lmos

nino labored in.Almosnino was not the physician that Amatus Lusit

anus was;nor was his usefuless to the Jewish Community of the 

Ottoman Empire as great or wide as that of Joseph Nasi. But in 

general usefulness and in all around skills and talents., he was 

the 11 Mushlam"(complete man) of his generation.,to borrow Almosnino's 

oft used term. 

He was not the philosopher that Maimonides or Gersonid~s 

were.He perpetuated the great Jewish masters and popularized them, 

but,more then likely.,lmew more than the medieval philosophers, 

because he had the !!dvantage of being t -horoughly i'amiliar with 

later Latin and Arab thinkers.Admtttedly,he added nothing n&W to 

philosophical thinking. He wrote on more subjects than his prede

cessors did. Though there is little that is original in his writ

ings,the faithful servant Moses was faithful in all the houses 

of his studies and service,9xact,polished and systematic.In his 

sermons,in which he excelled;he kindled a torch which burned 

brightly for three centuries~ 
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(25)see p.52 
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